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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 
BACKGROUND OF RESEARCH FOCUS 
Due to the importance of three major concepts that form the basis of this research - 
namely integmtion, e c o i o u h  and sociwconomic benefts - it is imperative that they be 
introduced and dehed in this section Al1 three concepts will be expanded upon in the Literature 
Review (Chapter 3). 
lntegration 
v.r. complete (imperfect thing) by addition of parts; combine @arts) Uito a whole. 
v-t. & i. bring or corne into equal membership of society, esp. without regard to 
race or religion. (The Concise M o r d  Dictionary 1982; 52 1). 
'Ihus, if integrdon can be considered as more dian just the surn of its paris, ideally it 
would indicate a sense of 'cornpleteness'. Furthemore, tme community integration would 
necessitate more than mere participation - the concept of 'equaiity' must be linked to fair, 
democratic and meaningful decision-making. 
Equitable decision-making as Freire, Arnsteiu, Chambers, Cemea and others have 
elaborated at length would involve rnavimum community participation, necessitaring cornmmity 
consfientization, community control and community action. Taken this far, integration could be 
equated with empowerment or self-reliance, or the ability of a community to 'take charge' of its 
development goals on an equirable basis. The theory to be advanced, then, is as follows: if a 
cornmunity ~articipates to the extait of true integration in its decision-makuig, then it has likely 
reached a high level empowerment Moreover, biis empowement process should be paraileleci 
by an equitable sharing of benefits. In addition, the catalyst to start the climb to integration may 
be equated to Freire's (1 970) process of conscientization. That is, the cornrnunity becomes 'self- 
aware' of its condition and the various intemal and extemal control stmctures and forces. 
The level of local participation could conceivably be partially measured by 'placing' a 
given community on Arnstein's (1969) Ladder of Citizen Participation (discussed in greater 
detail in Chapter 3) or some other participation typology. Given that community participation is 
dynamic, then if a community is consistently operative somewhere in the top three mgs on 
Amstein's model, it may be considered as an integrated community. That k, it would have 
demonstrated a mature social, psychological and political integration that may be partially 
measured by its perceived and actual social and economic bene&. However, other factors may 
complicaîe this assumedly desirable outcorne, including property ownenhip, I o d  elite 
domination, govemment policies and economic leakages. By an examination of certain socio- 
economic factors appropriate to the community, it may be possible to paint a broder picture and 
portray the level of integration by the community in its ecotourism activities. Constraints aside, 
it is likely that moving higher up Arnstein's ladder could lead a comrnunity to become more 
integrated in public decision-making processes. 
For this research, true community integration in tourism decision-making would ideally 
necessitate the combination of the foilowing conditions: 
1) A broad-based, open democraîic process. 
2) A high oumber of participating citizens. 
3) A high d e m e  of individual participation (i.e. influence) in decision-making. 
4) An eauitable and efficient process. 
5 )  A high amount of local ownershi~ in the community-based tourism sector. 
6) A process typified by a high loneevitv (i.e. not a 'once-off event). 
In actuality, it is likely rare that all of these conditions could simultaneously exkt for a 
given community. However, they are useful masures of a comrnunity's attempts for 
ernpowennent or self-reliame, hence integration In the h a 1  analysis, such information would 
prove more vduable than proving whether or not tnie integration has been achieved 
Ecotourism 
Although the term is in vogue, a perfect definition ofecotourisrn has yet to be formulated 
and perhaps never d. Presently, the tenn is used as a catchail applied Uidiscriminately to 
alrnost anything linking tourkm and nature7 such as 'green tourism' and 'ecological tourism'. 
There are many interpretations of ecotourism that are often based on specitic activities or 
destinations to distinguish it from conventional mass torrrism. One popular definition was coined 
by Elizabeth B w  (199 1) as follows: 
Tcotourism is a means to appreciate the value of naturd resources outside of 
traditional consumptive uses and to manage îhem for sustainable use."(Boo 
1991 34) 
The problem with this and other definitions of ecotourism is that they may be so broad 
and ambitious in scope that they lack focus. Ecotourism has been so over-promoted as a 
m a r k e ~ g  tool or panama to econornic problnns of developing nations that it may lose 
credibility. Jaakson (1997) has critiqueci the current use of ecotourism as a concept and posits 
that ethics is its very essence, but which may not necessarily impiy an ethic of nature or ecology. 
Since its application as concept, travel eqerience or industry has generated so much controveny, 
and because it is considered appropriate for this research, ecotourisrn will be explored in pater 
detail in Chapter 3. This said, the following definition is perhaps what ecotourism ought to be: 
Ecotourism is both an sictivity and a desirable outcorne thai allows tourists to 
adniire and leam about the mai and/or cdturai attributes of a given 
destination, whiie contnbuting to its consewatiou and providing socio-economic 
benefits for local communities on a relatively quitable basis. (author's 
d e h i  tion). 
Socio-economic Benefrts 
Although socio-economic benefits tend to be linked in realiîy, they are often coosidered 
separately in this research to facilitate their measurement - i.e. socta2 benefirs and economic 
benefts. tJeither is considered to have greater importance than the other - on the contrary* an 
equitable balance of both types of benefits would be the ideal outcorne for achieving long-terni 
sustainability of the local tourisrn industry. An important distinction is made throughout the data 
analysis and findings between perceived benefits and achrnl benefits, both social and economic. 
in other words, there may be a perception of benefits but subsequent analysis may detennine that 
actuai benefits are minimal or lower when compared to other similar situations or conditions. 
Social benefits in this research concern individuai and community well-being in non- 
materialistic parameters; specfically, personal sahsfaction and democratic, equitable 
participation in iocai decision-making. Such predominately qualitative benefits are measured in 
this research by individual and comrnunity perceptions as related to the local tourism indusûy. In 
addition, tbqr are measured by the type, degree, intensity and equity inherent in local decision- 
making power and participation. 
Economic benefits in this research are more quantitative in nature. For this research, 
economic benefits are principally local tourism-generated incorne and employment as related to 
the provision of tourism services in the two study areas. In additiori, basic flows of go& and 
services, sales, profits, seMce ownership and revenue leakages that relate to the local tourism 
industry are measured to a certain extent In partidar, the relatiooship and effects of non-local 
tourism businesses on the local economy of the study areas in question are examined fiom both 
perceived and actuai perspectives. 
Socio-economic Effects of Ecotourlsm 
The importance of tourkm to the world economy is undeniable. By the year 2000, 
tourism will be its largest industry in tenns of employment and trade (Hummel 1994). The WïO 
predicts that international tourism amivais wiLl top the 1.6 billion mark by the year 2010 (WTO 
1997). Especially in the developing world, one of the fistest growing segments of the tourisrn 
industry is ecotourism However, a common estimate is that less than 10 percent of tourist 
spending remains in communities near ecotourism destinations (Lindberg and Huber 1993). 
Overail, a World Wide Fmd for Nature (WWF) midy estimates that of $55 billion earned 
by tourisrn for developing countries in 1988, about $12 billion was the result of ecotourism (EIU 
1992). However, there is growing concem that little of the revenue from ecotorrrism reaches 
local people. Tourism employs more than 127 miilion people worldwide, but some cnticize that 
in developing countries local people normally work in menial, seasonal and Iow-paid positions, 
with managerial jobs going mainfy to expatriates (Wheat 1994; 18). 
There is still a scarcity of eumomic data at the community level regarding ecotourism 
projects in developing countries. Arfkedson (1994) mentions thaî ow knowledge of long-term 
effects of toiirism is incomplete or even nonexistent and asks: 
Wow does employment in the tourist sector affect traditionai livelihoods and 
trades? Does the money eamed by the local people lead them to e ~ c h  t eir 
culhaal traditions, or reject them? And how do these f ~ r s  affect the strudure 
of local institutions, especially the household, the family and the community? 
In a word, what are the social and cultural costs and benefits of tourism to the 
host cornmunity?" (Arfwedson l994;6) 
Community Involvement and Ecotourism 
Many tourism promoters and researchers have called for sustainable development models 
that could help generate income for local people and accelerate regional development It is 
almost indiscriminately claimed that involvement of local people in the development and 
management of tourism (and especially ecotourism or other f o m  of community-based tourism) 
in their regions would accomplish two goals; 1) to help sustain tourism, and 2) to provide socio- 
economic bene*. 
However, there is limited empirical evidence that either goai could be achieved with the 
involvernent of local communities. Moreover, most research to date on community-based 
tourism or the effects of tourisrn on local communities has b e n  unclear about what may 
constitute local 'involvement' or 'participation'. The type, amount, intemity and equability of 
community participation dl require closer exafnination if a given ecotourism project is to be 
praised a s  havhg achieved a hi& degree of local involvement. 
Therefore, the intention of this research is to contribute knowledge regarding comrnunity 
involvement in the local tourism industry. The lessons leamed here will lead to a potential mode1 
for communities and researchers that hope to practice or test sustainable fomis of tourism 
LEADING TO A PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Ecotourism is based on the consexvation of naturai resources in conjunction with 
sustainable development However, such resources are ofien utilized by surrounding 
cornmunities for sutenance or income. One reason why so many ecotourism projects fail is that 
they rnay not have adequately taken into account the needs and support of local people. 
Many have made the assertion that in order for ecotourism to be successful, local 
citizenry must be inctuded in its development and management Specifically, this would entail 
the encouragement of community participation at ail levels of ecotourism policies and projects. 
Local people may participate in ecotowism in a number of ways, including: 1) early, ongoing and 
timely consultations, 2) promotion of community-based businesses and local ernployment in 
tourkm activities, and 3) environmental and marketing training to protect the ecosystem (s) in 
question, yet create local economic benefits to encourage conservation 
For some researchers, community participation goes beyond scatteied employrnent in 
low-paying and menial jobs, such as hotel workers and bus &vers (Arfwedson 1994). If most 
companies and agencies of ecotourism activities for a given area represent interests h m  outside 
the comrnunity, it is imlikely that the rnajority of tourism eamings and benefits will reach the 
local people. However, it may also be iikely that more direct participation and control by the 
community in such activities may enhance the evenhial long-terni success of the ecotourism 
project or program, may be inherently more equitable in distribution of economic bene*, and 
may help to conserve the environment 
The purpose of the study is to examine in detail how a given degree of community 
involvement in ecotourism may affect its inhabitants nom a socio-economic perspective. 
Particular emphasis is placed on $ and how a communïty cm benefit f?om being directiy or 
indirectly involved in the management of ecotourism activities. In addition, the manner of 
community and individual resident involvement wili be closely examined 
RESEARCH GOALS 
One 
To discover if the level of integrabon by communities in ecotourism activities 
can positively influence or enhance vanous socio-economic measures by a given 
cornmunity. 
Two 
To provide information on how communities could be more thoroughly 
integrated in potential benefits fkom ecotourism, with generalities produced that 
would be applicable to other mal communities throughout the world 
To deveiop a mode1 that would illustrate measurable components of community 
integration in a given ecotourism industry, and that couid help guide research, 
planning and/or evaluation of community-based ecotourism proj ects. 
RESEARCH OBJ ECTlVES 
One 
To compare communities firom the initiai to curent stages of tourism 
development by the use of tourism growth modek. 
Two 
To measure community satisfktions, attitudes and preferaices with the 




To measure both actuai and perceived economic benefits accruhg to the 
community fi-om ecotourism in term of: 
gros estimates and distribution of income flows and direct employment 
profitability (hence, financial efficiency and efféctiveness) 
Q tourist qmditures (for verification of financial parameters) 
To deterinine the level of conmiunity integration in ecotourism decision-making 
and management based upon mesures of local parîicipation 
To refute or &km various hypotheses regarding participation in decision- 
making, distribution of economic benefits and other pertinent factors related to 
integration in ecotourism. 
To design a mode1 for community integration in ecotourism based on pertinent 
research findings that indicates how such integration determines (or could be 
used to measure) community planning efforts and socio-economic or 
environmental outcornes. 
EXPECTED RESULTS 
There are several potential uses of the results that are expected to be obtained, as follows: 
To understand the nature and source of a societal problem (namely, the effects of 
ecotourism on local communities), with the assumption that this problem can be 
solved with knowledge. 
To contribute to Bdsting theones of community-oriented ecotourism on a global 
perspective. 
To fondate  problem-solving interventions for other environmentally and culturdly 
sensitive tourism policies and projects. 
CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS AND QUESTIONS 
TOWARDS AN HYPOT HESlS 
Chapter 2 presents the research hypotheses and questions that provide the foundation for 
this research Traditionally, tourism development has been based on the idea that 'trickle-down' 
effects wdi occur and benefit local people, when in reaiity it is usually those with the greatest 
access tu power and resources (land, financiai, etc.) that stand to gain the most Inaeased and 
quitable distribution of revenues fiom ecotourism wodd give more incentive to locai residents 
who may otherwise fail to support such initiatives. Nevertheless, the arnount of revenues gained 
will depend to a large degree on the number of tourists visiting the comrnunity. Whether this 
amount of visitation is sufficient to meet community or govemment expectahons for a given area 
must be studied on a site-specinc basis. Every area differs in their collective wants and needs, as 
well as tourist demand due to perceived 'attractiveness' of the destination. 
In terms of tourism empioyment, die creation of tourism-related jobs for local residents is 
a commonly cited ecotourism objective. Lindberg (1996;553) states that "this objective stems 
not only fiom the principle of equity, but f?om the principle that tourism jobs reflect a concrete 
benefit of conservation". It was found that even a modest handicrafk operation can generate a 
sigdicant economic impact at the local level (ibid;554-556). Lindberg (ibid) summarized that 
ecotourisrn can generate local economic benefits and local support for conservation, but not 
necessarily financial support for protected area management 
One major concern is who receives the economic benefits, and how rnuch? De Kadt 
(1992) suggests that the distributional aspects of tourkm developrnent have been ail t w  
fiequently ignored However, he &O notes that it is naive to advocate local ownenhip versus 
foreign ownership without recogniong that the interests of a locai elite are ofien more intimateîy 
bound with foreign interests than their CO-residents. 
As mentioned by Cater (1994), to ensure the sustainability of ecotourism development 
on the part of destination areas, perhaps the most vital principle is to increase local involvement 
In practice, howwer, it rnay not always be possible to punue participatory approaches. The 
tourisrn planning and implementation process is infiuenced by politicai, social and economic 
uncertainties, so flexibility should be built into the system since maximum participation may be 
outweighed by other concerns. Another consideration is that the dennition and boundaries of 
'local' rnay not be c o d e n t  6orn one project to another, nor be d o d y  rnatched by al1 
stakeholders, including the communities in question, government agencies, the tourism sector 
and other entities. For example, local may be defined by some as regionaily based rather 
co~llfnunity based. 
Neverthelas, it is likely that a hgh degree of local community involvement in 
ecotourisrn codd achieve positive outcomes in ternis of selected indicators (e.g. nurnber of direct 
jobs c r e w  revenues eamed, community perceptions). What constitutes a 'hi& degree' of 
involvernent cm be d e h e d  in accordance with Sherry Amstein's Ladder of Citizen Participation 
(Amstein 1969) and ather selected indicators, which will be discussed in the Literature review. 
RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS 
From a review of relevant literaîure that is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3, it is 
indicated that ecotourism offers at least the potential to improve local economies while 
maintaining the natural resource base, especiaily through local resident involvement Ofien the 
case bas been made that as  a less consumptive activity compared to mass tourism or other 
alternatives, ecotouriçm is a means to balance econornic and environmental goals without 
damaging the sustainability of either. However, few studies have made concrete, empirical 
Mages  between the prohbility of ecotourism and local community participation, or 
sustainability of the resource. 
'Iherefore, the hypothesis to be tested as stateâ in die nuJ format is as follows: 
There is no difference in socio-economic outcomes fiom ecotourism between one 
comUILity characterized by a relatiwly high degree of integrdon in ecotourism 
managemeni, when contrasteci with another cornmunity disthguished by an 
opposing low level of integratioa 
That is, the highly integrated community would not be ultimately more successful in 
ternis of beneficial outcornes. The n d  hypothesis, then, must be either rejected or accepted in 
this research This dieory rests on the assumption that ecotourism can be econornically viable for 
local communities if two conditions are present : 
1. There is a relatively equitabie distriiution of ecotourism benefits generated in terms of 
revenues and employment, and, 
2. There is a relatively hi& degree of controi by the community for managing and 
administering the ecotourism activities. 
RESEARCH SUB-HYPOTHESES 
Sweral sub-hypotheses are tested in this research, to further refine the hypothesis and test 
its validity with demographic and tourism-related variables. These are stated in the nul1 format 
Perceived or achrol econumzc benefits are no greater in a community with a high degree 
of integration in ecotourism management, when compared to a community characterized 
as having low integration. 
Local conml of the ecotourism industry is no greater in a cornmunity with a hi& degree 
of integrmon in ecotourism management. 
Local pnicipation in ecotourism management (i. e. decision-making) is no greater in a 
community with a high degree of employment in its respective ecotourism industry. 
Greater individual earnings in a local ecotolnism induçtry are not related to a higher 
degree of control in its decision-making 
Hi& local ownership and managernent of ecotourism-related businesses has no e f f '  on 
reducing leuhges of potential or aaual ecotourism revenues. 
Nazive residents are no more involveci in ecotourism activities in a highly integrated 
community than non-native residents. 
Age Qes not have any significant effect on control, management or employment in 
ecotourism 
Gender does not have any signincant effkct on control, management or employment in 
ecotourism 
The research questions can be placed in two tourism-rdated categories: 1 )  distribution of 
economic beneh and 2) participation in decision-making processes. Indicators for rneasuring 
the two categories are presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. The fb t  table considers filtculcid aspects 
of ecotourism in the two shidy sites, and the other table consists of questions relative to locd 
ecotourism decision-&ng processes. It is realued that the cornminuties selected differ in 
terms of population size, number of businesses and other important parameters. Therefore, the 
data is treated accordingly and either nonndized by weighting or percentages; conveaeiy, 
cdonary notes are mentioned where appropriate. 
Table 2.1 Financial Impacts of Ecotourism 
1. Principal types of tourism activities (guides, handi& producen, restaurants, 
hotels, transport, etc.). 
2. Percent of cornmunity directly and indirectiy employed in tourism. 
3. Number of visitors both annually and historically. 
4. Average tourism expenditure par visitor (hotels. restaurants, guides, etc.). 
5. Total revenues generated fimm tounsm. 
6. Costs of providing ecotourism services. 
7. Amount of tou rismgenerated inwme that stays in cornmunity. 
Table 2.2 Community Participation in Emtourism 
PARTlClPATlON INDICATORS 
1. Where on Plog's Psychological Continuum can the community be placed? 
2. Where on Butler's Tounst Area Cyde of Evolution can the community be plaœd? 
3. What level of participation on Arnstein's Ladder can the community be placed? 
4. Is there a tourism strategy in place? 
5 .  Who is involved in the tourism decisiormaking process? 
6. To what degree is their involvement in ternis of numbers and intensity (or influence) 
of tourism decision-making? 
7. What change in the amount and type of community involvernent has occurred since 
the beginnings of tourism in both comrnunities? 
8. What degree of satisfacti.on do residents have regarding ecotounsrn? 
9. What is the decision-making pawer structure in ternis of representation by different 
age groups, women, Iocals vs. non-locals, etc.? 
10.What degree of support have various agencies such as NGO's and 
IocaVregionaVnationaI governrnent provided? 
CHAPTER 3: 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter explores relevant literature diat provides the foundarion for the stafed goals 
and objectives. First, commtmity-based tourism and ecotourism are introduced and descnbed- 
Second, some towism growth and development modeis are explored that pertain to this research 
Third, some concepts and theories of community participation are discussed Fourth, cornmimity 
participation theory is linked to ecotourism F#h, some basic concepts and definitions of 
economic theory are explained as applied to ecotourism Finally, nnjor concepts and hdings 
are brought together to d e  the case for community integration in ecotourism. 
COMMUNITY-BASED TOURlSM AS A RESEARCH OPPORTUNITY 
A Few Basic Definitions 
Communitv 
The deterrnination of 'community' is a multi-disciplinary inqujr that takes into account 
rnany social, economic, physicai, and adrmnisbative factors. Each particdar study must definite 
and appliy 'community' to its appropriate circumstances. Since the concept of 'community' 
fonm the basis for this research, a brief examination of what it may constitute i s  necessary. 
Shaffer (1 989) maintains that 'community ' can be defined and studied fiom a qualitative, 
ecoiogical, ethnographie, sociologicai and economic perspective (Shaffer 1 989;2). He also 
suggests that a combination of approaches is needeâ to s t d y  a particdar cornmunity 
comprehensively. The commimity is thus d e h e d  as: 
"a group of people in a physicai sethg with geographic, political and social 
boundaries and with discemible communication linkages. These communication 
iinkages neeû not al- be active, but must be present People or groups 
interact in the de- area to a h  shard goals" (ShafXer l989;4). 
Obviously, a community is much more complex than a mere physical boundary enclosing 
some given space. Other definitions include the 'community of interest' or 'common cause', 
which consider those people who have shared interests. For most communities, several different 
social communities or communities of interest may exkt for a given geographic space (Duggan 
1994;IO). Cornmunity has ako been dehed  as "perception", "place", "an integrated social 
system" and an "open system with interrelated components afEected by communication and 
interaction, and characterized by evidence of structure, order, divenity, and solidarity, among 
others" (Douglas 1996). Lastly, one useful conceptual definition that will infonn this research is 
Freire's (1970) notion of community as people 'coming to ternis with' and 'becoming aware of  
their a& condition Self-awareness will be discwed m e r  in this chapter. 
Development has been defhed in many ways as well, but one of the better definitions is 
"altering the environment for the perceived benefit of human use" (Pinel 1996). Development 
may imply qualitutive change instead of (or in addition to) quantitative change. Cornmmity 
development is a balance between process (means) and desired outcornes (ends). Douglas 
defines it as: 
"A collective, voluntary, integrated, and democratic initiative in self-reliance, in, 
for, and by the cornmunity, which is ctiaracterized by a process of rational choice 
and action, which is both goal-seeking and goal-directed, is designed to enhance 
the community's welfare in terms of resources and opportunities, and which may 
bring about t r ans fodons  in structures and interrelationships as well as 
institutional strengthening and capacity developing (ibid). 
This lengthy definition appears to be ali-inclusive of aajor community development 
concepts and pafamete~s. However, the assumption is that if something is amis  such as  a non- 
democratic initiative, then it iikely k not 'tnie' community development There are many 
instances of communities or regions in developing countries where cornmunity developrnent is 
being practiced, but decision-making may be less democraticaliy oriented than westernized 
comtructs. Communi~, deveiopment depends to a large extent on various interna1 and e x t d  
inûuencing factors and is not a static condition. By at lest attempting to meet some or di of the 
aforementioned 'conditions', the appropriate fonn of development cm be decided by a particular 
community, since it is in their best interests to do so. 
The concept of power relationships and influences within the community is important. 
Communities apply power to gain control for their own existence and vitality, but also to secure 
and mainta.  power bases (ibid). For this research, a high degee of community development 
will be considered as "integrated, strategic, inclusive, participatory, decentralized, sustainable, 
and purpose driven7' (ibid), with particda: emphasis on "integraîed" and "participatory". 
Sustainable Develo~ment 
The Brundtland Commission in 1987 proposed a widely recognized understanding of 
sustainable development as foilows: 
"Sustainable development se& to meet the needs and aspirations of the present 
without compromising the ability to meet those of the future" (Bnmdtiand 
Commission 1 987;4O). 
The problem with this definition is that it leaves t w  much open to interpretation. For example, it 
does not distinguish between quantitative and qualitative development, let alone the Merence 
between development and growth Daly (1995) attempts to chf i  these distinctions with his 
critique of 'modemism' due to excessive consumption by developed nations a s  follows: 
"The path of economic progress must shifi fiom the growth mode (quantitative 
increase in the resource throughput) to the developrnent mode (qualitative 
improvement in the efficimcy of use of an environmentaiiy sustainable 
throughput). That is what 'sustainable development' m u t  corne to mean - i.e., 
more efficient digestion, not a bigger digestive tract" @dy 1995; 14). 
Sustainable development, then, c m  be considered in ternis of efnciency and equity rather 
than some desired quantity to be achieved 
Tourism 
According to van Harssel (1994), Wourism ... is the business of attracting visitoa and 
catering to their ne& and qectations" (van Harssel 1994;7). Tourists are defineci as ''those 
who travel for either leisure, recreaion, vacation, health, education, religion, sporf business, or 
family reasons" (ib id 3). 
There is some debate in the Literature wfiether or not tourism should be designated as an 
activity or a businesdmdustry @uggan l994;M). Some economistr argue that tourism is not a 
'proper' industry since it does not produce a distinct produa (Chadwick 1981 in Murphy 
1985;9). However, local craft and souvenir rnanufacturing are examples of products principdly 
destined for tourists. In addition, the very experience of traveiiing is a 'product' - people pay to 
see fiûui elephants in the wild or visit ancient ruins in Central Amen- widi their mernories 
and photographs as the ' take-home' merchandise. 
Mers consider tourism as  a resource Lidustry, since it is dependent on the conthued 
availability of those resoufces upon which it is based (Mawhinney and Bagnall 1976;383, in 
Murphy 1985;lO). Since tourism is linked to the resource base and does involve business 
aspects, it can be considered as a renewable resource indutry or sector. 
Sustainable Tourism Develooment 
Sustainable tourism development is often used to refer to 'ecotourism' and other forms of 
alternative tourism It is defined as a type of development that: 
"comects towists and providers of tourist facdities and services with advocates 
of environmental protection and community residents and their leaders who 
desire a bnter qualie of life" (McIntyre 1993; 16). 
Sustainable tourism is more than just a beneficiai economic strategy. To be auly 
bedcia i .  "it must also be dedicated to improving the quality of life of the people h o  live and 
work there, and to proteaing the environment ... Tourism mut  be environmentally sustainable - 
in both the naturai and culturai aivironments - to be economicaily sustainable" (ibid;5). 
Ecotourism 
The term 'ecotourisrn' is often interpreted by particular activities andor areas to 
distinguish it fiom conventiod or mass tourism Unfortrmately, the term is ofken 
indismminately applied to many different types of tourism. Although both private and public 
sectoa use the concept, a standard definition of ecotourisrn still does not exist. Ecotourism has 
invariably been called ' alternative tourism' , 'adventure tourism' , ' soft tourism' , 'green tourisrn' , 
'low-impact tourism', 'nature tourism', 'responsible tourism' and 'sustainable tourism', as well 
as a host of other temis (see Jaakson 1997;35). The tenn ecotourism has been accredited to 
Hector Cebalios-Lascurain, wtio dehed it as: 
"Travelling to relatively undisturbed or uncontamimted natural areas with the 
specific objective of studying, admiring, and enjoying the scenery and its wild 
plants and mimals, as well as any &ting cultural d e s t a t i o n s  (both past and 
present) found in these areas'' (Ceballos-Lascurain 1988). 
One key element missing in this definition is the concept of sustainable development, or 
encouraguig the provision of soci~conomic benefits for local communities. Some of the many 
other definitions of ecotourism are as follows: 
"A travel experience that contributes to the understanding and preservation of 
natural and dtural  environments." (Mandziuk l9%;29) 
"[A means to directly link] tourism actïvity with low impact use of the resource 
base, environmental conservation and sustainable economic activity." (Sc- 
1993) 
'WNahire travel th3t advances conservation and sustainable development efforts." 
(Bo0 1990) 
"A means to appreciate the value of natural resources outside of traditionai 
consurnptive uses and to manage them for sustainable use." (ibid) 
"An industry which c l a h  to make a low impact on the environment and local 
culture, while helping to generate money, jobs, and the consenation of d d l i f e  
and vegetatiw." (PANOS 1995) 
'Tuposehl travel that safeguards the integrity of the ecosystem and produces 
economic bene& that encourage conservation" (Ryel and Grasse 1991) 
Inherent to most of these definitions is the linking of low impact tourism (wfiich may 
include culture andior nature as the major attraction) with the provision of economic 
opporttmities for local people. Ecotourism is increasingly being viewed by local communities, 
national governments, planners and travel agencies as a way to b ~ g  in revenues while 
promothg preservation at the same tirne- It is being pursued as a tool for sustainable economic 
development in niral areas of developing countries in particular due to badly needed ernployment 
and income. 
Others feel that ecotourism encompasses more than travel to pristine namal areas. Not 
only the integrity of natural ecosystem must be respected in an ecotourism experience, but socio- 
culturd qualities of the tourkt destination as  well. To be successfid7 "ecotourism must promote 
sustainable development by establishing a durable productive base that allows local inhabitants 
and ecotourist service providers to enjoy rising standards of Living" (Barkui 1996). Above all, 
ecotourism must be integrated with the aeeds and desires of local communities in order to be 
truly sustainable since it will Likely fd without local acceptance and input. Ideally, it should 
sbive for an quitable distribution of potential income and ernployment f?om broad-based 
democratic participation in addition to protecting the environment (ibid). 
Many would argue that the raison d'être of ecotourûm is nature and its presemation. For 
the purposes of this research, ecotourism may also have a 1egitima.e cultural focus since human 
settlements comprise a definable ecosystem Unique cdmes  are often located in ecologically 
unique areas such as many indigenous commMities of the South Amencan Andes and Amazon 
Basin; other notable examples include the hüi-top tribes of northem Thailand, the Masai of 
Kenya and the Inuit of northem Canada in such areas, there is likely a dual purpose for visitors 
- to experience the naturai surroundings and to d i t  native peoples. Therefore, ecotourism may 
also include the preservation of unique cultures. 
It is also worth revisiting the d q u e  made by Jaakson (1997) on the epistemalogy of 
ecotourkm as introduced in Chapter 1 (pages 1-2). Jaakson convincingiy argues that al1 tourkm 
can be considered as ecotourism, sime every area visited by tolrrim is part of Mme ecosystern, 
and spenilates that "deep spirituality ... is the motivation, comcious or subco~l~~ious, for dl 
ecotomim traveln (ibid;34). 
Without belabring the poinf the following normative or ideahsic interpretation of 
ecotoirrism b d d s  upon the aforementioned defhitioos: 
Ecotourism is both an h v i t y  and a desirable outcorne that allows tourists to 
admire and leam about the naturd and/or cultural aitributes of a gven 
destination, d e  contributing to ïts coIlServation and providing socio-economic 
benefits for local mmmunities on a relatively equitable basis. 
By n o d v e ,  it is rneant that this definition is goalaientecl or 'wtiet ou& to be'. It is not the 
objective of thû study to c l a h  beyond reasonable doubt tiiat the comrnunities in question are 
aigageci in ecotourismper se. However, for this researcher the basic elemem of ecotourism are 
presmt and both communities appear to be striving to build a cornrnunity-based ecotourism 
industry, founded upon unique uaîurai and culhird attributes of their respective areas. For these 
reasons, it was felt important to apply the tem and concept of ecotourism to descnbe the aspects 
of the local tourism sector inherent to both comrnunities. 
Nevertheless, for the sake of sirnplicity and since previous researchers or even the 
cornmunities rhemsehs that were W e d  may not agree with diis rationalization of ecotourism, 
it is often interchangeci with 'tourisrn' in this shidy if the application of eco-tourism may only 
mate misunderstanding. In addition, a t d y  'successful' ecotolrrism project or program is 
difncdt to achieve in reality. Any type or degree of development will likely have some 
impact(s), whether minor or major, negative or positive, or othenvise. Perhaps the best we can 
do is attempt to minimize these impacts. In surnmary, it is worth considering the words of Kreg 
Lindberg : 
" ... because 'me' ecotourism (i-e., verifiably sustainable nature tourism) is 
comparatively rare, perhaps we are left with ecotomism as a goal." (Lindberg 
1996, as quoted in Barkin 1996) 
Opportunlies müi Ecotourism 
The concept of sustaiuability h a  been applied to the ecotourism sector, and many assume 
an environmental form of tourism is preferable to so-cailed 'mass' or conventional tourisrn 
However, authors such as de Kadt (1992) have ascertained diat for tourism to be sustauiable, the 
needs and long-terni interests of communities within or near tourist regions must be coosidered 
Ryel and Grasse (1991) believe the UltUnate objective of any ecotourism plan should be to 
stimulate awareness of nature and rninimize negative environmental impacts, while maxirnizing 
econornic beneh for local people (awareness of culture could be added). However, as with true 
sustainab le development, these seemingly conflicting objectives have been criticized a s  idedistic 
and unanainable by several authors (for examples, see Cohen 1989; Butler 1990a; Pigram 1990; 
Wheeler 1992). Nevertheless, there is much to be gained by at least stnving to achieve such lofty 
ends. 
Ecotourism projects should involve local people in the planning, development and 
management stages if they are to succeed. To maximize the positive impacts of ecotourism, 
residents m u t  be included in the planning and development of ecotourism projects in the early 
beginning (Waiker 1995). However, it is important that local populations %ave a basic level of 
awareness of the potential benefits and cos&" of tourism to successfully participate in the 
p l h g  process -dey 1993; 143, as quoted in Wdker 1995). 
Murphy (1985) considers that tourism development c m  be positive if the needs of the 
local cornmunity are placed before the goals of the tourism industry. In his view, tourism should 
be seen as a local resource to be rnanaged for the common good, with fuhire generations as the 
goal and criterion by which the industiy is judged (ibid;37). He presents persuasive evidence of 
the importance of participatory planning in balancing the physical and commercial orientation of 
much previous tourism development (ibid). 
Some of the benefits of tourism in general include the following: 
1. Htgh growth potential @redicted to become largest world industry by the year 2000) 
(Beekhuis 198 1). 
2. Tourisrn market cornes to the producer (Jambçon and Robles 1992). 
3. Potential to help diverse economies and employ a large work force relative to other 
industries (Pearce 1981). 
4. Abdity to stimulate economic activity and growth in isolated nual areas (Jacobson 1991). 
5 .  Potential to promote presemtion of natural areas and providing oppominities for 
environmental education (Jacobson and Robles 1992). 
Considering ecotourism as a potentid twl to provide economic benefits to nual 
communities in developing nations, the potential benefits of points #3 and #4 will be M e r  
explained in this Literaîure review. However, it is worth mentioning diat this list is not d- 
inclusive, nor are any of the other potential benefits any less important 
Shortcomings of Ecotourism 
ûpportunities aside, ecotourism is not a panacea to economic problems of a particular 
region or country. As Cazes (1 989; 1 25) pointed out, there is really no example of significant size 
which clearly and completely meets the alternative tourism mode1 (Le. ecotourism or comUIUty- 
based tourism). Almost any form of tourism, ecologically or culturally based included, will 
likely have some degree of negative impacts. Dowusides of the ecotourism industry include 
some of the following (Jacobson and Robles 1992;702): 
1. m e n  provides an unstable source of income. 
2. Substantial leakages of income out of host coutries often occur. 
3. Investments for dastructure may be high. 
4. Success, in f o m  of too many tourists, can destroy the industry. 
5. Environmentai impacts h m  pollution and habitat modification are common. 
6. Social impacts may result in cultural detenoration 
As in any develupment strategy, one significant problem with tourkm is that ownership 
and control of the process may be preempted by local 8irthority figures. This has ben pointed 
out by severai authors, including de Kadt (1992) who suggests: 
"Calls for community participation g l a s  over the well-known tendency for local 
elites to appropriate the organs of participation for their own benefit Many 
studies have demonstrated that those wtio are locally influentid and wealthy will 
becorne the spokespersons for communities d e s s  specific measurs are taken to 
counter this pattern" (de Kadt 1992;72-73). 
TOURISM GROWH AND DEVELOPMENT MODELS 
Tourism growth and developmeiit models have been in use for over two decades to 
indicate socio-cultural changes in communities. These 'frameworks' accept the premise that 
''tourkt areas are dynamic systems and essentially pass through stages of life, much like a living 
organism In other words, tourist destinations are bom, develop, mature, aiid eventually dedine" 
(Duggan 1994:3O). Three appropriate models to describe tourism growth and development are 
Plog's (1 974) Psychological Continuum, Butler's (1 980) Tourist Area Cycle of Evolutzon and a 
Conceptml Mode1 of Progrmn Development by Reid et al (1993). They are useful to portray the 
potential trend for negative impacts as tourist destination areas experience continued growth in 
popularity, or perhaps as they move from an ecotourism to a mass tourism scenario. 
Plog's Psychological Continuum 
One scale that can be used to 'place' a particular community with a given degree of 
tourism is Plog's (1 974) Psychological Continuum as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Plog directly links 
the changing popularity of tourism areas with the psychology of people who travel. According to 
Plog, the Allocentric is cbaracterized by an outgoing and self-confident personality, distinguished 
by adventuraomeness, self-confidence, and a lack of generalized anxietia, and who enjoy a 
seme of "discovery" (ibid.;56). 
Figure 3.1 Plog's (1 974) Population Curve of Psychographic Groups 
As the destination area continues to develop and attract more visitors, it moves towards 
the Psychocentric end of the scale (mass or conventional tourism); then, the Allocentric types are 
no longer interesteci in the area as the miqueness and naturalness that originally attracted them 
has been lost. Plog maintains that "destination areas carry with them the potential se& of th eir 
own destruction, as they allow themselves to become more comrnercialized and lose their 
qualities which originally attracted toux-ists" (ibid;58). 
Butler's Tourist Area Cycle of Evolution 
Another scale to locate a given community in its respective tourism growth and 
development is Butler's (1980) Tourist Area Cjcle of Evolution model, as illustrated in Figure 






6. decline or rejuvenation 
Visitors are initially lured to a destination area by its unique naturd and cultural features, 
with larger numbers of visitors restricted by accessibility, Ezcilities and local knowledge. As 
tourism grows, signincant changes begin to occur in the physical environment mtil eventually 
Ievels of carrying capacity (environmental, physical or social) are reached and the number of 
visitors declines. Butler suggests that rejuvenation of the tourkm industry may occur, but in that 
"only in the case of the tnily unique area codd one anticipate an aimost timeless attractiveness, 
able to withstand the pressures of visitation" (Butler l98O;g). 
Figure 3.2 Butler's (1 980) Tnunst Area Cycle of Evolution 
Conceptual Model of Program Development 
Iu their examination of the potential for developing rural tourism in Ontario, Reid et al 
(1993) developed a mode1 which "focuses on establishing the community values on which a 
[rurai tourism] project will depend, an assessmeat of the attractions in the area, existing sen>i=, 
marketing and organïational structure" (Reid et al 1993;viü). They suggested that efforts must 
be integrated and coordinated at local levels and include alI those with a stake in tourism (ibid). 
Figure 3.3 outlines the general process of initiation by a community in a rural visitation 
program and the various stages of community involvement In the first stage, the initiai cataiyst 
for development is 'often a single individual or srnall group of individuaïs with a motivation of 
self-interat ... [but] it is vital that ail citizens become actively involved in the decision-making 
and development process" (ibid;73 -74). 
Figure 3.3 Conceptual Model of Program ûevelopmenf' 
Formation of Task 
Assessrne nt, 
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As the community becomes aware of its values and aspirations, a broad-based 
organizational structure is created with a colllfn~ty tourism vision, goals and objectives. In the 
Sburce: Conœptuai Mode1 of Rogram De!vellopment, The M o n  ofTourisn Culture and Recreation in 
Rural Onrario, The Ontario Ministry of Culture, ToUnsrn and Recreation, Queen's Printer, Reid et al, 1993, p.75 
planning phase, a cornrnunity-based tourism strategy is impiementeci. As training and other 
tourism-related activities develop over a given period of t h e  (two yean were used in the model), 
a marketing evaluation is carrieci out and the tourism plan re-assessed by the community. 
It was recognized that since al1 communities are unique, individual steps wili be 
implemented differently, especially if some communities are M e r  dong in Visitation 
development It was dso mentioned that this schema can be used not only as "an implementation 
package but c m  also form the bask of discussion for determining if the community wishes to 
proceed with tourism development at ail ... [or as] the basis for evaluation" (ibid.;78). 
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION 
This study is an examination of possible linkages between economic benefits and 
community ' integration' with respect to ecotourism activities. Relatively little empirical 
information exists regarding 'integration' in community development per se. However, several 
authors during the past forty years have examined comrnunity participation and its associateci 
parameten, both in developing and developed nations. In particular, some have indicated how 
poor people may benefit from integrated and participatory decision-making in comrnuniiy 
planning, development and management. 
Important works on this topic uiclude Arnstein's (1 969) Ladder of Citizen Parricipation 
Model, Freire's (1 970) Pehgogy of the Oppressed, Chamber's ( 1  983) Rural Developmenc 
Pum'ng the Last First and Cemea's ( 1  985) Putting People First: Sociological Variables in Rural 
Development. Due to the large amount of research that has been carried out on communiiy 
participation, only some of the most appropriate works to this study will be examined. 
Community Participation Critiqued 
Definition of Communitv Partici~ation 
Paul (1 987) defines community participation as: 
"an active process by which beneficiaryklient groups influence the direction and 
execution of a development project, with a view to d a n c i n g  their well-being in 
ternis of incorne, personai growth, self reliance or other views they cberish." 
(Paul 1987;2) 
This definition recognizes that community participation is process oriented. It does not deny the 
importance of benefit sharing, but views cornmunity participation as a process that is germane to 
the issue of project sustainability. Cornmunity participation is ofien considered a h  to 'local 
participation', which Cemea (1 98 5) defines as: 
"empowering people to mobiiize their own capacities, be social actors rather than 
passive subjects, manage the resources, make decisions, and control the activities 
th& affect their Iives." (Cernea I985;23) 
The empowerment aspect is important fiom a local control perspective. In theory, the people 
would be empowered to organize and manage their resources, to achieve long-term sustainable 
benefits for the community. 
Acknowledging diat cornmunity participation is a potentially desir able process or 
outcorne, the next task is to criticdly examine its parameters as a concept. Firstly, to outline and 
discuss the principle advantages and disadvantages inherent associated with community 
participation. Secondly, to show how it may lead to increased community integration in local 
decis ion-making. 
Advantaqes of Comrnunitv Participation 
Paul (1987) has recognized several advantages of promoting community participation 
(CP) in development projects as follows: 
1. instrument of empowerment, for equitable sharing of benefits 
2. useful in building beneficiary capacity 
3. may contribute to increased project effectiveness 
4. potential for project cost sharing with people 
5. may improve project efficiency 
While CP rnay be used as a vehicle to achieve any or al1 of these objectives, the intensity 
with wtiich it is sought in a particular project (or project stage) may Vary greatly. The World 
Bank distinguishes between four levels of intensity in CP (Paul 1987), and Brandon and Wells 
(1 992) have added a fifth (evaluation): 
Information Sharinq: refiects a low level of intensity, though it can have a positive impact 
on project outcornes; it equips beneficiaries to undentand and perfonn their tasks better. 
Project plannen/managers share information with beneficiaria in order to facilitate 
collective or individual action 
Consultation: beneficiaries are consulted on key issues at some or al1 stages in a project 
cycle; ailows opportunities for beneficiaries to interact and provide feedback. 
Decision-Making: beneficiaries participate in decision-making in project design or 
implemenîaîion, implying a greater degree of control or influence on project. 
Initiating action: beneficiary groups identie a new need in a project and take the 
initiative for their own development; intensity of CP reaches peak 
Evaluatiort. participatory evaluation by beneficiaries can provide valuable insights and 
lessons for project design and implementation (information that otherwise is likely to 
remain unknown). 
Of these five possibilities for CP, initiating action is often preferred to instill confidence 
and decision-making power in beneficiaries, since it &es a highly proactive approach In 
reality, govenunent and donor agencies ofien tend to pre-empt any initiatives beneficiaries may 
have taken in planning projecrî (Paul 1987). This unfortunate scenario is most likely to occur 
during the initial stages before the formation of beneficiary groups. One possibility to counteract 
this tendency is to start with a low level of CP intensity and gradually move up the ladder. 
Disadvantaaes of Communitv Participation 
Despite the recent popularïty of local participation, Cemea (1985) and othen have argued 
that participation is d more myth than reaiity in w a l  development programs. Although 
desirable fiom a community perspective, community participation also has its disadvantages, 
some of which have been recognized by Paul (1987) as fdows:  
1. Tends to raise expectaîions, which may be diacult to meet; also, organizhg beneficiaries 
is a time consuming and complex process. 
2. Risk of future and visibility of consequences of failure of CP are &O hi&; emotional 
involvement of people attracts public attention. 
3. Elite among beneficiaries tend to appropriate a disproportionate share of project benefits 
if there exists a considerable inequality of income and poverty. 
4. A costly process; it takes time, soney and skills to organize and sustain participation 
(short-term opportunity costs of organizaton and active participation can be quite high). 
Measures of Communitv Participation 
ln a review of twenty-one selected case studies, Sewell and Phillips (1979) highlighted 
diree fundamentai tensions for the design and implementation of public participation programs: 
Degree ofcitizen involvernent is high, with two important fâctors (see Figure 3): 
the nwnber of cibzens involved 
the degree of individual participation 
E*ty in participation, deked  as "the extent to which al1 potential opinions are heard." 
It was observed that representation is more forthcoming from interest groups than Eorn 
the general public. 
EfFcncy ofparr'cipution. This is not just the amount of time, persona1 and other agency 
resources required to imp lement a public participation program. The authors emphasize 
the public view of interest, statkg that their ongoing motivation relies on appraisal of 
how their views have infiuenced planning decisions, i. e. via an informai public. 
According to their survey results, it is difficult to achieve a high degree of participation 
with large nurnber of people because most techniques cannot facilitate both In Figure 3.4, a high 
degree of citizen participation has a correspondingly low amount of a d  numben of citizens 
involveci in the process (Sewell and Phillips 1979). In this scenario, the process would likely be 
of a more personal nature with s d e r  groqs, and mdividd voices would theoretically have 
more influence and control. Conversely, high numbers of citizens involved would lead to a 
decrease in the degree of participation, on the sole basis thar it becomes increasingly harder to 
maximize individual participation in larger group setîings. 
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Number of citizens involved 
In a study of resident preferences for future tourism growth and development in Huron 
Country, Ontario, Simmons (1994;lOO) found that a common 
local control and ownership. It was also suggested that: 
= Smaller scale operations offer greater opportunities for 1 
i High efficiency may not be compatible with high 
involvement. 
element in survey responses was 
ocal investment and involvement. 
and equitable levels of citizen 
Trade-O& in realiiy occur, "as planning moves from normative (poiicy) to an operational 
context" (ibid; 100). 
However, noticeably absent from this classification typology are two important 
considerations: 1) participation type and 2) participation effectivenas. 
Simmons (ibid-) states that there may be a high degree of public involvement, but it 
becomes less useful or equitable if the process constrains or ignores this input He also 
differerrtiates between program effectiveness and efficiencv. ïhat is, it may be a highIy efficient 
program in the eye of the public, but the end result may be less than sarisfactory in tenns of reai 
short and long-term achievements. 
Community Participation Theories 
Freire's Theorv of Concientization 
Paulo Freire's classic and innuential book Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970) spoke of 
the concept of concientizaîion - the t r a n s f o d o n  towards empowement d e n  the community 
sees itself as a self-awareness raising vehicle. Freire makes the distinction between being 
'accessible' to consciousness, and 'entering' consciousness, with the latter condition as a 
necessary prelude to empowement of poor people. It is in the interests of the dominant elite 
within or outside of a cornmunity to maintain domination by dividing the 'oppressed'. 
Freire's solution is not to 'integrate' the rnarginais or oppressed into the structure of 
oppression, but '?O transfomi that structure so that they c m  become beings for themselves" 
(author's emphasis; ibid.;61). He asserts that the unity of the oppressed requires class 
consciousness, but that this must be preceded (or at least accompanied) by achieving 
consciousness of being oppressed individuais. 
Although perhaps somewhat outdated, Freire's concepts still relate well to the idea of 
comrnunity-based development (Le. for the people and by the people) and how community 
integration is so important if local aspirations and needs are to be truly achieved. However, 
Freire (ibid.; 13 7-1 38) wams bat  often dedicated bid naïve professionals tend to emphasize a 
focaiized view of problems, rather on seeuig them as  dimensions of a totaiity, stating: 
'In cornmuniîy development projects the more a region or area is broken d o m  
into local cornmunities, without the study of these comrnunities both as totalities 
in themselves and as parts of another totality (the m a ,  region and so forth) - 
which in its tum is part of a still larger totality (the nation, as part of the 
continental totality) - the more aiienation is intensified." (author's emphasis) 
This dienation firrther divides people and keeps them divided, a condition especidly 
acuie in waI areas as Freire observes, especially when selected '"leaders" are traïned in 
development projects and manipulate the marginalized to their own advantage. Freire notes that 
by means of manipulation, the dominant eiite try to d o m  the people to their objectives; 'the 
greater the political immaturity of these people . .. the more easily the latter can be rnanipulated 
by those who do not wish to lose their power (ibid.;144)." He suggests that only if we consider 
and treat the community as a whole, radier than the sum of its parts, can true dialogue and 
cooperation occur. This is perhaps the idealized anainment of mie integraiion by al1 people 
within a given community. 
Amstein's Ladder of Citizen Participation Model 
One analysis of citizen participation is found in the work of Sherry Arnstein, who wrote 
about citizen power in an article published in the Jcÿmal of the Amencan Institute of Planners 
(1 969). In the Ladder of Citizen Participation mode1 (see Figure 3 . 9 ,  there are eight nings: the 
lowest rung is manipulation of the people by the "powen thaî be" with no reai citizen 
participation. The next level is therapy. in which there may be a hidden agenda of teaching or 
improving citizens. As one continua to go up the ladder, citizen power increases until finally 
complete control is held by the citizens themeives in the citizen control m g .  
Amstein postdates that citizen participation is simply a categoncal term for citizen 
power, meaning power-sharing. She defines citizen power as %e redistribution of power that 
enables the have-not citizens . .. to be deliberately included in the future ... In short, it is the means 
by which they can induce sigdicant social refom which enables them to share in the benefits of 
the affiuent society" (ibid;2 1 6). 
Arnstein's Ladder is not without its constraints. Some of hem have been noted by 
Anistein herself, as follows: 
the nurnber of citizens included is not considered 
there is no analysis of si@cant roadblocks (patedism, racism, etc.) 
there may be many less distinct nings in reality, or many "ccombinations" of rungs for a 
given situation 

























PARTI Cl PATl O N 
One important lirniting factor in the Ladder of Citizen Participation is that there is no 
overt reference to ownershzp of services, only to the processes or the type of citizen involvement. 
There may be a hgh degree of citizen participation in the cornmunity decision-making process, 
but If local elite or foreign interests own major industries and land in the cornmunity, this 
participation will mean little in terms of economic gains. 
Another criticism with the mode1 is that inrensïty and Iongevity of citizen participation 
has not been adequately addressed. In te- of participation, local citizens may be placed fairly 
high up the ladder, but enthusiasm may wane over tirne, be lower than expected or be preempted 
by other concerns beyond the community's control, such as political and economic stability. 
Moreover, the citizens may have a high degree of control for a given time, but this may be of a 
temporal nature, or a 'once-off event AssumedIy, the longer that citizen control is maintained 
in the decision-making processes of the community, the greater likelihood of success. 
These drawbacks aside, Arnstein's Ladder is still a useM general representation of the 
mechanisms and effects of citizen involvement in decision-making. It cm be wed to examine 
the community participation process in ecotourism, as  well as any other econornic sector or social 
prognun Her mode1 provides a gauge or barorneter in which to place or measure citizen 
participation, as long as the aforementioned lllnitations have been adequately addresseci. 
Participation Paradiam Shifts 
Robert Chambers has written extensively about ernpowennent of impoverished people of 
developing nations. He recognized that 'participation' is experiencing a renaissance in the 1990s 
and describes a "paradigm shift" to "participatory development" (Chambers 1995;30) (Chambers 
defines 'paradigm' as  a pattern of ideas, values, methods, and behavior which fit together and are 
muîually reinforcing). He suggests that there are three main ways in which participation is used: 
As a cosmetic label to make whatever is proposed appear good (e.g. 'ego'-tourism). 
As a CO-opting process to mobilize local labor and reduce costs. 
As an empowering process which enables local people to do their own analysis, take 
command, gain confidence and to make their own decisions. 
Chambers (1995) suggests that the shift fiom the paradigm of things (infrastructure and 
industrialization focus) to the paradigm of people entails great change, and argues that revening 
power relations is both the key and weak link in achieving participation. He speaks of "upper" 
and "lowers", or the vertical relationships between people (elite to poor) or nations (North to 
South), suggesting that these patterns rnay be considered as a magnetic field where the magnets 
are mutually reinforcing in orientation (ibid.;3 3 -34). Chamber maintains that participation which 
empowers "requires a weakening of the magnetic field at various levels, with scope for lateral 
linkages with peers, coiieagues, neighbors, and feliow citizens (ibid.;34). 
This paradigm shi& then, builds upon earlier works of literature on people and 
participation In the following section, the concept of 'mmmunity integration' will be introduced 
that will serve as the basic fiamework for this research. 
COMMUNiTY INTEGRATION IN ECOTOURISM 
One of the more m e n t  assertions is that in order for ecotourism to be successfbi, local 
citizens must be made part of i t  This would entai1 the encouragement of community 
participation at al1 levels of ecotourism policies and projects. As mentioned previously, 
comrnunity participation or involvement may not necessarily signify cornmunity integration but 
could lead to such a scenario and wiil be explored as such. 
Community Involvernent in Tourism 
Community involvement in tourism development has become an ideoiogy of tourism 
planning (Prentice 1993;218). One of the early advocates of participatory planning has been 
Peter Murphy, who developed a "community approach" (1 985) and a "community driven" (1 988) 
approach. Murphy argued for an issue-otiented involvement of residents at an early stage in the 
decision process (i-e. before commitments are made). His opposition to extemaiiy derived 
tourism development is s h o w  as  follows: 
' n i e  [tourism] industry possesses great potential for social and economic 
benefits if planning can be redirected f?om a pure business and development 
approach to a more open and comrnunity-oriented approach which views tourism 
as a local resource ... This will involve focusing on the ecological and human 
qualities of a destination area in addition to business considerations" (Murphy 
l985;3 7). 
Communities are ideally placed to receive and provide services for tourists if the 
appropriate Uifrastructure and tourist dernand exist Prentice (1993) states that "tourisrn is a 
developmental issue around which communihes concur in view. If not, community driven 
tourism planning is likely to lead to inaction in the fice of lack of local common purpose" 
(Prentice 1993;2 1 9). 
Many feel that the tourism indusûy should not forget that destinations are essentially 
cornrnunities (Blank 1989; Brohman 1996). The new ideology of the 1990s (perhaps an 
extension of Murphy's (1985) 'ccommunity approach" to tourism) is "a community-based 
approach to tourism development which considers the needs and interests of the popular majority 
alongside the benefits of economic growth" (Brohman L996;60). Communities shodd be 
provided with opportunities to use their own resources and popular creativity to fmd locally 
appropriate methods of tourism development (ibid.;61). According to Boo (1990), local people 
may participate in ecotourism in a number of ways, including: 
1. Early, ongoing and timely consultations with involvement by al1 parties. 
2. Promotion of community - based businesses and local emplo yment in tourisrn activities. 
3. Education about environmentai, training and marketing considerations that would 
safeguard the imegrity of the ecosystem(s) in question and mate  local economic benefits 
to encourage conservation 
McIntyre (1993) has suggested that local plamers shodd encourage community 
participation fiom the eariy stages of tourism planning to provide residents with realistic 
expectations. He suggests that a process of cornensus building be applied to reach understanding 
and agreement on the most appropriate form and extent of tourism to be developed, and how 
communities can accordingly benefit (McIntyre 1993 ;28). The consensus building approach, 
however, is likely much different in developing corntries due to the socio-cultural and political 
context affecting a comrnunity fiom within and outside. 
Why would a local community be ideally situateci for the planning and implementation of 
a tourism program? One reason is that a communiîy depends on its environment for supplying 
basic needs to its people (food, water, shelter, and good health), so theoreticaily would be more 
likely to take an active interest in ensuring that impacts are minimized Furthemore, tourism cm 
provide an important source of revenue fkom employment and visitor fees. In addition, local 
knowiedge and skills can be 'expioited' to the benefit of the tourism activities, such as using 
indigenou guides thai know the area and its resources better than any outsider. 
Haywood (1988) has argued that a cornmunity approach can legiîimize tourism 
development, and speaks of the sharing of decision making. He suggests that comrnunity 
participation in tourism planning is a process that "inwlves al1 relevant and interested parties 
Qocal govemment officiais, local citizens, architects, developen, business people and planners) 
in such a way that decision making is shared" (Haywood 1988; 106). 
Rationale for lncreasing Local Participation in Ecotourisrn 
Eagles, Ballantine and Fennel (1992) recognize at les t  three reasons to inmeare local 
benefits fiom, and participation in, ecotourism development: 
1. It is equimble since conservation of the area reduces or eiiminates traditional resource 
utilization. 
2. When residents receive benefits, they usually support ecotourism (conversely, if they bear 
the costs without receiving benefits they ofien turn against ecotourism). 
3. As consumers, the ecotourist ofien support the importance of tourism benefiting local 
residents. 
Although it rnay be seemingly desirable to increase locd participation, interesting 
questions are raised conceming the forms which local involvement rnight take. This deserves 
specid attention in culturally sensitive settings. in a study of selected Balinese villages, Wall 
(1996) states that it should not be assumed that western notions of public participation can be 
readily transferred. It was argued that the Balinese have had little input into the development of 
tourism on their island (Picard 1992, as quoted in Wall 1996). For example, critical decisions on 
tourism development, such as  the licensing of five-star hotels, haç until recently been the 
prerogative of officials in the national capital, Jakarta (Wall 1996). 
Nevertheless, several authon feel that the type of participation by locals in ecotourism 
must be appropriate to the particular community or region For example, Brohman (1 996) states 
that small-scaie, locally owned developments and institutional rnechanisrns should be stressed "to 
create conditions under which strong social partnen can participate in decision-making to enable 
a local consensus or 'social contract' to be constructeci over how tourism and related 
development should proceed" (Brohman 1996;61767). Thus, 'appropriateness' of participation 
suited to the locale and the desires of community residents, assuming sustainable development is 
being promoted, should fom the rationale for equitable and suçtainable development. 
Constaints to Local Participation in Ecotourism 
Ideally, ecotourism should allow for a much higher degree of community participation 
than conventional tourisrn by involving local and family-based enterprises (Cater 1994). 
However, local involvement may be prejudiced by several factors (ibid;72-75): 
Intemarional o r e t i o n  of ecotourism Most ecotourists originate from the more 
developed counnies, with their tour, travel and accommodation needs largely coordinated 
by finns bas4 in those countries; 
Sigsùficant amount of foreien investment in ecotourism. Ecotourism is an attractive 
investment proposition and is becorning big business in Latin Amencan and the 
Caribbean, especidly in corntries such as Costa Rica, Belize and Ecuador; and, 
Loss of s o v e r e i ~  over the land For example, predominant foreign owneahip of 
Belizean coastal developrnents implies a loss of control in local decision-makmg. 
Other factors could be added, such as the lack of extemal capital and support that would 
provide incentives for communities to invest in tourism. For example, low-interest Ioans and 
community-based tourism policies could encourage local involvement in the tourism industry. A 
lack of prior experience with tourism planning is another problem for many communities. De 
Kadt (1992) observes that local experience with tourism is often "wholly lackmg", with people at 
the mercy of so-called "experts" (de Kadt 1992;73). These experts may be local elite or 
outsiders, but they may use their knowledge and contacts to take advantage of local communities. 
lnvolving L o d s  in Ecotourisrn Planning and Management 
Cater (1994) points out that to enswe the sustainability of ecotourism development on the 
part of destination areas, perhaps the most vital principle is to hcrease local involvement 
However7 Butler (19906) notes that it cannot be assumed that local interests and preferences will 
always be the most appropriate ones with respect to tourism development He States that "many 
areas now regard4 as poorly planned and developed have their origins in local residents 
involvement in tourisrn" (ibid;l6). Although Butler does not provide specific examples of what 
may constitute pwrly planneci and developed tourism enterprises, he states that in many 
marginal, poor, and undeveloped areas with few alternative sources of incorne, tourkm is 
fiequently welcomed. This is even so despite any problems tourism may create due to its hi& 
potential for economic retums. 
There are several interesting points in Butler's assertions regarding tourism impacts. 
Although he is refemng more to mass tourism, Butler states that the key element is control or 
power, as portrayed in Figure 3.6. The question is "who determines the scale, rate, and nature of 
change?" A high degree of tourism development a d o r  management power by certain key 
actors, whether individuals or groups, will determine the quality, equity, and sustainability of 
tourism for a given area, whether it be negdvely or positively. 
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This mode1 by Butler demonstrates that impacts and effects of tourism are closely 
integrated and interrelated. As he mentions, "it is not possible to separate environmental effects 
nom economic impacts in reality. Each impacf positive or negative, reacts with and affects 
wery other aspect of the destination area" (ibid; 16). Another point of contention is Butler's 
assertion that "the only places which seem to have been successfbl in retaining qudity and 
lirniting nmbers have made the paying return guests who receive luxury, privacy and hi& 
quaiity services" (ibid; 1 8). 
De Kadt (1979) also mentions that the ne& of local people cannot be isolated fiom 
wider socio-political considerations 
'Tarticipation in tourism planning is likely to be meanuigfid only where popular 
participation in politics is acceptable to the govemment and is promoted as a 
counter weight to the power that can be rnobilized by those wtio stand to gain 
most fiom uncontrolled development" (de Kadt 1979; 10). 
He also states it is essential that cornrnuniiy interests be articulateci from the moment 
potentid projects are identifie4 and makes reference to Freire's self-awareness: 
'mat usually means that somehow local people have to be helped to grasp the 
issues fiom their point of view, by a process of education and increasing self- 
awareness diat Latin Americans have come to cal1 conscientisucion [re: Freire]. 
Local community members wodd then need to be mobilized in active defense of 
their interests as they had come to see them. This is far Eom easy, especially if 
the wide sociopolitical context is unfavorable to popular demands" (de Kadt 
l979;25-26). 
The current trend is to incorporate resident input into destination area planning, because 
residents themselves are being increasingly seen as an essential part of an area's hospitality 
atmosphere (Simmons 1994), or as the nucleus of the tourism product Simmons feels that 
planning at the community level iç vital if any region wishes to deliver tourism expenences 
which ensure both visitor satisfaction and ongoing benefits for local residents. 
Community Unity and Power Relatlonships 
Comrnunity u&y and power relationships and their linkages to ecotourism control 
(including ownership, management, employment and income) form the b asis for this research 
There is a rich source of literature in both aspects (unity and power) to describe and evaluate 
community structures and processes. A few relevant concepts will be briefly examineci as 
background to this research. 
In his study of Chilean and Penivian peasant fatmers, Galjart examined the relationships 
and processes of nual commuaity unity in cooperatives (Gaijart 1976). Galjart considered 
solidarity as "the wiiiingness to sacrifice resources or immediaîe gratification for the welfare of 
othen, out of a feeling of unity .. . [or] doing something for others without the prospect of materid 
reward" (ibid; 102). He noted that power can be redistributed but a specialized skill cannot (e-g. 
handicraft weavhg, momtain guide). Therefore, the scarcity of a given s e ~ c e  that a person c m  
provide may rnake it possible to claim a more than equitable share of the proceeds (ibid ; 1 00). 
Galjart also disthguished two types of solidarity: 1) mechanical solidarity, or sacrificing 
resources for a common goal, and 2) organic solidarity, or the sacrifice of grati$cation in order 
to preserve the uoity of a grog (ibid; 102). He postulated that a mixture of both types of 
solidarity is a fiinctional requirernent for development; that is, "memben must be willing to 
strive for common goals and be able to accept a [re] distribution" (ibid 102). Solidarity is not a 
static phenornenon, however. For example, Chodak (1972) observed that a growth in 
individualism is often accompanied by a decline in traditional (i.e. mechanical) solidarity, or a 
transition fiom 'brotherhood to otherhood'. 
The extent of community solidarity or unity may be positively or advenely affecteci by 
power, defined as the "ability to impose one's will or advance one's own interests" ( R e d  1997, 
as adapted fiom West 1994). Community power has ofien been conceived of as either pluralist 
or elitist over the last four decades (Waste 1996). The elitist view assumes that politid power is 
scercised by relatively few players. The pluralist view considers power as  specialized - i.e. 
individuals that are influentid in one public sector tend not to be so in another sector (ibid.). 
Elite realize that everyone benefits, albeit to varying degrees, if economic growth occurs within 
the community @ye 1986). L o d  development is generally detennined by the decisions of 
individual private entrepreneurs in the community d o  make pnmarily market driven decisions 
(ibib ; Douglas 1989). 
As Reed (1997) pointed out, community tourism d y s t s  such as Murphy (1985) tend to 
assume diat the planning and policy process is a pluralistic one in which people have equal 
access to economic and political resources. Through her research on community-based tourkm 
planning in Squamish, British Columbia, however, R e d  (1997) suggested that tourism 
development requires a slow process of community-building, particularly when conventionai 
stakeholders do not view it as a productive activity. According to Reed, the most active people in 
community decision-making and policy formation tend to be 'Tocal business people d o s e  
fortunes are tied to growth and the vitaiity of the community" (ibid;371). 
Dye went even M e r ,  suggesting that "ody rarely do lower-income or muionty group 
challenges succeed in m o w i n g  development policies" @ye 1986;4l). In this research, the 
influence of average or 'poor' citizens (relatively speaking, due to the rural, developing nation 
context) on the setting or implementation of t o h m  development policies is examined to 
determine if their voice has been heard. Ifso, has their collective or individual input resulted in a 
reiatively equal distribution of economic or social benefits? 
ECONOMIC PARAMETERS RELATED TO ECOTOURISM 
It is probable that tourism is more effective than other industries in generathg 
employment and incorne in the l e s  developed regions of a country where alternative 
opportunities for development are more limitai (Archer and Cooper 1994). Therefore, the 
purpose of this seaion is to examine some of the more important economic factors and concepts 
that are linked with tourism Some case studies, tbeories and mechanisms will be examined that 
address tourism or ecotourisrn activities from the perspective of local communities. 
Related Literature: Economlcs and Ecotourism 
From a review of the relevant Literature, it is apparent that ecotourisrn offers at least the 
potentia! to improve local economies while maintaining the namal resource base. The case has 
often been made that as a l e s  consumptive activity compared to mass tourism or other 
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alternatives, ecotourism is a means to balance economic and environmental goals without 
damaging the sustainability of either. As mentioned, however, very few studies have been able 
to make definitive linkages between the profitability of ecotourism and local community 
participation For example, Healy (1994) has noted that there is extensive literature on tourism 
and employment creation, but very few studiw involving rural areas affected by nature tourism in 
dweloping nations (although this is changing rapidly). 
Some notable exceptions of nature tourism economic analyses include Lindberg 
(1 99 1 ; 1993 ; 1996) and Western (1 982) in their respective analysis of fee-sharing systems. M e r s  
focusing on rural areas of developing nations inchde Place (1991), Healy (1988) and Boo 
(1990). Brandon and Weils (1992) discuss several case studies of park-related communities but 
offer little empirical data on how they have benefited economcally (or failed to benefit) &om 
tourism. One difficulty in conducting a tourism-based economic analysis is that there is no single 
comprehensive measure of a community's economic activity. In any study, the choice will be 
constrained by cos< data availability, and the questions being asked, as well as by the 
representativeness and accuracy of responses (ShaEer l989;263,267). 
One important concept to consider is the integration of an economy with its human, 
physical, and political environment. Daly (1 991) has criticized basic economic anaiysis, or the 
typical circuiar flow diagram that rarely indicates the possibility of environmental interactions. 
He suggests that, "we must move away &om that basic vision and consider the economy not as 
an isolated system, but rather as an open subsystem ... that lives off the total ecosystem through 
an exchange of materials and energy" (Daly 19%; 13). Since ecotourism can encompass many 
mnomic sectors linked with envir0nmenta.I and community participation objectives, perhaps it 
is one alternative to move closer to Daly's cosmovision. 
Distribution of Economic Benefrts 
Local Domination 
One of the major issues that aEects the sustaùiabiiity of ecotourism, and perhaps even its 
credibility, is the distribution of benefits. Theophile (1995) has noted that "even when the 
process is relatively decentraiid and local wmmMities have control, distribution problems 
exist" (Theophile 1995;27). A few individuais can domuiate the ecotourism business and reap alI 
the rewards. Genedy, it is the cidteos wielding enough power, comections and opportuniSm 
that stand to gain the most fiom tourkm activities, and it is unlikely that they would be willing to 
share their economic benefits directly with the rest of the community (as also postulated by 
Freire). 
Theophile feels that a fiair distribution of economic gains is aitical to any ecotourism 
project's success or filure. [f the majority of citizens feel lefi out of the process, it is unlikely 
that they will help contribute to its "success" (ibid). In such a scenario, tourism benefits may 
continue, but only at the cost of alienating the local inhabitants by ignoring their needs and 
wants. In a worst case scenario, the tourism project may fail completely by deliberate sabotage, 
increased hostilities or collective indifference (ibid ). 
Several authors such as Lanf'ant (1 987) have crîticized alternative tourism (or ecotourism) 
as a proposed panacea to the iUs of sociq .  One of the principle reasons for this criticism is the 
concem with exploitation of the economic potential by local elite in the communày: 
"Tourism development creates 'winners' and 'losers' arnong the local residents, 
ofien without a common acceptance as to the equity of such redistribution (of 
incorne and wealth). Alternatively, many of the 'wirmers' might be outsiders 
who are then viewed as exploiters of the native popdation and rapists of the 
land" (Ladant 1987;9). 
However, it should be recognized that almost any form of development will likely cause an 
inquitable distribution of revenues. Tourism development may be only one of several possible 
aitematives for local residents to h d  work, and may ultimately have fewer negative impacts 
compareci to options that require intensive use of land and other resources. 
There is also a cautionary note regarding the encouragement of locai participation. 
Brohman (1996) a s s a  that unless specific measures are taken to encourage meaningfid 
participation in community decision-making by members of the popular sectors (including 
traditionally disadvantaged groups), increased local participation may simpiy tramfer control 
over development nom one elite group to another (ibid;60). It stands to reason that if the 
community has achieved a high degree of control over the toitrisrn industry, rather than mere 
participation, local elite rnay wield much l e s  power than wodd otherwise be the case. 
Local lneaualities 
Traditionally, tourism development has been based on the idea that "trickle-down" eff- 
will occur and benefit local people, when in reality it is u s d l y  those with the greatest access to 
power and resources (land, financial, etc.) that siand to gain the most In an o v e ~ e w  article on 
the socio-cultural impacts of tourkm Dogan (1989) argues that tourism can aggravate income 
inequalities. He stresses the need to differentiate between diffkrent host population groups, 
notably between those who are "better off' (who generaiiy get more out of tourism) and the poor, 
whose Me-style and culture is less like that of tourists, and who stand to gain fewer benefits fiom 
tourism (ibid.;225f). 
Equality of economic benefits enjoyed fiom tourism may Vary widely depending on 
several fhctors. Using the example of the handicraft industry in tourkt areas, Healy (1994) 
observes that not all members of a given comrnuaity may have the sM1 or inclination to make 
handicrafb or other tourist merchandise. He also suggests that some community memben rnay 
already have more lucrative oppominities within the tourism industry (guiding, local transport, 
provision of food and shelter) or outside of it. 
"As a result, creation of a new tourist-based industry can change econornic 
relationships. For example, persons with unusual skills rnay eam 
disproportiomtely high rehiros" @ - M y  l994;8) 
Nevertheless, Healy recognizes that there are also positive aspects: 
"[Although] revenue fiom producing tourist merchandise, dong with other 
tourin-based income, can reinforce the traditional local hierarchy ... it can also 
great!y mod@ it ... Because capital requirements in making hanclicrafts are 
generaiiy low, there are likely to be relatively more opportunities for entry by the 
poor than for more capital-intensive tourist sectors such as lodging and transport" 
(ibid ;8). 
Therefore, daldugh certain inequalities in a community may be in faa reinforceci by 
tourism development, the potential benefits would appear to be oun~eigh the disadvantages. 
increased and quitable distribution of revenue fkom ecotourisrn will give more incentive to local 
residents d o  may othenvise carry out unsustainable activities such as unccmtroiied logging or 
poaching of wild animals, or simply not support any ecotourism initiative. 
Foreian Ownershi~ of Tourism 
One major concem in community-based tourism is who receives the econornic benefits 
and how much. Bachmann (1 988) ascertains that the chief beneficiaries of tourism development 
in the developing world are foreign capitaiists, and the secondary beneficiaries are comprised of 
local economic and political elite. Toutists fiom abroad benefit fkom comparatively low prices in 
developing nation tourist destinations, w M e  the local population is lefi with moâest employment 
opportunities, the loss of economic and political decision-making, and predominantly negative 
socio-cultural effects fiom institutionaiized tourism (ibid ; 96). 
Additionally, Wilkinson (1988) has argued that micro-states ( s r n a  developing nations) 
which become involved in tourism often find themselves enmeshed in a global system over 
which they cannot exercise control. They become the targets for what he refers to as exogenous 
decision making, as even those decisions goveming the Lives of locai peoples are made elsewhere 
by other countnes, multinational companies, or airlines (ibid;158). So corporate and foreign 
contrcl of tourism services may overwhekn even the best of intentions of local tourism planners 
and developers. 
The lack of local control over tourism decision-making links up with the ideas of cultural 
invasion by foreign interats and local elite domination suggested by Freire (1970) and othen. 
This would seem, then, to make a strong case for local ownership. However, de Kadt (1992) 
cautions that it would be naive to advocate locai venus foreign ownership, without recognizing 
thai the interests of a local elite are ofken more intimately bound with those of a foreign elite than 
with their CO-residents. Again, if provisions are not made to increase local economic 
participation, there will be an increased likelihood of the domination of developing world tourism 
sectors by foreign inters6 ( B r o h  1996). 
Tourlsm Employment 
Definition 
Tourism is often considered as an export-based s e ~ c e  industry, one diat creates jobs in 
retail manufacturing, accommodation, transportation, advertising and a wide variety of other 
sectors. There are three major types of employment that may be measured to examine tourism- 
relateci economic effects on the community: 
1. Direct emalovment: Those persons engaged, either on a full-the, part-time or casual 
basis, in the sales of merchandise or services to toun'sts. 
2. Indirect em~loyment: Those persons engaged, either on a full-the, part-time or casual 
basis, in the provision of supplies or senrices to touBnn businesses (or those directly 
empIoyed in tourism). 
3. Induced em~lovment: Ernployment generaied by expenditures of employees or 
suppliers to tourism industry on household goods and services. 
In this research, the focus wili be on direct employrnent, although indirect employment 
will also be examinai to a Iesser extent. 
Effects of Emplovment in Ecotourism 
The creation of tourism-related jobs for local residents is a commonly cited ecotourism 
objective. Lindberg (1996;553) in a recent study hss mentioned that Wiis  objective stems not 
only fiom the principle of equity, but fiom the principle that tourism jobs reflect a concrete 
benefit of conservation". Another interesthg fhding was that even a modest handicraft 
operation cm generate a signincant economic impact at the local level (ibid.;S 54-5 56). 
De Kadt (1979) mentions that "the rnost obvious and Ilnmediate benefit of tourism is the 
creation of jobs and the opportunity for people to increase their income and standard of Living." 
He goes on to add that tourism can generate considerable indirect employment, especially in 
agriculture, food processing, handicrafts, transport and distribution, and a range of local light 
manufacturing indusb5es. 
Many d o r s  have lamented that jobs meated through tourkm rely heavily on low-skill, 
low-wage, seasonal and part-time (predominately female) labor (Ryan 1991). StiU, Ioannides 
(1995) points out that diis argument must be treated cautiously, since the types of jobs created 
should be examineci within the context of each country's level of economic development 
Tourism-related jobs in less developed parts of the world generally cm and do pay higher wages 
compareci to other sectors (ibid;24 1). 
It is difficult to obtain adequate and reliable data to rneasure the effects of tourism on 
employment in developing corntries. Even where data are adequate, m o n  (1992) observes 
that since tourism cws across many economic sectors, it is difficult to estimate the effect it has on 
employment (Hamson 1992;15). However, some studies have been conducteci in an attempt to 
measure the importance of tourism in job creation. In Bermuda, tourism was responsible for the 
direct employment of almost two-thïrds of the labor force in 1985 (Archer 1987). 
In other Latin Amerïcan nations, sigmficant nurnbers of jobs have been created through 
ecotourrSm, notably Belize, Costa Rica, and Ecuador. Brown (1 99 1, as quoted in Jacobson and 
Robles 1992) found that about half of the Tortuguero residents in Costa Rica were employed in 
tourism-related jobs through hotels, the Tortuguero National Park or a turtle research station 
However, as fiequently reported for tourist developments in developing countries (e.g Mathieson 
and Wall 1982), a number of the administrative or other high paying positions were held by 
people living outside Tortuguero. 
In addition, Place (1988) reported that primanly only four families in Tomiguero 
benefited econornically nom tourism in 1986. It was shown that social and economic costs have 
beai paid by local people, such as the loss of income in traditional activities (collecting turtle 
eggs, harvesting lurnber, subsistence agriculture), and which are a direct result of national park 
initiatives (Place 1991). From an environmental perspective, hirtle egg collecting and timber 
harvesting has stopped elsewhere in Costa Rica, not because of park management but because the 
resource base has been destroyed (Eagles 1998). 
Tourisrn and Inflation 
Several authors have noted that tourism can grnerate local social and economic costs. 
Lindberg & Enriquez (1994) discovered that the primmy economic cost at the local level was 
found to be inflation, since tourism places demands on ofien scarce resources, including land and 
food In w e s  where the benefits are not widely distributed, the authors state that some residents 
may actually be worse off with tourisrn than without. Tourism can lead to an increase in the cost 
of living and d e  resources inaccessible to local people. Inflationary pressures lead to inmeases 
in the cost of consumer goods, land and houses, thus making it dificult for some local people to 
rernain in their community (Cater 1987;22l). 
Leakages 
Equally important is to estimate with as much accuracy as possible, given the various 
limitations of time and cost, the amount of tourism expenditure that stays in the community. 
Lindberg and Huber (1993) have stated that 'leakages' (dehed as the amount of money that 
leaves the destination region to pay for outside goods and services) have not been adequately 
quantified One common estimate is that less than 10 percent of tourist spending remairs in 
communities near ecotourisrn destinations (ibid.;l05). To some extent, this is simply due to the 
nature of the tourism industry; substantid fun& are spent on marketing and transport before 
tourists even reach the destination Butler (1992) has stated diat in alternative tourism areas, the 
economies are normally very simple with high levels of Ieakage, thus retaining only a smaller 
amount of tourist expenditures in the area 
Again, it may be possible that leakages could be reduced substantially if local citizens are 
higher trp Arnstein's Ladder, since it would be in the community's best interest to retain as much 
of the tourism-generated revenue for themselves. However, it is likely that more than citizen 
participation and control is required to reduce leakages. The communities would dso need to 
formulate and strengthen collaborative linkages with outside govements and marketing agents, 
so that more revenues remah within the han& of the community and there is less reliance on 
externai inputs to support the tourism iadustry. 
Leakages may also be related to the policy of imoort substitution, or placuig emphasis on 
domestic production to replace the need to import various consumption articles. Import 
substitution began during the 1950s when it was adopted by many Latin American regimes as the 
proper development strategy to reduce dependence on the so-called 'industriaiized' nations 
(Hettne 1995;92-93). Initiaily, it worked rather well but eventually proved inadquate for two 
principal reasons: 1) the industrial process necessitated inputs *ch had to be imported, creating 
a technological and financial dependence, and 2) the pattern of income distribution in Latin 
America contined the demand for rnanufhctwes to a relatively small dite (ibid.). 
In the context of leakages from tourism, it stands to reason that more money will remain 
in the cornmunity if tourists can purchase locally-produced goods and services. A policy of 
import substitution may help increase local revenues in certain areas that rely heavily on non- 
local goods and services. For example, native food could be ofEered instead of more expensive, 
imported items such as pop or canned goods. 
Revenues from Ecotourism 
Ecotourisrn offers unique opportunities for local residents to profit fiom sales of seMces 
to outside consumen (tourists). The amount of revenues gauied will depend to a large degree on 
the number of tourists visithg the cornmunity. Whether this level of tourism is suficient or not 
to meet comrnunity or govemment expectations requires M e r  study on a site-specific basis. 
Every cornmunity will differ in their collective wants and ne&, as well as the 'attractiveness' of 
the destination for tourist d e m d  Healy (1994) mentions three major options for local capture 
of tourist revenues: 
Local people can operate or work in establishments providing lodging, food, or seMces 
to the tourists; 
Entrance fees to parks or historical attractions can be distnbuted to local governments or 
community organizations; 
Local people cm sell souvenirs. crafb or other merchandise to tourists. 
With respect to the last option, it has been generally assumeci without supporting 
evicience that communities may benefit fkom handicraft sales to tourists. Healy observed that, at 
least up to the time of his article (1994), there was no Literature on the specific subject of tourist 
merchandise and nature reserves. He explained that craft producen find it worthwhile to produce 
even when r e m  seem too low to j-mtiS> the effort, because they have the ability to work 
episodically : 
'In the P e d a n  Town of Taqt.de, for example, it is reported that despite rates of 
retum that are normally much less than a dollar a &y weaving output in Taquile 
and nearby communities has mushroomed in recent years. One reason is that 
weaving, despite its low rate of rehitn, can be doue during spare hours when 
there are no other cash-making alternatives" (Hedy and Zorn l983;7 in Healy 
1994). 
Tourism is an attractive option for less developed regions and countnes due to its high 
potential for economic development. Generally, tourism requires lower per capita investrnent, 
lower technological and labor skills, and faces less protectionkm in world markets than does 
rnanufacturing (Shaw and Williams 1994;27). Adding to diis, de Kadt (1979) rnakes the 
following points regarding tourism revenues: 
tourkm earnings are generally higher than other sectors, especiaily agriculture. 
secondary spill-over effects in other secton, through increased demand for food products, 
souvenirs, and other goods (generates employment in agriculture, food processing, 
handicrafb, and light manufacturing). 
tourism may not only generate jobs, but also generates incornes for others (investon, 
landowners, banks, etc.). The govemment is also a major beneficiary rhrough taxation 
(indirect taxes on goods and services purchased by tourists as well as direct taxes on 
incorne generated in the sector). 
Mlmasinghe (1992) has observed that many parks are surrounded by poverty while the 
tourism business is controlied by a handfiil of the wealthy. Local communities generdy Iack the 
fun& for proper management Therefore, in order to compensate local people for the loss of use 
of nearby resources and to obtain their collaboration in protecting parks, Munasinghe (ibid) 
suggests that a larger proportion of tourism revenues should be recycleci locally. 
A related question is whether or not earnings fiom tourism improve the living standards 
of the host population As Ryan (1991) points out, although wages fiom tourism in Gambia are 
higher than other sectors, they have not proven suficient to better the COU~IY'S standard of 
living. Nevertheless, Brohman (1996) suggests that the success of a tourism development 
strategy should not only be measured in terms of inaeasing tourist numbers or revenues: 
'Tourkm should also be assessed according to how it has been integrated into 
the broder development goais of existing local communities, as weli as the ways 
in which tourism-related investments and revenues have been used to benefit 
those communities. Tourkm development can indeed be positive for local 
comrnunitia if their needs and interests are given prionty over the goals of the 
industry per se" (Brohman 1 996;60). 
Perceived Benefrts 
Perceived benefits of tourism may differ quite radically from a d  benefits derived fiom 
tourism aaivities. Long and Glendinning (1992) have expanded on the perceived benefits of 
community-driven tourism initiatives, which include policy implementation assistance, the 
generation of local enthusiasm, the avoidance of confrontation, access to local skills, 
identification of persons and groups involved in decision-making, the encouragement of long- 
term projects and the balance of physical and commercial orientations in development. 
Perceived benefits also include values and aspirations of Local coi.ununities. Mandziuk (1995) 
stated that "resident participation in ecotourism projects can help to foster renewed pride in a 
cornmunity ' s natural resources, and local culture, traditions and hentage" (Màndziuk 1 995;3 0). 
Prentice (1993), in a study of resident's preferences in an upland area of North England 
(North Pennines), found that tourism rnay have been over-promoted as a means of economic 
dwelopment. The study was conductecl to investigate the perceived need for and perceptions of 
economic development strategis, the perceived benefits and disbenefits of tourism, and 
preferences in the issue of jobs at the expense of the environment (ibid;221). The kdings from 
this study were that residents generally 'perceived' tourism to be a beneficid sector of their 
economy' yet few households individually claimed to 'benefit' fiom tourism InteresMgly 
enou& it was discovered that beneficiaries are more likely to support tourkm development and 
to see the disadvantages of tourism as less than do other residents. 
Prentice concludes by s t h g  that in contentious matters of tourism development, a 
community c m  be expected to divide in terms of whether or not its members see themselves as 
benefiting or "likely to benefit" (i.e. perceived benefits) fiom tourism development (ibid.;226). 
This may cause potential problerns for community-driven initiatives, which rely on the 
hornogeneity of view thnt rmmimities are expected to arrive at by 'sharing' decision-making. 
According to Prentice, there is no guarantee that differences in opinions can be resolved without 
dissension between beneficiaries and non-beneficiaries (ibid;226). 
Both Madrigal (1 993) and Lankford and Howard (1 994) report a positive relationship 
between perceived persona1 benefits and beliefs about personal influences on tourism decision- 
making. Peace et al (1997) stated that those residents who rnay benefit nom tourism (either 
because they or their family membea are employed in tourism, or because they believe that its 
benefits outweigh the costs) are more likely to support and report greater positive (or negative) 
impacts fiom tourism (Pearce et al 1994;Zl). 
Still, noticeably absent fiom these and other analyses is specifically how cornrnunity 
decision-making in tourism planning and development may affect actual or perceived benefits. If 
a cornrnunity auly participaies in an integrated marner in its tourism industry, it may be that 
there would be both greater perceived and actual socio-economic benefits. 
Lindberg's Mechanisms for Increasing Local Benefm in Ecotourism 
One recent study of the econornic aspects of ecotourism is An Andysis of Ecotourism's 
Economic Contribution to Conservation and Develo~ment in Belize (Lindberg & Enriquez 
1994). Lindberg in particular is one of the few authors that has researched how ecotourism c m  
provide economic benefits for local communities. The Belizean case study found that tourism 
c m  make a signifiant contribution to communities as follows: 
1. Low levels of benefits can make an important contribution to local econornies. 
2. Tolaisrn often complements, rather than replaces, historic wurk adVities. 
3. Benefits can oflen be gained with relatively low levels of investment by residents. 
Some of the mechanisrns suggested by Lhdberg & Enriquez (1994) for increasing local 
benefits in ecotourism are as follows: 
local ownership and management of ecotourism resource 
partial ownership, leasing, or profit sharing between tourism industry & residents 
local employment in tourisrn industry 
direct payrnents to communities fiom tourisrn revenues 
Nevertheless, although this case study of ecotourism in Belize analyhcally demonstrates 
that ecotourism can be very profitable for local communities, it largely ignored the community 
participation process as a potential key to generating economic benefits. 
SUMMARY: COMMUNITY INTEGRATION IN ECOTOURJSM 
It may seem contradictory to encourage citizen participation, given ali its constraints and 
o p p o h t i e s ,  while at the same time expechng hi& economic retunis. For example, Milne 
(1987) highlighted tensions in a study of the Cook Islands that may exist between different 
development goals and the role of diflerent strategies in attaining them The two major tourism 
objectives of the govemment were to mmchke gross tourist revenue generation on one hand, 
while maximizing local participation on the other. 
M . e  described how intensification of development characterized by foreign-owned 
establishments with minimal local linkages might meet the first objective, but local control would 
be sacrificeci. Conversely, encouragement of alternative tourist development wouid enhance 
local participation and reduce leakages, but at the expense of lower tourist eqenditures (ibid). 
He suggested that an optionai solution continues to lie dong a path between the two roles. There 
may be some validity in Milne's argument for a compromise between maximinng local control 
and tourism revenue generation However, few studies have empirically demonstrated tbat the 
promotion of locally-driven ecotourisrn with fidi community participation (hence, leading to 
integration) would either decrease or increase economic rehinis in terms of revenues and 
emp Io yment. 
The concept ofsustainability in tourism as Ikiked to cornmunity participation has also not 
been highly developed. Among the criteria suggested by Long and Gtendinning (1992;L. 14) for 
sustainable tourisrn development, they mentioned that 1) tourism should be integrateci with other 
economic sectors to bring maximum benefits to local communities, and 2) benefits should be 
fairly distributed, with economic benefits remaining within the locality. The authors also 
mention what is wsentially the underphhg rationale for this research: 
"... central to sustainable towism is the host community, the contribution thai 
they make to the tourism expenence and the acceptance that they must share in 
the benefits. To achieve this there m u t  be liaison with and the active 
involvernent of communities in the planning, development, and management of 
tourism ... [andl to encourage an approach that d l  meet a broader range of 
cornmunity needs than purely job creaiion and income generation" (Long and 
Glendinning 1992;L. 14). 
For this research, one major determinant of the evenhial outcome of a given c o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u n i t y ' s  
involvement in ecotourisrn is how hi& up Arnstein's (1969) Ladder of Citizen Participation that 
the community can be placed If a community c m  be considered as having a high degree of 
participation bordering on local control, then positive outcomes should be expected as a resuit. 
Ideally, for a community to be tmly integrated in its economy, and if ecotourism is to be 
considered sustainable, then al1 major factors would have to be enhanced: Le. economic, social 
and environmental. As mentioned previously, the focus in this research is on economic 
outcomes, both perceiveci and actual. In addition, social outcomes are measured to a lesser 
degree concerning individuai and community attitudes and perceptions of tourism, and measures 
of participation in decision-making. Environmental sustainability also merits equal treatment, 
but it was felt that more detail and knowledge would be gained from concentrathg on one main 
aspect of the sustainability equation 
This literature review has aîtempted to draw and link together severd factors. The most 
important for this research are economic dieory, power theory, community development and 
community participation (leading to integration) in ecotourismm This background has led to a 
hypothesis and several sub-hypotheses to be tested in this research. To re-state the main 
hypothesis: community integration in ecotourism decision-making will enhance the socio- 
economic well-being of the community, whether percei-id or achd. 
As Brandon (i996) suggests, "perhaps the single most important consideration in how 
ecotourism aEects nual communities is the level and type of control which local people have in 
its development" (Brandon 1996;29). In other words, it is not only who makes the decisions but 
how they are made, how they are implemented and to what extent do the people participate in the 
distribution of economic benefiits. How does local participation in the ecotourism industry affect 
the people's means of livelihood and the equitable sharhg of benefits? Is the level of local 
participation in decision-making of a consuitative nature or has the community reached a level of 
conscientization that has given them control of their own needs, desires and destiny? 
These are some of the questions that will be explored in the following chapters of this 
research. It is expected that a community with a highly integrated role in decision-making 
processes of the local ecotourism industxy wiil achieve enhanced socio-economic outcornes. 
CHAPTER 4: AN OVERVIEW OF PERU AND ITS 
ECOTOURISM INDUSTRY 
Chapter 4 is a bief summary of the case study c o n t a  within Peru (see Figures 4.1 and 
4.2. for maps of Peru). It is by no means definitive, due to the rich cornplexity of Peru's bio- 
geographicai, cultural, historical and political factors. Only those aspects relevant to this study 
are discussed to maintain focus on the research questions. 
Figure 4.1 Location of Peru within South Americaa 
' Source: Rachowiecki, Rob. 1996. Pau: A Tmel Siinrival Kit, Lonely Pianet Publications, Aumalia 
Reprodiiced by permission of Lonely Planet Publications and Rob Rachowiecki. 
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Figure 4.2 Detailed Map of perub 
*ce: Rachowiecki, Rob. 19%. Am: A Travel Siavival Ka, h e l y  Planet Ptlbiicatior~~, Aumaîh 
Reproduced by permission of Lonely Planet Publications and Rob Rachowiecki. 
PERU: GENERAL FACTS 
Geography 
Peru is the third-largest country in South Arnerica and is bordered by five neighbours: 
Ecuador to the northwest, Columbia to the northeast, Brazil and Bolivia to the east, and Chile to 
the south. Total population is 22.6 million people (1993 census), of which over seven million 
live in the capital on the Pacific coast, Lima Peru is pohtically divided into 24 departments 
(states) and the constitutional province of Callao. 
The CO- has t h e  d i s ~ c t  geographic zones: the costu, the sierra, zrd the s e h .  The 
costa, or coast, is a narrow stnp between the Pacific Ocean and the Andes Mountains. It 
stretches fiom north to south over 2,200 km and its population is largely urban In contras& the 
sierra is dominateci by the Andes. h o s t  half of Perds population is found in the alhplmro, or 
highlands of the sierra - mostly rural Indians or mesthos who practice subsistence agriculture. 
The selva, or jungle, is the beginning of the great Amazon Basin and encompasses more than 
60% of Pem 
From 1985-90, disastrous economic and political polices by then president Alan Garcia 
and his APRA government led the country to near-bankniptcy. Elected to power in 1990, the 
govemment of Alberto Fujimori had to contend with a legacy of hyperliflation, decapàlization, 
deep recession, destruction of much of the financial system and institutional decay (Paredes and 
Sachs 1 99 1). The Fujirnori administration launched a shock-treatment stabilization program in 
1990 (the so-caiied paque-o or 'Fuji-shock'), wiiich was followed by extensive structurai 
adjustment policies, re-insertion into the global economy and privathion of governrnent-owned 
mrporations such as national banks and public utilities. 
Still, progress was slow and hardest hit were Pm ' s  indigenous and rural poor. By 199 1, 
large parts of Peru were govemed de facto by terrorist groups, maialy Sendero Luminosa (or 
Shining Path) and the Tupac Amam Revolutionary Movement (MRTA), and drug tratnckers 
(ibid). A signincant number of the rurai poor migrateci or were cùiven down to the coast in the 
years foliowing violence and political unrest. However, by the rnid-1990s the country was on a 
discernible path to economic stability and growth Riding on a wave of popularity fiom the 
capture of terrorist leaders and bringing the economy under control Fujknori was 
overwhelmingly reelected for anoth3r five-year term in 1995. 
Economy 
Emomic growth in Peru reached 12% in 1994 and 7% in 1 995 (CIDA 1996). Despite 
t h  performance, economic recovery remains fiagile. Peru is stdl ph@ by serious incorne 
distribution problems and extreme poverty. GNP per capita in 1996 barely reached the 1965 
level (ibid). In 1995, the largest sector of the working popuiation (about 33%) was Livolved in 
agriculture and fishLig, but this produced only 13 % of the value of the gross domestic product 
(GDP) (Rachowiecki 1996). Only 20% of the economically active population is adequately 
employed (CIDA 1996). 
Income distribution in Peru is extremely skewed toward the wealthy minority. For 
example, in the mid-1980s, 3 5% of total household consumption was attributed to the rnost 
afnuent 10% of the population (Paredes and Sachs l991;53). There is also a high correlation 
between the distribution of income and the geographic distribution of the population. During the 
mid-1980~~ seven out of every ten families of the poorest 20% of the population iived in rural 
areas (ibid.;53). In South America, only Bolivia ranks lower in terms of the UNDP's Hurnan 
Development Index (CIDA 1996;88). 
Selected Statistics 
Over half of Peni's population is indigenous (Indian) with 47% that speak Quechua 
(hchowiecki 1996). The currency of Peru is the Nuevo Sol; in the early part of 1997 one $US 
was worth approximately S/2.50. Additional information from the 1995 UNDP Human 
Development ReportC incldes: 
87% adult literacy rate (1992) 
5.6 miilion people without access to health s e ~ c e s  (1985-93) 
6.3 million people without access to safe drinkmg water (1988-93) 
29% of population considered rural (1992) 
72% of rural population living in poverty (1990) 
2.9% of total land area considered arable (1992) 
ECOTOURISM IN PERU 
Peru was a promising destination for ecotourists and adventure travellen in the 1970s. 
However, in the late 1980s and early 1 9 9 0 ~ ~  the combination of economic and political 
instability, widespread terrorist activities and a serious cholera outbreak resulted in the vimial 
desiruaion of the country's tourûrn indusûy. For example, Peru was one of only three countries 
in the Western Hernisphere where arrïvals actually declined over the 1980 to 1992 penod 
(Blackstone 1995). Lack of governent fwiding andor donor support meant that tourism 
seMces and infrastructure were not upgraded or maintained. The former govemment agency 
FOPTUR (now PROMPERU), as the owner of saensive hotel and other tourîsm properàes 
throughout the country, was essentially competing with the pivate sector (ibid). 
On the positive side, the country has been on a path of continued stability and has the 
potential to become one of the world's major ecotourism and adventure travel destinations (ibid). 
Peru has enormous opponunities in all aspects of ecotourism, Licluding nature watching, hentage 
and archaeology, trekking and mouutain climbing, river trips and other aaivitia. R is among the 
five countnes with the greatest biological diversity in the world, likeIy the most diverse in terms 
of bird species (over 1,600) and third most diverse in mamrnals (ibid). 
' Source: UNDP. 1995. Human Develo~mmt mrt. United Nations Developmient Programme. Oxford 
University Press, New York 
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Peni also possesses some of the most exciting heritage resources in the world, such as the 
inca Nins at Machu Picchu, the Nazca Lines and the Tomb of Sipan The spectacuiar Huascarin 
National Park with more than 50 peaks over 19,000 feet Q 5750 rnas.1.) is an example of the 
abundance of opportunities for mountain-oriented tourism in Peru 
GOVERNMENT SUPPORT OF TOURlSM 
Tourism has been identified by President Fuji& as one of the country's top four 
priority sectors (the othen being mining, agriculture and fishing). Tourism has become the 
fastest-growing sector in Perds ecooomy, expanding an average 29% a ~ u a l l y  over the past four 
years (Boza 1997). However, it has been widely recognized that basic tourkm senrices in Peni 
are either lacking or considered poor. For example, in the f h t  half of 1997 the Tourisrn 
Protection SeMce had investigated more than 10,000 cornplaints from domestic and foreign 
tourists (El Comercio 1997a). 
Jorge Shepherd, an economist with the World Bank, stated that two million new direct 
and indirect jobs could be created in the next five years in Peru if tourism services and basic 
infrastructure were improved (El Comercio 199%). The Penivian govemment was described as 
not having a "clear vision" with respect to tourism development A "Master Tourism Plan" being 
prepared by Japanese consultants was criticized for its lack of private sector or even 
governmental awareness; "Japan does not make any signûicant tourism investments in the 
country [compareci to how] Canada, Spain or even Mexico and Argentins could with their 
extensive tourism expenence" (ibid). The Peruvian state should recognize that Local 
govements are the "true promoten of tourism development in their communities" (ibid.). 
Banhg the return of terrorism or other problems that have impeded tourism growth in 
Peru, one consultant recently suggested a high annual growth scenario of 18% additional tourists 
was likely (Blackstone 1995). According to the authors, this scenario wodd occur regardless of 
whether or not the govemment takes a 'proactive' approach, since it was apparent that demand 
for ecotourism wili continue to grow (ibid). This would represent international anivals that 
would exceed one million visitors by the year 2000. In 1997, there were 73 1,000 intemational 
visits to Peru (PROMPERU 1998). However, the actual number of vacationing foreign visiton is 
likely lower since this figure includes business visitors or those coming to vkit fmily or f?iends. 
For example, it was estimateci that 120,000 visitors (or 32%) in 1994 were foreign tourists out of 
a total of 376,000 (Monitor 1995). 
In terms of conserving biodivenity, a national system of parks and protected areas is 
increasingly gaining importance. Despite many problems, Peru has set aside over 5.5 million 
hectares of land for protection representing 6% of the country. As of 1995, there were 44 
formally created protected areas. Since 199 1, protection has been legislated through the: National 
System of Natural Areas Protected for the State (SINANPE). However, Peru has yet to develop a 
master plan that wodd effectively coordinate the national reserves, parks and sanctuaries. It was 
suggested that a 'high level of awareness' had to be created amoag the general population, and 
especially high-ranking officiais in the govement; without strong support at the highest levels, 
no positive action would occur to adequately protect natural areas (E3lackstone 1995). 
PLANNING FOR ECOTOORISM IN PERU 
In 1995, the World Bank sanctioned the report Ecotourism and Environmental Linkaes 
in Peru: A Framework for Action carried out by Blackstone Corporation Resource Management 
and Tourism Consultants. The report strongly suggested that the govemment of Peru enact an 
action plan to meet the foîlowing three key goals: 
1. Facilitation of the development of the country's nascent ecotourism industry with a 
supportive ktihitional s h g ,  and sound policies and regulations; 
2. Protection of the environment on which the ecotourism industry depends; and 
3. Protection of local people's interats as tourism development occurs. (ibid. 5) 
Cuzco was recognized as one cornmunity that has '%ennefiteci signifi~a~ltly" nom toutism 
development in Peru, but the Blackstone report clairned most other comrnunities do not appear to 
be benefiting from the industry, m d y  due to low numben of tourists (ibid;4-29). Also, poor or 
non-existent educational and govemmental support has resulted in a general lack of awareness 
and resources to develop tourism A 'community action plan' was one alternative suggested to 
increase tourism participation in communities such as Iquitos, with govemment involvement 
"aimed at i d e n t e g  community interests, potential development opporhmities, training 
requirements, etc." (ibid.;4-29). 
Regarding tourism oppominities for indigenous groups in the Peruvian Amazon, there 
was some discussion of culturd sensitivity related to local economic benefits. For example: 
' l t  is certaidy true that one cannot speak generally about 'creating economic 
benefits for local people' when . . . [they] may currently have no capacity for, 
or interest in, becoming entrepreneurs 'over night' . . . People can and should 
be brought in to the ecotourisrn industry, but only over tirne as the indusw 
develops, and as their evolving interest levels and capacaies warrant." (ibid.;4- 
13) 
While understandable due to potentidly damaging impacts on isolated indigenous groups, 
this hesitancy to involve local commuities fiom the omet is highly protective of the established 
tourism industxy. The concept that tour operators should be the h t  to develop tourism, and only 
once established wodd locak be asked to join in, definitely does not contribute to local 
sustainable development. However, the report also recognized diat benefits accmed through the 
development of the Peruvian tourism industry "must be reaiized oot only by tour operators, but 
by the locai people" (ibid ;7), although it failed to provided detail in how this could occur. 
The Blackstone Report concluded with a recommendation to develop a nationai 
consensus on ecotourism by conferences, workshops andor seminan (ibid.). niere was 
recognition of the govemment's desire to see the public sector "drive economic development of 
the country", but the govemment "must [also] strike a balance in its approach to ecotourism" 
(ibid;7-2). Peru's govemment was seen as critical in ' s e h g  the stage' to support the pnvae 
sector in developing the industry "to the benefit of both govemment and private sector coffea", 
but only by ensuring that the country's resources were not degraded (ibid;7-2). Overall, the 
Blackstone report was quite informative with respect to the high potential for ecotourism in Pem 
However, there was conspicuously littie mention of mal  community involvement and 
opportunities to enrich lheir 'coffen', or how they could be made part of the 'stakeholder' 
consensus-building team 
NATURE- ADVENTURE TOURISM ANALYSIS 
In 1995, the Monitor Company conducted a national tourkm s w e y  of over 250 toukts 
in Peru. Its principal goal was "to analyze why the nature-adventure tourism market has 
advanced so slowly, and to suggest tourism strategies for the public and pnvate sector to ensure 
development of the enormous tourisrn potential in the country" (Monitor 1995;2). 
A nature-adventure tourist was defied as a traveller "th& looks for active interaction 
with remote nature andbr indigenous cultures" (ibid.;lI). Of the nature-adventure tourists that 
visit Peru, a total of 76% come to visit Machu Picchu, 6 1% for nature, 56% go trekking and 54% 
visit handicmft markets (ibid). It was also found that only 10% (about 40 or 50) of North 
Arnerican nature-adventure tourism wholesalers control 90% of sales. The Monitor report did 
not perceive this to be domination of the Penivian tourism market by foreign inter-, but as an 
"attractive channel" to focus a national marketing strategy (ibid.; 1 6). 
The Monitor report stated that nature-adventure tourists are not mochileros or 
'backpackm7 @erhaps suggestùig that backpacken have frugal spendùig habits, hence are l e s  
desirable as  a marketing segment). Amencan nature-adventure tourists were found to be more 
economically solvent and more educated than the 'average' tourist. During their stay, a typical 
nature-adventure tourist spends about 61,650 US ($104 US daily), or almost $500 US more than 
conventional tourists (ibid;l2). Their average age is 50 yean and they stay an average of 16 
&y, compared to 10 days for conventional tourists. They also stay in basic accommodations 
during at least part of their visit to Peru In 1995, 35% stayed at l e s t  one night in a hostel, 25% 
stayed in a basic lodging (shelter) and 22% carnped (ibid;25). 
The Monitor report classifïed the North A d c a n  natureadventure tourist to Peru into 
three distinct categories (market segments) based on their trip preferences and willinpess to 
spmd, as folIows: 
I. Economic: those toiirists that want to experience the emotion of nature-adventure 
tourism , but by paying die lowest arnount possible. Still, these 'backpackers' had a 
relatively sigdicant expendilme of $120 US daily. 
2. Quaiitv and Excitement: those tourkts that are looking for a particularly exciting and 
unique experience, but without demanding Iraai ry  or sophisticated lodging and 
transport This group was the largest in the American mark* and their daily average 
expenditure was $173 US. 
3. L u m :  those tourists that want unique experiences with maximum c o d o n  and are 
d i n g  to spend an average of $271 US daily (ibid; 14). 
The Monitor report suggested that the Pemvian govemment and businesses should 
concentrate their marketing and seMce provision efforts on "Qualty and Excitement", at least 
for the short t e m  It was felt that the third tourist category desire a level of service that Peru was 
not capable of offering in the short te- but that the second category of tourists demand less and 
appreciate more the tourist resources that P e n  has to offer (ibid.). 
CHAPTER 5: TAQUILE ISLAND AND CHIQUIAN, PERU 
Chapter 5 introduces the two case sites Li Peru for this research: Taquile Island on Lake 
Titicaca and Chiquian in the region of Huarat Two observations need cldcation: 1) much 
greater information for Taquile Island was obtained compareci to Chiquian, which explains the 
heavier concentration on the former in this chapter, and 2) Taquile Island is often shortened to 
'Taquile' to reduce repetition. 
THE TAQUILE ISLAND CONTEXT 
Location 
Taquile Island is located in the Deparmient of Puno in the extreme southeast end of Peru, 
on Lake Titicaca It lies about 25 kilometers or 3% hours by small motorized boat fkom Puno, the 
capital of the region with just over 100,000 inhabitants (see Figures S. 1 and 5.2). Taquile hm 
1,401 people according tu the 1993 census (several sources indicated the current population is 
about 1,850). According to local govenunent oEcials, there were 400 houses on the island of 
*ch 3 50 were occupied Situatecf at 3812 m. ad, the surface area of the island is 754 hectares 
with 65% of the area that is cultivated (Valencia Blanco 1 989). 
Lake Titicaca is ofien reported as the world's highest lake (it is one of the world's highest 
navigable lakes). AIthough Taquile was not mentioned, Blackstone (1 995) discwed its close 
neighbour Arnantani Island in its report: 
'730th negative and positive comments were heard about the area, in ternis of the 
impacts of tourism on the local people, notably with respeci to the recently 
'discovered' destination of Amantani Island nie fascinating traditionai cultural 
s d g  has begun to atb:act many tourists to this extremely poor and isolated 
community, and some efforts are requûed to establish how the locai people are 
faring in Light of this" (1995;4-20). 
Figure 5.1 Map of Lake Tïïicaca and Taquile Islanda 
'Source: Rachowiecki, Rob. 1996. Peru: A Travel Survival Kit, Loneiy Planet Publications, Australia. 
Reproduced by permission of Loneiy Pianet Pubkations and Rob Rachowiecki. 
Figure 5.2 Map of Taquile lslandb 
Lake Titicaca 
Ruins A?& 
sacred Places @ 
b Saufce: Adapted from Granadino, Cecilia and Cronwell Jara J ' inez .  1996. Las Ranas Embaiadoras de la 
Lluvia. MIM(A, Lima 
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The people of Taquile (or Taquileilos) have developed a rich culture and are highly 
industrious in agriculture, fishing and weaving. Al1 islanders speak a local dialect of Quechua, a 
native and official language of Peru This contrasts with other primarily Aymara-speakmg Lake 
Titicaca commmities. Most Taquileilos are Catholic but there is a sizeable rninority that is 
Adventist, which dates back to a temple consmcted in 1973. 
Since the time of the pre-Inca Tiahuanaco culture, Taquile Island has undergone radical 
changes ranging fkom slavery and feudalism to private ownership under a democratic system 
The f h t  mention of Taquile was in 1580 when the Spaniard Pedro G o d e s  de Taquila acquired 
the islands of Taquile and Amantani fiom Charles V, the king of Spain (Matos Mar 1957, as 
quoted in Prochaska 1990). From that point on until 1930, the islanden were ruied and forced to 
pay tribute to hacemidos, or landowners. 
From 19 17-1 93 1, the island was a place of exile for political prisoners. One damous 
prisoner who stayed on the island fiom 1921-24 was Luis M. Sinchez Cerro, who later served as 
president of Peru during 1930-3 1. Cerro repaid his fiendship with the leader of the community, 
Rudencia Huatta, by se thg  the process in motion for Peruvian campesuios (pesant fannen) to 
gain legal title to their lands. The egalitarian character of Taquilai0 society emerged fiom shared 
poverty when the Taquileilos began to pool their savings and act collectively to purchase the 
island. Mer almost four centuries of persecution and a long judicial process, the inhabitants of 
Taquile finally acquired total ownership of the island in 1960 for 10,000 Soles (Valencia Blanco 
1989;SO). 
Local Govemment 
The aQunistrarion of Taquile is based on socio-geographical divisions and a unique 
combinaiion of Inca and modem political systems. Geographically, Taquile has six distinct suyos 
or regions; a S U ~ O  is an Inca term referring to family groupings in specific areas. Each suyo is 
represented by 50 to 105 families. Each suyo belong to one of four distinct socio-geographical 
areas caiied an q2Iu. The qyllus are represented by a varayoc (or jilakaa), the island's 
traditional and legal (male) authority figures. A vmzyoc is responsible for 'keeping peace' with 
respect to any land or other dûputes and for managing communal work within his respective 
ayllu. 
An elected Lieutenant Govemor is the highest ranking authority on the island who is 
responsible for all public issues and who meets with local govemments of Amantani Island and 
Puno. The next highest ranking officiais are the Mayor and the President of Taquile. Together 
with the four vurayoc, these main authorities form the ilIica& or local govemment of Taquile. 
Al1 public positions are held for one year until new eleaions are held r?nd others are called upon 
as candidates to replace those nnishing their ternis. 
Nobody is a member of a political party on Taquile (Prochaska 1990). Taquile pertains 
to the district of Amantaai and to the Deparmient of Puno. According to Rochasb there are no 
crimes on the island; %rith the help of the authorities or in the assemblies on Sundays in the 
plaza, they generally resolve their problems and disputes" (ibid;28). 
The Beginnlngs of Tourlsm 
In the 1960s, the poorest Taquilefios eked out a living by fishing fiom reed boa& on Lake 
Titicaca For cash, the men worked seasonally on coastal fanns, in the southem copper mines 
and at odd jobs in nearby cities (Healy and Zorn, 1983). Until the 1970s, Taquile remained 
relativeiy isolated for the only way to reach the island was by the typical means of transportation: 
wooden sailboats. The Taquileiios were too poor to upgrade their sailboats, even though other 
lakeside communities began to change to motorized boa% (ibid). 
When the widely read South Amencan Hmioaook desaibed Taquile Island in 1976, 
foreign tourists began arriving on the dock at Puno, *g to book passage to Tacp.de. Private 
boat owners soon added the island to their tourist run on the lake. However, in 1977 the 
Taquileilos proved their r e source~ess  by pooling their savine and buying second-hand truck 
engines to power their sailboats (ibid). Saiiboat cwperatives were formed in early 1978, "with 
groups of 30 to 40 families o r d e ~ g  vessels nom local boatwnghts" (ibid;4). Spare parts and 
boat motors for six additional cooperatives were purchased with the help of a gant f?om the 
Inter-American Foundaîion, and the Ministry of Tourism and PenMan Coast Guard licensed the 
Taquileiios to cany traders and to regulate feeç (ibid). 
The islanders proved to be cornpetitive with h o  boat owners and eventually displaced 
hem by obtaining an officidy sanctioned monopoly. By 1982, the number of cooperative boat 
transport groups had expanded to 13, with 435 Taquile residents (wnially every f d l y  
represented) that shared boat ownership and management responsibilities (ibid.). 
Weaving as Livelihood and Tradition 
The area sur10~1ding Lake Titicaca has been an important centre for textde production 
for 3,000 yean (Fini 1985). The residents of Taquile have long practiced weaving based on a 
combination of the Tiahuanaco and Inca cultures (Valencia Blanco 1989). One of the principal 
attractions for many touists to Taquile are their extraordinary weavings, skillfully woven fiom 
sheep and alpaca wool and reflectïng their sociwcological vision The clothing and other 
weavings of Taquile are arnong the best-made traditional clothes in Peru (Healy and Zorn 1983). 
Although expert weavers, the Taquileilos had linle experience with organized textile sales 
until relatively recentiy. In 1968, the U.S. Peace Corps arsisted the islanders to mate a 
cooperative to market weavings. The varayoc sold new and used weavings on consignment in a 
Peace Corps-sponsored store in Cusco (a &y's trip by bus or train fiom Puno) that was set up to 
sel1 goods £iom southem Perds many artisan cooperatives. When the k t  d e s  produced $150 
US, a commercial 'boom' began and the islanders began commuting regularly to Cuzco on 
wmmunity-authorized sales trips (ibid). 
Three years later the Cusco retail outlet collapsed since a local manager had emberzled 
funds. The islanden began to use their market knowledge to sel1 weavings diredy to tourists on 
the streets of Cuzco. They also found buyers and export distributors in the southem city of 
Arequipa and in Lima Healy and Zorn (1 983) stated that '%y the rnid- 1 97Os, foreign buyers and 
Lima exporten were s e h g  Taquile [weavings] to sophisticated crafb consumers in Western 
Europe and the United States" (ibid;4). 
Taquile's weavers e v e n d y  fomed two ~~~~~~run artisan stores (Manco Capac) 
to seli their diverse and increasingly numerous products. Everyhng was sold at a fixed price by 
the artisan cooperative, which aiso exportecl a smail quantity of weavings. Taquilefios also 
orffdnized exhibiis in Rmo and were recognized as "one of the region's foremost and bat- 
organized craft communities" (ibid. ;7). 
The handicraft industry has become a major component of their livelihood and lifestyle; 
most men, womeq teenagers and chddren over the age of eight earn money by producing crafb. 
As of 1997, there were 270 members (each 'member' is aaually one farnily). Cooperative 
administration changes every week and dl members must work at l es t  two weeks out of every 
year (and one week in the community restaurant). Prices are set based on the quality of 
workmanship and the amount of labour (ibid.). Prices are dso fixed by al1 members to avoid 
cornpetition in handicraft sales and a small percentage (5%) of sales is retained for cooperative 
maintenance. 
Tourfsm Administration 
When tourists arrive on Taquile, a reception committee greets and registers them by age, 
duration of stay and nationality. The new arrivals are assigned accommodation with a local 
farnily in an adobe hut According to the 1995 Puno Tourist Guide, 268 house lodgings with 
about 500 beds were available for tourists (this is grossly overestimated, since most tourists 
prefer to stay in houses close to the plaza). 
There are several cornmittees on the island that help to manage the daily tasks, such as 
housing, weaving, food and transportation. Special tasks such as construction or public 
maintenance are handled by volunteer work groups set up by the cornmittees. Each restaurant on 
the island is owned and managed by groups of families. In addition, the tourists' demand for 
f i shg  stimuliaed the formation of two fishing cooperatives (Healy and Zorn 1983). The 
increase in revenues f?om tourist income encouraged household improvements (such as simple 
bedduig gear, extra rooms and kerosene lanterns) which are inspected and approved by another 
island committee (ibid). Each approved household directly receives the tourist income from 
lodging (ibid). 
Type of Tourism and Tourists 
The rainy season is fiom December to April, so most of the tourism occun durlig the dry 
season fiom May to November. The nights are ofien very col& and the restaurant fare is limited 
to mostly locaily produced potatoes and trout, as well as pancakes and imported rice. 
In the contex! of the early 1980s, Healy and Zorn (1983) commented about the kind of 
tourists arriving and the experience awaiting them: 
" ... life [on Taquile] had changed littie over centuries until it was recently 
discovered by a new breed of tourists, mgged, young travelers who are l o o h g  
for the 'unspoiled' ... Taquile is an environment hospitable for only hardy 
travelen. There are v i d y  none of the standard tourist seMces ... Most 
visiton are backpacken in their twenties and early diirties. They Wear down 
jackets, alpaca sweaters, and hiking boots. Invariably, they travel on a limited 
budget ... The island is 13,000 feet above sea level, an altitude to which few 
visitors are accustomed ... M e r  arriving, they make a 45-minute climb up the 
side of a mountain dong a winding Stone stairway ... Like Taquileiios, the 
tourists sleep on tortora mats [a Lake Titicaca reed] on earthen floors." 
(ibid;3,5). 
Some services have changed since 1 983, including improved sleeping arrangements for 
tourists. Still, tourists that choose to spend the night on Taquile have to contend with basic 
conditions similar to twenty years ago when tourism began. 
Evidence of Tourism Control 
Several authors have commented on the high degree of tourism control and management 
held by Taquile residents. It is worth providing a few samples to justify s e l d o n  of Taquile as a 
commtmity characterized by its hi& degree of integration in its respective ecotourism industry: 
'Vnlike Whially any other third world community that attracts visitoa, the 
TaquileÎlos have manageci to develop their own facilities to exploit tourism. 
Until now, they have controlled the tourist trade, and they have reaped its 
economic benefits." (Healy and Zorn 1983;3) 
'The Taquileiios have shown that tourism, at least on a s d l  scale, need not be 
managed by outsiders and [bel culturaliy destructive. Though the islanders' 
fuhae is far h m  certain, they continue to build a community industry based on 
popular participation and equitable distribution of benefits." (ibid; 10) 
"The o r g h t i o n  and administration of tourism ou Taquile is unique. The 
community has rnaimained control over al1 stages of manufacture and marketing 
of the textiles ... Tourist transportaîïon on [commmity-owned] boats ... 
guarantees that access to the island is controlled by the Taquileans themselves ... 
In ten years, Taquile has succeeded relatively well in integmtUg touRsm with its 
traditional way of life ... The comrnunity's position of control and the 
cooperative organizations allow a fairly egalitarian redistribution of benefits ..." 
(Prochaska 1990; 1 O 1 - 102) (my emphasis) 
" . . . the islanders are by no meam content to let the world p a s  them by. When 
enterprising individuals f?om Puno began bringing tourists to visit, they fought 
the invasion It wasn't the tourisis they objecteci to, it was the Ptmo 
entrepreneurs. Now the passenger boats to Taquile are owned and operated by 
the islanders themselves. This control enables them to keep tourism at what they 
consider to be reasonable levels. This may be the key to maintainhg a 
r e s p d ,  cooperative relationship between locals and tourists - something sadly 
lacking on the floating islands of the Uros. " (Rachowiecki 1 996; 2 1 7) 
'Tf the communal system worlcs harmoniously, it is ... because everybody, 
without exception, takes an active part ... The benefits are equdly shared. As 
faithfid to this [concept of sharing] as to community traditions, the Taquilaios 
ensure an balanced and fair remuneration to each family." (Nonis 1993) 
"When the whole world lives in a penod of extreme individualism, Paqde ]  is a 
strange and fascinating place where the community still cornes before anythuig 
else ... [and theû] collective organization functions in perfect hannony." (Rojas 
C a d e  1997) 
Additional Research on Taquile 
The book TuquiZe en Lima (Taquile in Lima) by Matos Mar (1986) relates the personal 
observations of seven Taquileno fimulies who were the first to emigrate and establish a new life 
in Lima There were both negative and positive comments made conceming tourism on the 
island A samphg of a few statements provides an idea of islander relationships to tourism in 
the context of the mid-1980s: 
'Tt womes me a lot because my countqmen just f m  and d e  weavings, 
although they eam more money by workhg in tourism than I do [in Lima]; but 
in time where are they going to be and how will they live?" (ibid;390) 
"[nie weaving cooperative] is a business that has brought prosperity to many 
TaquileÎios." (ibid;394) 
"noviding] food and lodging is a good business. AU of the families on Taquile 
participate in tourism " (ibid;3 96) 
"There are rich Taquilefios, some four or five maximum . . . To eam more, they 
brhg 'gringos' to their house ... They profit by collaborating with them On the 
other hand, other TaquileÎios don? do this. " (ibid;396-3 97). 
"Some customs changed with the arrival of the tourists." (ibid.;399). 
'?t is no longer hke it used to be. The Taquilefios have changed so much." 
(ibid. ;400) 
'Trogress on Taquile because of tourism and handicraftç seems very good to me, 
but I &O think that ... tourism will fa11 one day. So they shouid prepare more for 
their hture and their children .. ." (ibid;402) 
".. . if it weren't for tourism [life] would be wone." (ibid;403) 
In her unpublished thesis LA Mujer en el Proceso Productivo en la Cornunidad de 
Taquile (Women in the Productive Rocess of the Community of Taquile), Valencia Blanco 
(1 989) describeci the hi& participation by women in decision-making of agriculîure and textile 
production, as well as tourism. Taquile women also assume an important role in the socid, 
political and religious aspects of the community. As an example of the high importance tbat 
women have in the local handicraft indusüy, it was found that women were responsible for up to 
89% of the total monetary value of ai l  woven textiles, and produced up to 80% of d l  articles sold 
(ibid.;76). Most of the cooperative registered members were men dthough the entire family 
participates in handiaaft production; "ody 58 of the 345 members in 1989 were women, usually 
widows or women wiio l ivd  alone" (ibid;80). 
Taquile was one of three Lake Titicaca communities midieci by Claverias Huerse (1990) 
in CosmoMsion y Phijïcacïbn en las CornunMees Andinas (Cosmovision and Planning in 
Andean Communities). It had the highest mon- revenues of the three cornmunities (64% of 
total annual revenues), mostly due to handicrafl sales. However, Taquile was highly dependent 
on extemal markets due to textile requirements, i.e. the need to purchase naturd wool and 
synthetic fibre. It also had to acquire more basic food items (e.g fistS potatoes, onions) 
compared to the other lake communities. This was due to a shortage of foollshins for 
consumption since greater emphasis was placed on handicraft production 
Esparza Monroy (1996) described both positive and negative effects of tourism on 
Taquile in his unpublished thesis Organizacibn Social y Turimo en la Isla de Tupile (Social 
Organization and Tourism on Taquile Island). In 1996, each tourist spent seven Soles (about 
$2.80 US based on 1997 exchange rate), and an estimated 24.593 tourists visited the island It 
was estimated that each f a d y  shouid theoreticaily receive 441 Soles (about $1 76 US). 
According to Esparza Monroy, however, the impact of tourism on Taquile residents was creaMg 
a process "of social differentiation due to the unequal distribution of revenues" (ibid.; 136). 
Photographs 
T w o  perspectives of Taquile Island are shown in the following photographs. Figure 5 -3 
shows the naturai beauty of the island, with Lake Titicaca in the foreground Figure 5.4 is group 
of beautifully attired Taquile dancers during the May 1 Santa Cruz fiesta 
Figure 5.3 Taquile Islandc 
' Source: Photognphs by Ross Mitchel Taquile Island, Pem 1997. 
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THE CHIQUIAN CONTEXT 
Chiquian was selected to compare ecotourisrn and comrnunity imegration to Taquile 
Island For this study, Chiquian classifies as a mountain community due to its relatively high 
altitude ai 33 74 mas. 1. and its importance as the 'gateway' to the Cordillera Huayhuash Many 
visitoa either start fiom or end their Huayhuash trips in Chiquian It was selected over certain 
Huayhuash villages (e-g. Llama~ and Pacllon) due to its wider diversity of tourism services, 
greater population size and recent focus on ecotourism events and ernployment 
Location 
Chiquian is about 110 km southeast of Huaraz (3-4 houn by bus) and 340 km northeast 
of Lima (see Figures 5.5 and 5.6). It is the capital of Bolognesi Province and part of the Ancash 
Department (of which Huaraz belongs to). In many respects, it is as isolateci a community as 
Taquile Island considering that so few buses (generally dilapidated) arrive to the t o m  fiom 
either Huaraz or Lima on bumpy, windy roads. It is a town surrounded by mountains and still a 
relatively arduous joumey, even considering the recent road improvements fiom Huaraz. 
The People of Chiquian 
Chiquian has an urban population of 3,801 uihabitants (1993 census), and a W e r  957 
are rural inhabitants (Ki this study, only 'urban' redents were surveyed). Huaraz, its closest 
neighboring city, har a population of more than 80,000 in cornparison There are a tota of 1,204 
households in Chiquian, which formed the bais  for the general population survey. 
Local Governrnent 
The govemment of Chiquian consists of a mayor and nine council rnembers, with 20 
people working in administration There are five Commissions with three council memben each, 
including a Tourism Commission 
Figure 5.5 Map of the Huaraz Region and chiquiand 
d Source: Rachowiecki, Rob. 1996. Pem: A T d  Sunrivai Kit, Lonely Planet Publicatiom, Ausbralia 
E@mhœd by permission o f l o d y  Pianet Aiblications and Rob Rachowiecki. 
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Figure 5.6 Map of Chiquian and the Cordillera Huayhuashe 
" Adafxed h m  Diaz, Felipe, 1998. Cordiliera Bianca & Huayhuash Inf'ormacih 1997-1998: Tourist Map. 
T&co Kuntur SU., Peni. 
ûther notable statistics of Chiquian District based on the 1993 National census' are: 
20.1% of population is considered as rural 
86.7% speak Spanish, 12.4% speak Quechua 
83 3% have no profession nor hold any office 
1 3.9% are illitefate 
5 1.8% of school age children (< 15 yeafi) have nutritional problems 
29.8% of households are headed by women 
3.1 is average number of children bom to fernales > 1 1 years of age 
83 -9% of households for entire province of Bolognesi are considered as poor 
Ecotourism Potential in Chiquian and the Cordillera Huayhuash 
Most foreign tourists that corne to Chiquian usually have one goal in mind - to trek or 
clirnb mountains in the nearby Cordillera Huayhuash The Huayhuash is "virtually an 
mdiscovered treasure" with its extensive "hiking and trekking routes, climbing attractions, 
archaeologicai sites, alpine lakes and cultural uniqueness" (Kolff & Tohan l997;îg). It has been 
recognized as one of the 17 most attractive places on earth as evaluated by outdoor adventure 
enthusiasts, and published by John Gillies of the Walt Unsworth M o r d  nlustrated Ress in 
London (Kolff & Tohan 1997). 
Bio-Phvsical Dimensions of the Cordillera Huavhuash 
Some of the more important bio-physical aspects of the Cordillera Huayhuash should not 
go unrnentioned. The Cordillera Huayhuash contains 46 alpine lakes and has six peaks greater 
than 6000 rnas.l., including the second highest mountain in Peru, Yerupaja (6634 mas.1.). It 
coven an area of 140,000 hectares and is 45 km long fkom north to south. There are two major 
watersheds in the Huayhuash, and approximately 82 square kilometers of pemanently ice- 
covered terrain, includllig 1 13 documented glaciers (National Glaciological hventory 1988, as 
qwted in K o E  & Tohan 1997). 
Two climatic zones can be distinguished which roughly correspond to altitude levels 
(Cerraîe 1 979, as quoted in Kolff & Tohan 1 997). The first is the PM, which refen to the high- 
lying grasslands encountered at elevations of 4200-5100 mas.1. where the climate is cold and 
dry. The second zone consists of mountain vdeys between 2500-3200 rnas.1.. classified as 
temperate to arid The seasons are distinguished by their relative precipitation, with October to 
April as the 'summer' or 'wet' season with signincant arnounts of precipitation, and March to 
September as the 'winter' or 'dry' season, characterized by l e s  rainfall (Kolff & Tohan 1997). 
According to Kolff & Tohan (1997), "the ecosysterns of the Cordillera Huayhuash 
represent a rare example of the hi& Andean ecology remaining in Pem" (1997;12). In a 1979 
botanical study entitled Veaetaci6n del Valle de Chitmim, 23 new species were named and a 
total of 1,100 species were identifieci belonging to 5 1 5 genera and 1 69 families (Ceme 1 979, as  
quoted in K o E  & Tohan 1997). 
A significant ecosystem in the Huayhuash is the quenual @oiylepis) forest only found at 
high altitudes. No other tree species in the world survives at the extreme heights where polylepis 
thrives, often as hi& as 4800 mas.1. Moreover, polylepis "create a vital ecosystem which 
support a host of wildlife species" (Kolff & Tohan 1997; 14). They harbor various species of 
birds which are threatened by extinction such as the Gant Conebill (Oreomcmesfrareri) and the 
White-Cheeked Cotinga (Ampelion stresemanni). Unfortunately, "in the vdley of Chiquian the 
majority of the pofylepis forests are on the road to extinction" (Cerrate 1979, as quoted in K o E  
& Tohan 1997). Cerrate associated this threat to "the indiscriminate use [of polylepis] for 
construction materials and preparation of charcoal and firewwd, without worrying about plaating 
new individuals" (ibid). 
Tourism Flows and Ernpfovment Op~ortunities 
The flow of visiton to the Huayhuash started in the 1970s, reaching its peak by the mid- 
1980s. From this point until approximately 1992, tourism vimially ceased in the Huayhuash due 
to te~~orist Slctivities of the Shining Path. With increased security in the area due to the decline of 
terrorism, tourism levels may now be superseding those of 10 years ago. One local expert 
estimated that approxhately 1,000 visiton came to the Huayhuash during 1996, staying an 
average of 10 days per penon (Kom and Tohan 1997). 
With the rehirn of tourisrn in the Huayhuash are% there are more opporhinities for a 
greater number of local residents, especiaiiy in the mountain communities of Llhmac, Pacllon and 
Pocpa, but for residents of Chiquian as well (many of which have onginally corne from these and 
other nearby mountain cornmunities). The people working in tourism in the Cordillera 
Huayhuash valley and Chiquian are generdy employed as porters, mule drivers and cooks. 
In their report Initial Field Studv of the Cordillera Huavhuash Pew, K o E  and Tohan 
(1997) consider that well-managed comrnunity-based ecotourism is an important way to augment 
and sustain economic income over the long term for local people. However, it was found in this 
study that local people of the Cordillera Huayhuash "perceive tourisrn as oniy a means of 
economic benefits", and in general do not have a well developed understanding of the industry 
(Kolff and Tohan 1997;61). In communities such as Llhac ,  there has been domination in the 
tourism sector by just a few families (ibid). However, The Mountain Institute (T'MI) is now 
working with local communities with a hoped-for outcome of a community-based ecotourism 
program and the eventual designation of the Huayhuash as a nationally recognized protected area 
Present and Future Concems for the Cordillera Huavhuash 
There are many concerns about the future of the Cordillera Huayhuash and its unique 
socio-ecological characteristics. Tohan and Torres (1998) noted that the Huayhuash zone is 
quickly changing, due to the innuence of extemal interests such as tourism and mining. They 
staîed that such large-sale interests fiom outside mountah areas do not dûectly benefit locd 
people, since benefit flow tends to lave the area They mentioned that local communities have 
expressed their support for the creation of a protected area for two reasons: 
1. They recognize the tourism potential of the area, and know that tourists want to visit 
undisturbed areas. 
2. Local people are womed about the negative effects that minllig brins; they want to be 
assured of clean land and water in the fiiture. 
The most well hown mining contract in the Huayhuash was made between the Japanese- 
owned Mitsui Mining and Smeltuig Co. Ltd and the comrnunities of Pocpa and L l h  in April 
of 1995 (Kolff & Tohan 1997). Since exploration of an area that may encompass sub-surface 
rights of more than 100,000 hectares in the Huayhuash, a mining road was built to a ddling site 
only three kilometers above Jahuacocha Lake (ibid). As of March 1997, an overall management 
plan to deai with potential conflicts fiom minhg operatioas bad yet to be developed. 
Other Tourism Possibilities 
In addition to the naturd beauty of the Cordillera Huayhuash, Chiquian and its 
neighboring t o m  offer other tourist attractions. There are some colonial churches in n&y 
Huasta and Aquia, themal s p ~ g s  at Huallanca and several archaeological sites in the region 
There are also two annual tourkt events in Chiquian which will be discwed in the following 
chapters. 
Huaraz and the National Park of Huascaran 
The influence of Huaraz and its coveted Huascariin National Park should not go 
unmentioned, especially since Chiquian is also part of the Ancash Region. Huascarin National 
Park has thuty glacier-covered peaks that rise to more than 6000 rn.as.l., and covers an area of 
3,400 kmt. It has been declared a World Natural Hentage Site by UNESCO and includes the 
6768 rn Huascariin, the highest mountain in Pem 
In 1996, the National Institute of Natural Resourcw @NENA), under the Minister of 
Agriculture and The Mountain htitute (TMQ co-published the Huascarin National Park 
Recreation and Tourism Plan The Mountain Institute is "a non-profit, scientific and educational 
organiration committed to preserving mountain environments and advancing momtain cultures 
throughout the world" (Tons 1996). The Huascarin Plan fullowed a participatory methodology 
which included workshops and cwsultations with nirai populations and park visitors (TMI 
1996). Some extracts taken fiom this plan are as follows: 
'More than 80% of tourisrn in the [Chavin] region take place inside the park, although its 
benefits are concentrated in the cities of the [vailey] ... and especially in Huaraz," 
(ibid ; 1 O) 
95% of foreign visitors to the C h a h  Region visit cities in the Callejon de Huaylas 
(Huaraz mountain valley), and only 1 % to Chiquian (Cordiliera Huayhuash). (ibid;42) 
Considering the relatively high number of tourists that visit the area, people living in rural 
villages near or inside Huascarin Nahona1 Park have been neglected fiom participating in 
tourism activities. For example, "aithou& many people arnong the mai population provide 
services in the most visited areas [of Huard, their possibilities for development and decision- 
rnaking have not been adequately developed " (ibid.; 1 O). 
There is an obvious preference for tourisrn in the immediate Huaraz area compared to 
relatively more isolated Chiquian and Huayhuash region. It is also worth noting that Huaraz has 
a highly developed tourkm indusîqr compared to Chiquian A total of 90 travel agencies, 89 
hotels and hostels and 99 restaurants were officially registered in the city of Huaraz during 1995. 
COMPARISONS BETWEEN TAQUILE ISLAND AND CHIQUIAN 
Taquile Island and Chiquian share many characteristics and ciifferences Hmich have been 
summarized in Table 5.1. Some may argue that neither site qualifies to be classined as 'tnie 
ecotourism7, or that there are few commonalties in socio-cultural, politicai, historicai, economic 
and even geographic characteristics Moreover, there are considerably fewer tourists to Chiquian 
and the Huayhuash area compared to Taquile. Overall, though, it was felt that there was enough 
similitude between the two communities to satise the main hypothesis and research questions. 
At the very least, generalized cornparisons between these Taquile Island and Chiquian are 
possible. However, caveats or clarifications will be mentioned wherever appropriate to interpret 
andlor apply the lessons l e a .  
Table 5.1 : Research Site Comparisong 




Fmquency of tourism 
Importanœ of tourism to 
economy 
Geographical isolation 
DiveMy of tourism services 
Closest major œnter 
Major economic adw'ties 
Prisdominant religion 





Community interaction with 
extemal environment 
Le& of cornmunity 
involvernenf in foun'srn 
Type of t o u h  
Taquile Island Chiquian 
primarily Quechua, Spanish is 
second language 
lndian 
year-round, but highest during 
dry season (May to Odober) 
very high importance 
surrounded by M e r ,  but 
relatively easy accessibility by 




provision of tourism seMces 
lnca influence high 
high - for tourists mainly 
3812 rn.a.s.1. 
1,850 (1 997 estimate); 
350 households 
Spanish domination high 
isolated comrnunity; 
low contact except for touflsts 
Part of southern Andes - hilly, 
rolling; Lake Titicaca major 
influence 
appears to be high 
wet and dry seasons 
Spanish (minor amount of 
Quechua) 
mestizo 
dry season mostly (May to 
September) 
tow to moderate importance 
sumunded by mountains, but 
accessible by upgraded road 
(3-4 hours from Huaraz) 
moderate 
subsistence agricutture, retail, 
govemrnent, guiding, weaving 
lnca influence unknown 
Catholicism 
iow - for export mainly 
3374 m.a-s.1. 
3,801 (1 993 census); 
1,204 households 
unknown 
mostly accessible by road; 
moderate contact 
Part of central Andes - hilly, 
rolling . 
appears to be low 
nature (some cultural) 
relatively low 
Source: Prepmd h m  various sources inciucting Pem: A T m 1  S k v a i  Kit, 1996, Blaclrstone Corporation, 
1995, a d  personal observations, T@e Island and Chiquian. Peni, Ross Mitchell, 1997. 
With respect to the application of ecotourism, there is no intention in this research of 
'proving' whether or not either community can be categorized as ecotourism, or having achieved 
ecotourism, beyond a reasonable doubt Actual tourism activities are l e s  important in this 
research than how each community is involved in local tourism decision-making (if at dl), and 
what socio-economic effects have resulted. 
Nevertheless, there are recognizable elernents of ecotourism inherent to both Taquile 
Island and Chiquian Both areas are culturally and ecologically unique and tend to attract nature- 
adventure rather tban conventionai tourists, especiaily if stayovers such as camping or rustic 
accommodation are necessary. Both communities have not only local people employed in the 
tourism industry, but ako local people concemed about protecting their land and culture fiom 
possible negative effects. In addition, conservation of both the natural andor culturai 
environment is an important priority, as well as planning or organizational efforts to increase 
widespread economic benefits f?om tourism Accorduig to Aguilar et al (1 W 2 ) ,  a program of 
ecologically-based tourism m u t  not ody  be concemed with environmental criteri% but above al1 
"incorporate the local population in direct and indirect activities denved from such tourisrn" 
(Aguilar et ai 1992;36). This said, the designation of ecotourism is applicable for both areas 
based on this andysis and appropriate definitions and explmations as stated in Chapter 3. 
Photographs 
Figure 5.7 shows a Chiquian donkey driver preparing his team with two tourists in die 
background. Figure 5.8 is Lake lahuacocha, one of the principal attractions on the Cordillera 
Huayhuash trekking circuit 
Fiaure 5.7 Chiquian Donkey Driver Preparing Team for a ~ r e k ~  
Fiaure 5.8 Lake Jahuacocha in the Cordillera ~uayhuash' 
h Source: Photograph by Ross Mitchell, Chiquian and Huaraz, P m  1997. 
' Source: AIQve. Roberto. 1994. Ecoventura 94. Foptur, Peru. 
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CHAPTER 6: METHODOLOGY 
Chapter 6 provides the rationale for the type of methodology used in this research 
Figure 6.1 illustrates the rnethodology process in a basic flow diagram From the literature 
review, a research hypothesis was developed and data collected in the Andean cornmunities of 
Taquile Island and Chiquian using a variety of techniques. Survey data was entered using 
computer software (SPSWpc). Al1 key-Sonnant i n t e ~ e w s  were translated nom Spanish into 
English, then transcribed using a computer word processor. Data was then analyzed by statistical 
tests, key theme cornparisons or other methods. Finally, relevant h d i n g s  were obtained that led 
to rejection or acceptance of the null hypothesis. 
THE CASE STUDY APPROACH 
For this research, the case study approach was selected to examine and compare two 
communities in which ecotourism is an important part of the local culture and economy. The 
case study was felt to be the most appropriate and the m a t  effective alternative for two main 
reasons: 1) a high degree of confidence is nomally required for communities to accept an 
'intruder' in their environment, and 2) a case study approach helps to understand the complex 
intertwining of socio-cultural, political, economic and environmental factors that might be 
ignored or misinterpreted by another methodology. 
In addition, Guba and Lincoln (1981) stated several purposes diat case study research 
rnay achieve: 
to chronicle events; 
to render, depid or characterize; 
to try out, prove, or te* and 
toinstnict. 
Figure 6.1 Research Methodology Outline for Taquile Island and Chiquian 
Comparative Case Study 
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This case study wili chronicle how ecotoutism has developed in each particular are* 
characterize how ecotourism has affected the commmities fiom a socio-cultural and economic 
perspective and test the validity of the hypathesis. This research should also educate planners, 
consultants and researchers of the potential benefits of incorporaMg local communities in 
ecotolnism policies and projects. 
RESEARCH DESIGN SPEClFlCATlONS 
The selected design c a .  be considered as ap~iied research for severai reasons. First of 
all, the intention was to understand the nature and source of a societal problem (namely, the 
effecû of community involvement in ecotoukn), and it was assumed that this problem could be 
solved with knowledge. Secondly, due to the enormous potential for ecotourism growth in 
developing nations, it was felt that the results have societal importance. ThirdIy, the results 
obtained should contribute to existing theories of comrnunity-oriented ecotowism to f o d a t e  
problem-solving programs and interventions. Lastly, rigour and theoretical insight were appIied 
to the problem. 
Analytical Appmach 
The chosen analyticd approach was primarily deductive, since it began with a theory to 
be tested - that is, a hi& degree of community integration in ecotourism planning and 
management may have beneficial outcoma in tenns of socio-economic h o r s .  However, there 
was an important component of the research that was inductive or interpretive - the long or key- 
informant interviews. 
The principal research design was a combination of descriptive and analytical study 
types. It was descriptive, since a given phenornenon was describecl with as much detail as  
necessary. It was analytical since various entities (i.e. both variables and indicators) were 
separateci into their constituent parts to explain their firnctions, proportions, relationships and 
other properties. However, part of the research was also exploraion, suice some terms of 
# 
reference were difEcuit to define or obtain, especially for Chiquian- It was hoped to be abIe to 
'se' and experience the 'world' of certain key infomants, as  they themselves perceive it to be, 
and to determine k i r  perceptions of their involvemait or amtudes to tourisrn. Finaüy, owing to 
the complexity of the research problem, a mixture of positivistic and phenomenological 
approaches was taken, but with a strong inclination to naturalistic or qualitative methodology. 
From Hypothesis to Model 
The premise for this research was the formulation and testing of an exacting hypothesis (and 
several sub-hypotheses, or 'guiding hypotheses') with two distinct scenarios: a community 
characterized by its high degree of local integration in ecotourism, and its corollary of a 
commuuïty not highly integrated in ecotourism activitia. The latter situation is more cornmon, 
but the former is quite rare, especially in the developing corntries where outside interests oflen 
influence or control tourism development 
However, it should be made ciear that the guiding hypotheses were merely "tools to 
generate questions and to search for paîterns" (Marshall and Rossman 1989;44). It was expected 
that some would be dûcarded and 0 t h  added while in the field as other patterns of phenornena 
were encountered. Moreover, it was these research questions and patterns that would eventually 
lead to the development of a mode1 for community integration in ecotourism, which is explained 
in detail in Chapter 10. 
Design Type: Qualitative & Quantitative Research 
Various qualitative and quantitative techniques formed the frarnework of this stuciy. 
These were compareci and contrasted to corroborate, elaborate or illuminate the research 
McCracken explains these techniques at great Iength (McCracken 1 988; 1 6- 1 8) and sufnmarizes 
major Merences between them as follows: 
1. Qualitative: 
goal is to isolate and define categories during process of research 
lwks for patterns of interrelationships between rnmy categories 
questions asked may cause the respondent dficulty and imprecision 
sample size is smait (e-g. eight i n t e ~ e w  respondents or les)  
tends to be more intensive in its objectives 
goal is to isolate and d e k e  categories as precisely as possible before study is 
undertaken, then to determine the relationship between them 
looks for sharply delineated relationships between a limited set of categories 
questions asked ailow the respondent to respond readily and tmambiguously 
sample sue is generally large (sufncient to meet statistical ngour) 
tends to be more extensive in its objectives 
Qualitative Research 
Due to the highly personal and sociological nature of the shidy, many of the chosen 
research techniques were qualitative in nature. McCracken (1988) asserts that applied social 
sciences invite qualitative research, i.e. the application of social sciences to the study and 
improvement of contemporary life depends upon an intirnate understanding of people affected by 
a particular situation (ibid.; 1 O). Although the qualitative rnethods used were tirne-consuming in 
both data collection and analysis, the* benefits far outweighed their disadvantages. Application 
of qualitative methodology helped to test the validity of the hypodreses based on community and 
individual perceptions of values, power, relatiomhips and other variables. Such factors are not 
easily tested by quantitative rnethods. 
Quantitative Research 
In addition, auantitative research was employed to gather and d y z e  socio-culhird and 
economic data The purpose of collecting quantitative data was not to complete a comprehensive 
in-depth analysis, but rather to provide a basic o v e ~ e w  of the more important economic 
amsideratioas. Quantitative research took advantage of previously coiIected secondary data such 
as published Literature. vkitor records and other so-called 'hard' kts. It aiso helped gather data 
more easily measured and analyzed by such methods, such as ckûibution of income and 
emp loyment 
Trianaulation 
According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), a qualitative study must prove credibility, 
transfer ability , dependability and connrmîbility . One important method to achieve these 
objectives is triandation - the act of bringing more than one source of data to bear on a single 
point (Marshall & Rossman 1989). Tnangulation combines several rnethods of research by using 
each to supplement and check up on the others. As Rothe (1994) suggests, "the strength of 
triangulation Lies in the utility of locating and defining a problem ... with] questionnaires, 
interviews and participant observation, we are able to describe the phenornenon from a 
perspective of aggregates. interaction and collective behavior" (Rothe 1994; 26). 
For these reasons, triangulation was considered in the data collection and analysis design 
There w also considerable overlap in the different approaches for a practical 'division of 
labour'. For example, one of the research questions was to determine the level of input by the 
community in ecotourkm ownership and management This entailed collectiag and anaiyzing 
empirical data in t e m  of nwnber of people employed, type of employment and other pertinent 
quantifiable factors. It also required i n t e ~ e w s  with community 'experts' and personal analytical 
observations to gain a broder perspective of perceptions and ideas. As McCracken (1 988) says, 
"it is only after the qualitative investigator has taken advantage of quantitative research that he or 
she is prepared to determine the distribution and fÎequency of the culture phenornenon thai has 
corne to light" (ibid;l7). 
Comparative Research 
The specific research design was a sîaîïc moup com~arison as opposed to a random 
seletion The two main independent variables were the case sites, as defined by their respective 
level of commuaity integration in the local ecotourism sector, and were tested according to the 
dependent variables (or observations) as follows: 
GROUP 1: X O1 O2 O3 O4 Os 
GROUP2: (Not X) O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 
W7iere: X is a treatment or an independent variable (e.g case site) 
O is an observation or a dependent variable (e-g. perceived benefits) 
Ideally, another independent variable wodd have been selected - i-e. high venus low 
toraist season - and research conducted accordingly during these two tirnes of the year. 
However, budgetary and time consbaints precluded the use of such an 'interrupted time-series 
design' (data collected during two or more periods). For this research, most data was obtained 
during the low tourist season instead of delaying until more tourists were available. Stiil, this 
was justifiable suice the focus of this research was on a commwiity rather than a tourist 
perspective. This meant that most data could be coliected during any time of the year (i.e. with 
or without tourists), but acknowledging that more comprehensive data would have been obtained 
in the high season to ver@ resident perceptions or estimates. 
Rationaie for Case Site Selection 
The case sites, or two mat communities, were purposefuUy selected by pre-data 
collection visits to mure  their suitability. Their selection was largely based on the rationale 
suggested by Marshall and Rossman (1989;54). They state that the ideal site is where 1) entry is 
possible; 2) there is a hi& probability that a rich mk of many of the processes, people, programs, 
interactions, andor structures that may be a part of the research question will be present; 3) the 
researcher cm devise an appropriate role to maintain continuity of presaice for as long as 
necessary; and 4) data quality and credibility of the midy are rearonably assured by avoiding 
poor sampling decisions. By atternpting to meet these objectives, a suggestion d e  by Dobbert 
(1982) was considered paramount: oamely, the best compromise is to include a sample with the 
widest possible range of variation in the phenornenon, settings or people under study. 
Both sites were fairly accessible without major difficdties or costs to visit them The 
principal Limiting factor on Taquile Island was the predominauce of Quechua This was 
circmvented by hiring bilingual research assistants and translating the survey questionnaire into 
Quechua. Tourism was an important component to the general emnomy of each region. Both 
sites had a wide range of tourisrn activities, including cultural or heritage tourism, production and 
sales of local handicrafb, nature tourism andfor adventure tourism Both sites tend to draw low 
budget and adventure tourists, especially smce only basic tourism fiastructure exists in either 
comunity. Lady, as a foreign researcher, it was necessary to 'blend' into the daily activities of 
both communities a s  much as possible to gain community trust This was achieved on Taquile, 
but less so in Chiquian with its community-wide misgivings about mangers, perhaps related in 
part to the af-îennath of the reletively recent traumatic terrorism p e n d  
SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 
The data collection phase was carried out fiom December 1996 to September 1997. 
Approximately three months were spent living on Taquile Island and two months in the town of 
Chiquian, with repeated visits to both communities for additional data The research collection in 
Peru also hcluded vis& to universities, govemment agencies, non-govermental organizations 
(NGOs) and informal interviews with various key-informants in Taquile, Chiquian, Puno, Huaraz 
and Lima ûther islands on Lake Titicaca were also visited to examine their tourism industq and 
make appropriate cornpariSom. These included the Uros (Floating Islands) near Puno, Peru and 
the Island of the Sun, Bolivia A three-&y trek near Huaraz using the services of a well-known 
guide who &O works in the Cordillera Huayhuash was organized to explore main components of 
the trekking indusîry such as prices, supplies and equipment needs, and tourist or local attitudes 
towards tourisrn 
Three qualitative research techniques were used in this research. The first two can be 
categorized as Survey Research md the last as an Unobtrusive Technique: 1) Questionnaire, 2) 
Long Interview and 3) Participant Observation In addition, two auantitative research techniques 
were used: 1) Financial Analysis and 2) Secondary Data The type of daia collected using these 
five different techniques is outiined in Table 6.1. The Questiomaire ais0 had rnany quantitative- 
type questions related to income and employment 
Table 6.1 Type of Data Collected 
8 9 Long InteMews 1 8LongIntemiews 
TAQUILE ISLAND 
= 1 0 1 Questionnaires randomly selected 
(household level) 
Financial data fiom 3 different businesses Financial data fiom 2 different businesses 
(tourist boat transport, handicrafb, 1 (guiding restaurant) 
CHIQUIAN 
136 Questionnaires randomly selected 
(household Ievel) 
restaurant) 
Participant observation technique used to 
obtain data fkom community meetings, 
tourism activities and women 
Participant obsewation technique used to 
obtain data fkom guide meetings, tourism 
aaivities and nature of trekking industry in 
Huaraz 
1 0 tourist interviews 1 15 tourist interviews 
Secondary data material 1 Secondary data material 
Questionnaires 
The rationale for using a questionnaire was to obtain information in a reasonably 
objective marner that could be easily and guickly obtained, and that would verify many of the 
principal research questions. The type of questionnaire design was an important consideration. 
Firstly, any questionnaire must be custom-built to the specification of the given research 
purposes (Converse & Presser 1986). Secondly, a questiomaire may have a combination of 
open-ended questions (commentary-type responses) and close-ended questions (two choice, 
multiple choice, diecklists, ranking questions and rathg scales). Thirdly, a typical questionnaire 
tends to be more descriptive or analyticai than exploratory. 
The questionnaire was consmicted using rnostly different close-ended scdes of mainly 
ordinal or nominal categories. However, it was also considered critical to determine how people 
think (in terms of Merences of opinion and possible correlation), what is meanina to diem 
@y r e g  priorities) and a mesure of their amtudes about those aspects sigmficant to the 
research questions (Reid 1 995). 
For these reasons, a Likert-type scale was created for three important groups of questions: 
1) perceived economic benefits of tourism, 2) perceived community and individual participation 
in tourism, and 3) perceived negative impacts of tourism Such scales are defhed as " a .  
assignment of numbers for the purpose of identïfjmg ordered relations of some characteristics, 
the order having arbitrarily assigned and q u a i  intervals but not an arbitrary zero point" (ibid). 
Like the research hypothesis, these scales also use deductive reasoning. They were pre-tested 
beforehand with colieagues from the School of Rural Planning & Development at the University 
of Guelph to ensure that the items used were a measure of the same 'family' (i.e. s h e d  
cornmonalties). 
The following section provides a brief description of the two types of surveys used in this 
study: 1) a General Population S w e y  and 2) Tourist S urveys. The principal definitions required 
for these surveys have been included in Appendix 1. 
General Poeulation Suwev 
Survey Twe 
The objective of the general population survey was to rneasure local perceptions of the 
tourism industry, community participation, and 'factuai' idormation related to employment and 
income (recognizing that income tends to be under-reporteci). As in any study, the given research 
environment predetermines the kind of survey and sampling procedures required However, the 
chosen communities for this study had very distinct ethnic, sociologicai, historical and economic 
backgrounds in a developing nation conte* thus required special consideration. 
The inherent cornplexity and delicacy of certain research questions, and realizing that 
many respondents could not r d  or write nor had access to a telephone, necessitated the use of 
personai (b to . fàce )  interviews. Although time-consiiming, the personal interview sumey has 
"the duai advantage of usuaily yielding the highest response rate of any survey mechanism and, 
given effective interviewers, of pennitîing the use of a raiher lengthy survey instrument" 
(Sheskin 1985; 15). It ako had the advantage of being able to explain the meaning of words thai 
might otherwise have been misunderstood, and dowed for control over respondent selection 
(ibid). 
Smple F m e  and Size 
m e r  important issues were sample & m e  and size, which required balancing budgetary 
and time constraints with the desired level of accuracy. Several factors were considered before 
seleaing the desired confidence intewal. Firnly, the survey mechanism was made purposefully 
long and intensive, not to gaher a large amount of data, but instead ta produce a high quaIiv of 
responses that would help answer the research questions. The drawback was that this greater 
intensity would be time-consurning in both the collection and analysis stages. 
Secondly, the most important questions in this research were not various demographic 
parameters such as age, gender and level of education (although some of these were tested). 
Radier, the predominant focus was the community perspective in ternis of attitudes, preferences, 
and beiiefi, as well as community levels of income, employment and support related to tourism. 
T'hîrdly, it was recognized that revenues in rural areas of developing countrîes are often 
earned by al1 family members for a given type of employment (particuiarly hand icd  
production, and provision of food and lodging in this research). Family income would have been 
difficult or even impossible to separate on an individual bais if so desired 
Therefore, it was decided that the sarnple fiame would consist of ail occupied households 
in both communities. The intention of this survey was to randomly select those respondents 
considered to be part of the po~ulation (with the exception of those l e s  than 16 yean of age). It 
was not intended to interview on the basis of one's role in tourism decision-rnakhg or 
employment However, it was necessary for each potential respondent to meet specined 
parameten for this research of being an appropriate household member and full-time resident of 
the cornmuaity (see page 102 - Procedures, and Appendix 1 for furrher explanations). 
The minimum confidence intend needed was initidy estabiished to be 90% (i 10% 
level of confidence). At the household level, then, at l e s t  89 representative respondents were 
needed for Chiquian (out of 1204 households) and 75 for Taquile (out of 3 5 0 households). If a 
larger confidence i n t e d  had been desireci, Say 95%, then at least 291 smeys  for Chiquian and 
183 sweys  for Taquile would have been required for a total of 474. For Taquile, this sampling 
intensity would have represented over half (52%) of al1 households, a very hi& level of accuracy 
that was deemed unnecessary for the amount of extra time and cost required to obtain the data 
Sufncient extra households were sunieyed in both commmities that brought the confidence 
i n t e d  to approximately 92% (A 8%). 
The survey was applied to a suitable household representative over the age of 15 years to 
be able to effectively answer relevant questions (see AppendDt 1 for definition). It was deerned 
unnecessary to have a hi& number of respondents merely for the sake of increasing accwacy or 
to meticulously carry out detailed subgroup analyses on the bais  of gender or other variables. 
Supporting or additional data was obtained through other techniques, such as the long interviews 
and secondary data anaiysis. 
Sample Design 
The general population s w e y  consisted of a probabiiity s~stematic samde. First, maps 
were obtained for each community that indicated either the location of every household in the 
cornmunity (Taquile) or every block (Chiquian). Then a random number between 1 and 9 was 
selected, or a 'random start', and either the houses or the blocks were nurnbered. For Taquile, 
e v q  4& household was surveyed; for Chiquian, every 10' household was selected (these had to 
be counted on the each block). If the same corner, side or area of the community was being 
swveyed by this technique, it was recognited that bias may have been produced To avoid over- 
sampling one area and under-sampling another, adjiistments were made in the field by the survey 
team afbr consultation with the principal researcher, such as reinitiating the 'random start'. 
Survey Tool 
A drafl survey of approximately 70 questions was prepared before going to Peri in 
December 1996. It was first translated in Lima fkom Engiish into Spanish, then latet into 
Quechua while in Puno (most respondents on Taquile Island preferred the Quechua version, 
whereas ail respondents in Chiquian preferred the Spanish version). The s w e y  was translated 
ushg tnangulation methodology to ensure interpretation subjectivity was minimized (i.e. it was 
translated back into Enghsh by a different penon). 
M e r  a pre-test on Taquile Island of 10 respondents, the questionnaire was modified and 
shortened to about 55 questions (dependmg if respondent worked in the tourism industry). The 
same s w e y  was given to each respondent; however, there were approximately twice as many 
questions for those employed in tourism (see Appendix 2). The s w e y  tearn consisted of one 
p ~ c i p l e  researcher and up to thfee research assistants (the entire team was fluent in Spanish, and 
two assistants on Taquile were local residents bilingud in both Spanish and Quechua) 
Survey Criteria Summary 
1) Level of ACCLK~CY 
i 90% C.L (confidence interval), * 10% level of confidence (in actuality, was closer to 
8% for both sites). 
2) Unit of Measurement (sample fiame) 
dl occupied households and their members withui the adult population of both 
communities. It was not important that a potential respondent be engaged in a 
particular tourisrn activity, uor be the principal household decision-maker. On the 
other hand, it was recognized that individual income is often ddEcult to segregate in 
famil y-nin businesses. Therefore, one adult representative rnember of the household 
was deemed appropriate to answer research questions on behalf of his or her family 
(see Appendix 1 for fiirther explmation). 
3) Sample Size 
= 10 1 sweys  for Taquile (out of 3 50 households - 1,850 total population) 
= 136 suweys for Chiquian (out of 1,204 households - 3,80 1 total population) 
4) Time of Survey 
survey was carried out in the wet season only (or low season); fiom January to March 
1997 on Taquile and fiom March to May 1997 in Chiquian 
surve times adjusteci to inaease chance of being selected (e-g. early moming fiom 
5:30-8 :3O AM. was used on Taquile since potential respondents were ofien working 
their fields in daytime) 
5) Survey Area 
Taquile survey based on six areas correspondkg to s u  v o s  
Chiquian survey sectioned into eight 'neighborhoods' of approximately equivalent 
size 
6) Procedures 
every fourth house was sampled on Taquile, every tenth house in Chiquian 
next available nearby house was selected if respondent unwiiling or no one available 
surveys were conducted door-to-door inside or near house of most respondents 
first adult famiiy member to answer door was selected for interview if appropriate 
attemph made to interview both men and women equally by varying time of survey 
nature of survey and questions to be asked were explained to each respondent (on 
Taquile, customary gifts of coca leaves, bread ancUor fruit were offered) 
interview generally lasted fiom 15-30 minutes 
7) Observations 
very satisfactory response rate for Taquile - only two persons refused to participate in 
survey; poor to fair response rate for Chiquian - approximately one out of every 
three refûsed to participate in survey 
Chiquian respondents were generally less open, less f?iendly and less knowledgeable 
about tourisrn issues compareci to Taquile respondents 
more women were interviewai in Chiquian due to their greater availability; Taquile 
women generally were reluctant to be interviewed, especiaily if men were present 
In addition to the general population survey, some tourists were purposefully selected in 
both communïtïes to comment on their expenditures and other feelings about the local ecotourism 
industry. It was hoped to i n t e ~ e w  at least 34 randody selected tourists to obtain useful 
idonnaton on tourist expenditures durhg their stay in the community. However, the sample 
was Lmlikely to be considerd random unless one could guarantee a given number of tourisa (e.g. 
8-10 per week) over an extended penod (e-g. four weeks) at a given place and t h e  (e.g. Ieaving 
boat or at end of trek). 
Other considerations included which tourist to select - the fint one leaving the boat? The 
first one willing to participate? The first person to understand Spankh or English? For 
consistency, a number of d e s  were drawn up that included conduc~g  the interviews at the end 
of a trek or to the island, and choosing the fkt peson w i h g  to participate that was cornfortable 
in either Spanish or Engiish. 
Unfortunately, fewer tourist sweys  were completed than hoped due to two main reasons: 
1) excellent data was obtained fiom various sources that rendered extra information redundant, or 
2) unavailability of sufEcient tourists. For Taquile, it was felt that the information gathered fiom 
council records, proMability studies and participant observation techniques was adequate for 
expenditure estirnates (including 10 informat tourist surveys). As for Chiquian, there were 
insdcient tourists that had recently been to the Cordillera Huayhuash during data collection in 
either March, April or August 1997. Since only 15 tourists were surveyed in Chiquian, and due 
to the unavailability of supporting material (Le. stayovers and expenditures), it was not possible 
to make comparisons between the two communities regarding tme expendinites fiom a tourist 
perspective. 
Nevertheless, some expenditwe comparisons could be made on a communi,ty-wide basis 
fiom the other information obtained h m  tourists. The data collected was used to back up 
additionai findiags fiom key-idonnants, survey respondents and participant observation notes. 
Long Interviews of Key Inforrnants 
Rationale 
Perhaps the most important part of the field data collection and subsequent analysis were 
the Long InteMews. The objective of the Long InteMews (or semi-struc~ired i n t e ~ e w )  was to 
obtain usefid information of a 'qualitative' nature, based on the perspectives of selected key- 
informants of the local tourism industry. The Long Interview is a powerful technique to gain a 
clearer understanding of the beiiefs and experiences of the actors in question As McCracken 
States, "for certain descriptive and anaiytical purposes, no instrument of inquiry is more revealing 
... this research strategy gives us  access to individuals without violating their privacy or testing 
their patience" (McCracken 1988; 9,ll). 
Moreover, the cultural significance of the role of ecotourism and its effects on the 
comrnmities were important factors best exatnined through penonalized, informa1 discussions. 
It was felt that the Long Interview would effeaively address two main objectives: 1) to help to 
focus the problem (research questions) on socio-cultural meanings, and 2) to discover, define, 
and test categories. The p ~ c i p d  purpose of the Long h t e ~ e w  was to explore questions of 
'why' and 'how7 (i.e. process and rationale) and rather than 'how much'. ïhe  i n t e ~ e w s  helped 
to examine the decision-making processes in the community, especially attitudes and equitability 
concerning distribution of economic benefits fiom local and non-local 'experts' alike. 
Procedures 
An Interview Guide was prepared to ask the following types of questions: 1) expenence 
or behavior, 2) opinion or value, 3) feelings, 4) knowledge, 5) sensory, and 6) background or 
demographic (see Appendix 3). The purpose of the guide was to protect the main interview 
structure, so as to be able to attend to the immediate tasks at hanci, while keeping in mind that it 
was necessary to capture conte* as weil as  ideas (Reid 1995). The Interview Guide was 
prepared based on some of the early results fiom the questionnaires on Taquile Island, then 
relatively equaliy applied to both commmities, 
An important interview principle for this research was McCracken's (1 988) concept of 
"man-g critical distance", defined as "the creation of a critical awareness of rnatters in 
which we have a deep and blinding fdiarity" (Marcus & Fischer 1986; 137-164). This 
awareness was not easy to maintain during the interviews, but as McCracken aclmowledges, 
those researchea wwking in another culture have a great advantage over those who work in their 
owq since vimially eveqdmg before them is mystenous (McCracken 1988; 22). That is, a 
foreign researcher should be able maintain greater focus since every verbal expression, gesture 
and other 'cues' may be considerably different and worth uoting. 
Nine key-in6ormants were selected for Taquile and eight key-informants were selected 
for Chiquian for their insider or 'expert' knowledge of the local tourism industry. Table 6.2 is a 
List of the selected inte~ewees by their principal occupation, which shows a wide range of 
socio-cultural and economic backgrounds. A tape recorder was used to record most interviews. 
In a few cases, it was necessary to rely on note-taking if a tape recorder seemed obtnisive or 
consent was not provided. 
Table 6.2 Key-lnformants Selected for Long Interviews 
town mayor 
varayoc (elder) 
weaver and tourism 
founder 




hotel owner (PMo) 
aavel agent (Puno) 
t o m  mayor 1 local guide 1 
hostel owner/rnanager 1 local guide 1 
tourism promoter guide and travel agent 
An interpreter a d o r  research assistant was present in dl but four interviews. Each 
interview was conducted in Spanish by choice of each interviewee. Moreover, due to the fluency 
of the main researcher in this language, it was not absolutely necessary to have an interpreter but 
was preferred neverîheless for increased interpretive accuracy. 
Respondents were briefed on the purpose of this study and the main questions to be asked 
(see Appendix 3). A typicai interview took fiom one to three hours and was generally conducted 




English and double checked for acnnacy by tnanguiation similar to the questiomaire preparation 
using an independent traaslator. Aii interviews were then transcribed into a cornputer word 
processor program and analyzed for key themes or concepts. 
Participant Obsewation 
Another qualitative method for this research was one widely used by anthropologists, 
mai sociologists, and human geographers - partici~ant obsemtion. According to Pratt and 
Loizos (1994), this method "entails the researcher becoming resident in a cornrnuniîy for a period 
of many rnonths and observing the no& daily lives of its members" (Pratt and Lokos 
1992;63). ui addition to helping to v e w  the data coiiected, it was useful to understand a 
relatively complex situation and to capture data fkom individuals who could not norrnally speak, 
such as  women (especidy in the case of Taquile), children and distnrsting adults. 
The main ways the participant observation tedinique was applied on Taquile Island and 
Chiquian were as follows: 
aitending community or tourism cornmittee meetings 
becoming an active tourist (e.g. staying in local accommodations, going on guided tours, 
bargainhg for handicrafts and trekking) 
taking part in comrnunity festivak 
watching and notetaking wtiile comrnunity residents provided tourism services 
diatting with children and women about theu activities and attitudes towards tourism 
Detded notes were kept for each participatory situation as described, and recorded on a 
daily b a i s  in a personal jomd.  This journal was of extreme benefit in hterpreting, refiiting, 
veri@ing, qual*ing or adding to the data coliected nom ail other techniques. For example, 
neither the household questionnaires nor the key-informant interviews were able to provide 
accurate, extensive informâtion on the role of women in community decision-making. By 
participating as an obsemer in community meetings, more detailed, representative &ta was 




Another quantitative method to obtain useM economic data were financial analyses of 
selected tourism businesses to examine associateci cos& and revenues. Some feel that any 
measure of economic benefits would have to include at least some assessrnent of profitability to 
be considered as such (i-e. total revenues minus total cos6 = profits). Residents may perceive 
thernselves to be economicaily 'benefiting' fiom a given activity such as community-based 
ecotourism, when 'ïeal benefits' may be much smaller if al1 costs are considered For this 
research, the selected studies consistec! of recording major costs and eamings of selected 
community businesses operathg in die local toiaism industry. The technique used was similar to 
financial accounting in the context of small businesses. 
In this study, economic bendts were describeci as: 
Gross amounts and distribution of income within the community. In other 
words, a measure of the income flows into the community, generated by tourists, 
but not a comprehensive rneasure of the real economic benefits (which would be 
net economic benefits). -
A relatively simple financial analysis (as opposed to economic anaiysis) was carried out 
for three (3) typical tourism businesses of Taquile Island - a restaurant, boat operation and 
handicrafl operation, and two (2) typical tourism businesses of Chiquian - a restaurant and 
guiding operation This required simply accounting for major costs and eamings for each 
business. Only the resultr of the restaurants are presented in detail in this research. 
Financial data was also coliected for a third local business in Chiquian - a weaving 
association. However, although this business originally sold its alpaca wool clothing to tourists, 
most of their products are now shipped for export to Germany. Therefore, it was later decided 
not to consider this business as part of the tourism sector for Chiquian 
Secondary Data Collection 
Secoadary data was an important part of this study, and was used to ve* or reject 
information gathered fiom the other techniques, or to provide additional information The most 
important sources were as follows: 
tourist records (stayovers, boat trips) 
census records 
other local, regionai, and naîionai statistics 
NGûdocuments 
newspaper and magazine articles 
published literature 
DATA ANALYSIS 
As mentioned by Marshall & Rossrnan, "data analysis is the process of bringing order, 
structure, and meaning to the mass of collected data" (Marshall & Rossman 1989; 11 2). To 
andyze the data, several dependent variables were tested or compared as they relate to the 
independent variables (i.e. the two communities), as weil as between each other. nie main 
categories of dependent variables used were as foiiows: 
effects, both positive and negative, of ecotourisrn activities related to: 
soci~cuiturd factors 
economic factors 
perception of benefits fiom ecotourism 
involvement of local people in ecotourism management and employment 
distribution of economic benefits within and outside the communities 
Quantitative Analysis 
Although the general population questionnaires asked both qualitative and quantitative 
type questions, the data was best analyzed using quantitative anaiyticai methods. Moreover, the 
information was analyzed primarily using descriptive techniques, referring to the descriptive 
procedures as suggested by Hunter & Brown (1991; 240-241). The majority of &a obtained 
was either nominal or ordinal scale data, with some interval scde data 
Both quantitative and qualitative data collected fiom the research questionnaires were 
organized for riiaiysis &le still in Perm Questionnaire &ta was coded in the field, i-e. al1 
responses were assigned values. For example, a yes, no, or not sure answer to a given question 
(or variable) was given a code of 1, 2, or 8 respectively. Any missing data such as hot 
applicable' or 'no comment' were coded as 96 and 97 respectively. 
Data was later entered into a statistical software program (SPSS/pc 7.0 for Windows 95). 
Generd statistics generated were primarily fiequency tables, bar charts, histograms, chi-square 
statistics and Pearson's correlation. Some means, modes and standard deviations were produced 
for relevant interval data Much of the questionnaire data was analyzed with the aid of The SPSS 
Guide to Dara A n a e s  (Nodis 1 99 1). 
Qualitative Anal ysis 
The key-informant interviews were analyzed using qualitative techniques, es pecidl y 
based on McCracken's (1 988) Stages of Analysis. Key themes and concepts were searched 
within each interview, then the i n t e ~ e w s  compared to each other. The themes generated were 
then compared between each community to examine cornmonalties and differences. The long 
interview anaiysis is provided in Chapter 8. 
ûther qualitative anaiysis consisteci of reviewing and exîracting relevant participant 
observation notes frorn the daily journal. As mentioned previously, this information was 
primarily used to check the validity or add to long interview findings, questionnaire results and 
other data collected This was particularly so where data obtained seemed suspect under the 
circumstances (e-g. individual influence in decision-making, role of women and children in 
tourism industry) or not available (e.g. indirect tourism jobs, competing areas). Participant 
observation notes are not treated separately in the data walysis and findlligs chapters, but do 
appear wherever appropriate. 
STUDY LlMlTATlONS 
The data collection phase of this research was not without its limitations or anomalies. 
Given the unique cultural context inherent to both comrnuaities as well as logistical or budgetary 
dernands, certain sarnpling critena or research techniques required modification while in the 
field The most substantive limitations of this shidy are discussed in the following subsections. 
Gender Dinerences 
More men (79%) than women (21%) were surveyed in the Taquile research 
questionnaires (n=101), yet more women (57%) than men (43%) for the Chiquian surveys 
(n=13 6). This was principdy due to the natual timidity so characteristic of Taquile wornen - 
most preferred not to be interviewed if an adult male family member was present This 
reluctance was noted even if when alone; a common response was 'T don't know much about 
tourisrq but my husband does - you should ask him instead", when in reality it is often the 
female memben of the household that are more actively involved in handicrafl produaion or 
other tourism activities and administration. For Chiquian, many of the men were away working 
in other areas at the time of the survey. Several different techniques were utilized when it 
became obvious eariy on that a gender imbalance was occurring (especiaily in the case of 
Taquile); for example, i n t e~ewing  at different times of the day or week However, it was 
evenhially deterrnined that this imbalance would have to stand given the limited tirneframe to 
conduct this research and to gain more trust among female rwidents. 
It is recognized that the nurnber of fernales sampled did not match their actud proportion 
within the generai population of Taquile (51% male and 49% female according to Esparza 
Monroy 1996). However, given the nature of the culture (i.e. a male-dominated society), the 
gender split is likely reldvely close to the real decision-makiug apparatus in the cornmunity. 
That it, the sarnple selection was likely closer to their cultural reality. 
Additionally, almost all memben of evev household on Taquile were employed or 
participated to some degree in the administration of tourism on the island, regardes of gender. 
Also, additional information such as Valencia Blanco's work on women's productive role in 
Taquile society, Healy and Zorn (1983). Prochaska (1 990) and personal obsewations recorded in 
a daily journal were taken advaatage of in this research to interpret or clac results, and to help 
draw conclusions wherever appropriate with respect to gender Merences. 
Tourisrn Employment Differences 
Another problem in interpreting the results obtained concemed the hi& numbers of 
employed residents in the local tourism industry on Taquile (98% of respondents, n=101), 
compared to relatively low numbers of tourism-employed residents in Chiquian (10% of 
respondents, n=136). it was initially believed that one of the major industries in Chiquian, an 
dpaca wool weaving association, would make for an excellent cornparison to the weaving 
cooperative of Taquile Island However, it was later discovered that most of the clothuig is 
exported directly to Germany, and as such carmot be considered as a tourism business. 
Community differentiation in tourism-based employment made some of the statisticai 
tests impossible to cary out, especidy direct cornparisons between the two communities 
regarding questions of income, tourism control and owneahip, and other economic issues. This 
meant that for many important questions, only one-sarnple tesa codd be used to examine the 
tourkm Uidustry in Taquile Island It dso meant that some results would have to be qualified 
Tourist Factors 
Two other major limitations affecteci certain interpretations in this research: 1) little 
tourist data coilected, and 2) 'one-season only' data collection. For both situations, secondary 
sources needed to be consulted to obtain reasonable esthates, such as  numbers of visitors and 
visitor expenditures. In reality, some figures obtained f'iom these estimates may iower or higher 
than reported However, since the focus of this research is on community involvement in tourism 
decision-making, it is less important than if only effects of tourists had been desired AU 
estimates were obtained from reliable sources or personable observation notes. 
CHAPTER 7:  SOCIO-ECONOMIC COMPARISONS 
BETWEEN TAQUILE ISLAND AND CHIQUIAN 
INTRODUCTION 
Quantitative and qualitative data for Taquile Island and Chiquian was collectecl fiom 
research questionnaires, selected businesses, secondary data, i n t e ~ e w s  and personai 
observations during 1997, and analyzed using appropriate mettiodology. 'This chapter is divided 
into three major sections: 1) Research Questionnaire, 2) Supporting Economic Dam: Taquile and 
3) Supwng Economic Data: Chiquim. Greater emphasis was placed on Taquile due to Iess 
economic data obtained for Chiquian (i.e. fewer respondents were employed in tourism). 
The sections on tourisrn employment and income concentrate on questionnaire data fiom 
Taquile, since only 13 Chiquian respondents were employed in tourism (10%) and only 11 
reported income related to tourism Obviously, then, overall community income and 
employment is lower for Chiquian than Taquile. However, an examination of economic aspects 
nom one community limited the type of statistical tests that could be carried out for tourism 
revenues and employment. Also, since much of the data obtained was either ordinal (scales) or 
nominal (categories with no inherent order), appropriate non-pramem'c tests were used to show 
trends or test Merences. Non-parametric tests do not depend on assumptions about the precise 
form of the distribution of the sampled populations (Blalock 1960;243), as required for 
puramefric tests. Reported income was of an intervai nature (numben with full arithmetic 
properties) and was treated accordingly as one-sample data Supporting economic data on 
income and employment for both communities have been included followùig the research 
questionnaire results. 
Unless otherwise indicated, percentages, statistical tests, figures and charts are based on 
the Communzty Integrution in Ecotou~sm Resemch Questiolulcn'te. Taquile I s W  and Chiquiun, 
1997. Peru, Ross Mitchell (see Appendix 2). Sample fïndings are based on n=101 for Taquile 
Island (population of 1,850) and n=136 for Chiquian (population of 3,801), and a confidence 
i n t e d  of 90% (I 10Y0). Research questionnaire hdings are referenced by their corresponding 
Section and Question Number (e-g. Research Questiomake, Section 3-7). 
A cautionary note is required in the interpretation of these results, they are reported for 
the community but refer to the sample survey. Considering thai only sufficient numbers of 
respondenîs were taken to be reliable at the 10% level of confidence, then the results obtained 
should be treated with caution. However, it should also be noted that since the survey was 
conducted at the household level and since 28.9% of d l  households on Taquile Island and 1 1.3 % 
of ail households in Chiquian were surveyed, then a very reasonable number of households in 
both communities were sampled 
RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE 
Demographic Factors 
Aae and Sex 
Population cohorts for Taquile and Chiquian respectively are illustrated in Figures 7.1 
and 7.2 (Research Questionnaire, Section 1: Personal Data). It is clear that more men were 
surveyed in Taquile than in Chiquian (79% compared to 43% respectively). However, this 
anomaly reflects the difficulty expenenced in surveymg both sexes equally. Women fiom 
Taquile were reluctant to speak if an adult male family member was present, so only 21 % 
surveyed out of the total sample were fernales. In c o n t r a  more women than men were surveyed 
in Chiquian (57%) since their husbaods were often away working on their fann holding. Women 
fiom Chiquian often demonstrated greater consent for an interview than Taquile women 
Ages were grouped into 10-year cohorts by gender fiom 16 years to over 65. For 
Taquile, a relatively large percentage (41%) consisteci of males aged 25 to 44 years. For 
Chiquian, there appears to be a more normal distribution of ages grouped by s a  Although not 
shown, the mean age for both samples was aknon identical (Taquile - 42.6 years, Chiquian - 42.4 
years). The average number of children per family was also similar (Taquile - 2.9 children, 
Chiquian - 3.1 c hildren). 
Figure 7.1 AgeSex Cohorts for Taquile Respondents 
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Figure 7.2 AgeSex Cohorts for Chiquian Respondents 
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Birthplace and Residenw 
Respondent bwthplace is illustrated in Figure 7.3 (Research Questionnaire, Section 1 - 1 a). 
Almost ail adult residents on Taquile were Taquileilos by birth (99%), whereas just over half of 
Chiquian residents were native to community (54%). This indicates a relatively high degree of 
migration for Chiquian and a very low degree of migration for Taquile, which was confirmed by 
key -informants. 
Although o d y  a slight majority of adult residents in Chiquian were native bom, 82% 
were fiom the province of Bolopesi of which Chiquian belongs (Research Questionnaire, 
Section 1-2a). It was commented that people corne from nearby communities or regions to look 
for employment in Chiquian or to provide a better education for their chilben This migratory 
trend by rurai people from other communities or villages to Chiquian has especially increased 
durhg the past twenty years or so according to certain respondents. 
Figure 7.3 Population Cornpanson by Birthplace 
Taquile Chiquian 
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Tourism Sarnple Factors 
Administration Role 
Adult Taquile residents participate to a high degree in the overall administration of social 
or political aspects of their community compared to Chiquian residents (89% compared to 15% 
respectively). Many Taquilaios have roles in local govemment or one of the several tourism 
cornmittees. Most belong to the Manco Capac Cooperative, which requires a minimum three 
weeks of administrative work fiom every member (can be substituted by a close relative of a 
member). However, 7% of cooperative members did not participate in administration when 
questioned about their individual participation in tourism management. A total of 79% of addt 
residents on Taquile are involved in some capacity during the year in tourism administration 
compared to only 8% of Chiquian adult residents. 
Tourism Emplovment 
Figure 7.4 illustrates levels of employment in tourism-related activities for both 
commUILitiesa. While 98% of adult residents on Taquile are gainfuly employed at least part-hme 
in tourism (especially in handicrafl production), only 10% of Chiquian adult residents work in 
tourism (see Appendix 1 for definitions related to work). The overall unemployment rate in 
Chiquian was 43 % of al1 addt residents due to a low amount of avdable work Many people in 
both comrnunities consider themselves farmers, especiall y in Taquile where al1 respondents 
reside on a small farm holding. In the Andes of Peru, farming is generdly a subsistence activity, 
so it is not surprising that many residents of both communities work in non-agricultwal related 
activities to supplement their incornes. 
One major disparity between Taquile and Chiquian regarded whether those involved in 
tourkm worked full-time, hourly or by contract (Research Questionnaire, Section 3-7). Most 
tourism-employed positions in Taquile are hourly-based (65x1, whereas in Chiquian most jobs 
are predominately by contract (46%). Taquil&os work part-tirne in the handicraft industry since 
As a reminder, esthates of employment and other &tors are based on n= IO l for Taquile, n= 136 for 
Chiquian Unless otherwise stated, redents are those that livefili-time in comun i t y  for at least six 
montWear and are aduit members (>15 years) of commiurity. 
weaving am be done in spare hom such as when tendmg domestic animais. In Chquian, casuai 
employment is typical for guides, porters, d d e y  d n m  and other activities related to trekking 
and mountain climbing. For both c o m m d e s ,  full-the employment is usually ataibuted to 
owners of r e m ,  hostels, bats, and o&er potentialiy year-round operatioos. 
Figure 7.4 Percenfage of Population Employed in Tourism-Related Activity 
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In addition, most adult Taquile residents work year round in tourism-related emplo yment 
compareci to Chiquian (Research Questionnaire, Section 3-8). Only 42% of Chiquian tourism 
positions continue duriug the six or seven month rauiy season (from Octobrr to April), whereas 
97% of adult Taquile residents work in tourism on a year-round basis. This demonstrates the 
highiy seasonal nature of the industry in Chiquian Since few tourists visit the Cordillera 
Huayhuash during the rainy season, most guides and donkey cirivers have to dedicate themselves 
to agriculture. 
When asked why toraists corne to visit their respective area (Research Questionnaire, 
Section 7-l), 79% of adult Taquile residents beiieved culture was the main attraction for tourists 
(see Figure 7.5). Taquile residents realize that tourists corne to see their traditional clothing and 
customs, and that some may wish to expenence local customs by staying kt-hand with a local 
farnily. In contras& 86% of addt Chiquian residents felt that nature was the principal feaîure 
attracting tourists to their regioa The nearby Cordillera Huayhuash was acknowledged as the 
principal attraction at least for foreign touristr. Note that the largest bars in Figure 7.5 have been 
shortened to better distinguish shorter bars. 
Figure 7.5 Principal Reasons for Tourism in Taquile and Chiquian 
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Historical Changes in Communitv Economic Benefits from Tourism 
Figure 7.6 illustrates perceptions of local economic benefits fiom tourism during the early 
1980s (Research Questionnaire, Section 2-2a). More residents fiom Taquile than Chiquian felt 
there were fewer benefits fkom tourism during the 1980-85 Fernando Beluande government (68% 
compared to 3 6%). However, perhaps the worst period of Perds economic and political history 
occwed during Allan Garcia's APRA government fiom 1 9 86-90 (Research Questionnaire, 
Section 2-2b). Widespread terrorism and economic chaos at a national level were two major 
problems that were responsible for the decline of tourism in Peru in the 1980s and early 1990s. 
It came as no surprise, theq that an ovenvhelming majority of residents in both 
comrnunities perceived that there were fewer benefits fiom tourisrn during 1986-90 compared to 
1996 (92% of Taquile compared to 67% of Chiquian; not shown). It was expected that Chiquian 
residents would have perceived fewer benefits during the APRA years since tourism practically 
ceased in the area, while it continuai to a lesser extent on Taquile. 
Figure 7.6 Perception of Economic Benefits from Tourism dumg Beluande 
Govemment (1 980-85) Compared to 1996 
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Tourism Em~lovment 
lhere is wide diversity of employment in the tourism sector on Taquile Island (Research 
Questionnaire, Section 3-1). A surprishg 98% of residents on Taquile work at least part-time in 
handia& production and sales. Of those who considered themselves as 'artisans', only one 
respondent worked independently f?om the Manco Capac cooperative. In addition, there is a 
wide degree of overlap between ernployment sectors: 54% of Taquilefios are members of 
cooperative tourist boat operations, 48% have accommodations for renf 6% own a restaurant and 
6% work in another tourism position (e-g. carrying cargo for tourism business owners, selling 
fish to restaurants7 guiding). One person works casudly as a registered locai guide on the isiand 
With one exception, ail peaons empioyed on the island in a tourism-related activity were 
Taquilefio by binh (one non-native person was married to a Taquilabom resident). 
Figure 7.7 shows what residents perceived to be their most important tourism-related job. 
A majority (83%) of adult Taquileilos employed in tourisrn felt themselves to be artisans 
(Research Questionnaire, Section 3 -2). Other important employment positions ùic luded 
operating or working in a restaurant, providing traasportation and accommodatios and other 
assorted jobs. This question was necessary to distinguish types of employment since many held 
multiple positions or received income from dBerent sources. It should &O be noted that many 
residents felt tourism to be of equal importance as agriculture. 
Figure 7.7 Most Important Tourism Sectors on Taquile 
' Transportation 
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T Y D ~  of Tourism Position 
A total of 68% of addt Taquile residents work in a tourisrn-related sector on a part-time 
basis (Research Questionnaire, Section 3-7). To examine if there were any differences in the 
propensity to work full-time or part-the, employment distinguished by position type ( fûii-tirne, 
hourly, contract) was compared by age and gender. The main statistical procedure used in this 
case was the one-sample Chi-Squnre test This comparative test examines whether or not a 
relationship exists between two variables in the population fkom which the sample was derived 
mat is, it ailows the researcher to ascertain the probability that the observed relationship between 
two variables may not have arisen by chance (Bryman and Cramer 1994;160). A major 
limitation is that it does not convey information about the strength of a relatiomhip. 
Application of the Chi-Square tests did not indicate that there was any significant 
association between position type and age (observed significance level of 0.853, n=97), or 
position type and gender (observed significance level of 0.556, n=97). That is, the majority of 
Taquile residents work on an hourly basis regardless of whether they are young or 014 male or 
female. For example, 67% of adult males and 75% of adult females on Taquile work part-time. 
Controlling for income caused no sigmficant change in the level of independence between these 
variables. 
Time Worked 
On the other hanci, a relationship was found among Taquile residents based on gender and 
the propensity to work longer days during the week (hence, year) in some tourism-related activity 
(Research Questionnaire, Section 3 -8). A contingency rable (display of the values of two or more 
variables) is illustrated in Table 7.1. To avoid empty cells (which would have violated one Chi- 
Square test assumption), time worked per season was collapsed into one variable (TIMESUM) 
for the entire year. The respective values were recoded into 'low' (works < five daydweek) or 
'hi&' (works five to seven daydweek). The values indicate that most men (88%) worked at l e s t  
five days a week in tourism, whereas just over half (56%) of females worked long weeks in 
tourism 
The Chi-Square test indicates that a significant difference exists between gender and the 
propensity to work longer in tourism for Taquile residents. If an observed level of significance is 
less than 0.05 (probability or p), then the nuil hypothesis cm be rejected that men and women 
work the sanie amount of time in tourism on Taquile. However, this may be a reflection of the 
greater amount of tirne that Taquile women need to spend in caring for their children and 
domestic chores. Also, men Ire more likely to work longer days during the week in tourism- 
related activities such as transport of tourists due to the culturai roies attached to such forrns of 
employment. 
Table 7.1 Contingency Table Comparing Time Worked by Sex, Taquile 
TIMESUM Sex Crosstabulation 
1 Sex 
TlMESUM Low Count 
(4 % within Sex 
daysM) % of Total 
High Count 
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n i e  distribution of direct income by tourism category or sector is illustrated in Table 7.2 
and Figure 7.8. Eight categork of employment derive most or al1 of their income fiom sales to 
tourists. Total gross revenue for Taquile fiom tourism employment was estimated to be 
$3 10,497 US, of which aimost three-quarters (74%) was attributable to restaurant and boat 
transport eanilngs. 
Visitor fees are community cokcted and shared revenues (in municipal services and 
improvements). Several categories involve group-shed revenues, such as the Manco Capac 
cooperative stores and community restaurant (5% of ail sales are retained for cooperative 
maintenance); others may benefit several families, such as the accommodation rotation system 
and comrnunity-owned and operated boats. 
Table 7.2 Financial Surnrnary of Annual Gross Revenues by Tourism Sector for 
1996, Taquile lslandb 
Tourisrn Sector 
1. ACCOMODATION 
a) one night 
b) at least two nights (est) 







b) private sales (est) 
6. PORTERS 
8. F ISHERMEN 
















































TOTAL GROSS SALES 
Nevertheless, single families own nine out of ten restaurants on the island. Likewise, 15 
of 19 tourist boats have fewer owners than ten yean ago when most were considered 
cooperatively owned with 3060 families per boat There is one local registered guide that works 
on a casual basis and earned $41 6 US. in 1996 for his services. 
Some caution is necessary conceming the validity of these estimates. Although they are 
derived eom several sources, including questionnaire &ta, visitor records, financial analyses and 
participant observation notes, income is traditiondly under-reported Several anomalies were 
&O observed For example, visitor fees are not paid by ai l  Puno guides, so a d  fees collected 
may be less thm estimated Handicraft sales were based on only one rnonth of observations, 
restaurant data horn two businesses for a 'typical' month in the wet season, and boat revenues 
estimated nom one 'typical' boat operation nierefore, actual values may be higher or lower for 
certain employment categories. 
Figure 7.8 Percent of Gross Revenues by Tourism Sector for 1996, Taquilec 
In addition, these estimates are gros revenues without any consideration to the costs 
involved in providing such services. For example, boat cooperative memben and owners often 
Source: 19% Vitor records, 1997 Research Quesaonnaire, aiid 1997 F i ~ c i a l  Words, Taquile Island, 
Peru, Ross Mitcheü 
' Soivce: 19% Vitor Records, 1997 Rsearch Questionnairr, and 1997 Financiai Records, Taqurle Island, 
Pem, Ross Mitchel 
indicated that maintenance payments and other costs are high, resdting in very low profits. 
Many respondents reported boat revenues, but few reported any direct income as boat members; 
any income reported was generally for the boat cooperative rather than for a given f d y  or 
individual. Still, the results indicate a general pattern of income distribution fiom tourism-related 
activities on Taquile. 
Based on the questionnaire results and excluding boat income (due to data unreliability), 
the annual mean (or average) tourism-generated revenue (or sales) per penon was $1,147 U S  
(2,868 PenMan Soles, or $1 US = 2.50 Soles in January, 1997) for 1996. In addition, the 
standard deviarion for income (s = $3,656 US) indicates an extrernely wide variability. However, 
mean annual income is misleading sùice income distribution is very highiy and positively skewed 
toward the higher earners (i-e. restaurant owners). That is, a relatively small minonty of aciuit 
Taquile residents eamed the majority of tourism income in 1996. 
Figure 7.9 Histograrn of lncome Distribution on ~aquile~ 
Total Annual lncome in $US(1996) 
Figure 7.9 shows the distribution of incorne among Taquile island households (1149). 
Only 10% of the adult population gross more than $1,000 US annually fiom tourism Most adult 
residents (83%) make less tban !MO0 US a ~ u a l l y  fiom tourkm (primanly due to handicraft 
sales) and a substamial 10% eam less than $12 US mually from tourism. Therefore, a more 
representaîive statistic to the mean is the median income of $187 US or the modal income of 
$106 US. 
A one-smnple t-test (a parametric test used to determine if the mean of a sample is sirnilar 
to that of the population) confirmed there was a significant ciifference in incorne distribution 
arnong residents on Taqu.de. The results fiom this test are illustrated in Table 7.3 
Table 7.3 OneSample T-Test of Tourism lncome Distribution, 1996, Taquile 
One-Sample Test 
Tourism gross income was also compareci by various independent variables, such as 
gender, age, tirne worked and level of participation Chi-Square tests on these variables were run 
after recoding income into two arbitrarily assigned categories: <1,000 Soledyear ($400 US) = 
low incorne, and r 1,000 Soledyear = high income. No significant merences were found, even 
d e r  converting the hi&-income emers  into mjssing values, reassigning codes and d g  the 
Chi-Square tests again For example, oniy 25% of femaies and 20% of males eamed 1,000 
Soledyear or more (observed significance level of 0.707, n=99). Therefore, while income may 
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Ownership and Manaaement 
While there may not have b e n  signifiant relationships between tourism income and 
various demographic factors, there were major Merences fomd between Taquile and Chiquian 
in the type of ownership and management of tourism senrices (Research Questionnaire, Section 
4-1:3). A signincant majonty of 98% of Taquile residents (n=101) own at lest  pan of theu 
business compared to only 7% of Chiquian residents (n=136). However, of those Chiquian 
residents ~ D I o v ~ ~  in tourism, a respectable 73% (n=lI) own d of theu business and 62% 
(n= 1 3) are responsible for the management of ail of their business. 
Ln contras&, only 7% of Taquile residents employed in tourism manage al! of their 
business. Yet, there is a very high degree of cornrnunity management in Taquile's tourism 
industry since 93% of those employed ( ~ 9 8 )  are involved in tourism admrnistrsrtion at least part 
of the year. These ciifferences may be related to the strong sense of communal ownership that 
still predominates on Taquile. 
Within Taquile, local tourisrn control was tested by Chi-Square using various sample 
variables such as gender, age and income. M e r  combining management and ownership to create 
a new variable CONTROL, it was then collapsed into two categoriese: a) tow control (a score of 
1-31, and b) high connol (a score of 4-8). For income, respondents were categorized by their 
respective tourism-related eaniings as low income (< 1,000 Soles annually) and high incorne (2 
1,000 Soles annually). No significaat associations were found between most test variables and 
local control of tourism services with one important exception - income. 
Table 7.4 indicates a wide income disparity among those employed on Taquile for the 
low control category, but a fairly balanced relationships between low and high income earners in 
the high control category. Most residents (75%, n=97) had relatively low control over their 
tourism services, but with correspondligly low incornes. Only 6% of residents had a combinai 
high control and income level. hterestingiy, 45% of low Licorne eamers shared high control 
with high income earners. It should be noted that even after recoding, one celi had an expected 
count less than five (which is normaily a violation of the Chi-Square test assumption); however, 
since the observed count was five (5),  the test was considered appropnate. 
'Tour cases had a score of 'O' and were consiciered as mishg vahies to nm the Chi-Square statistic. 
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Table 7.4 Contingency Table of Annual Incorne by Local Control of Tourism 
Services for Taquile, 1996 
Total lncome * Tourism Control Crosstabulation 
Chi-Square Statistic: 9.626 
Two-Tailed Level of Significance: 0.002 
Count 
Tourisrn lncome Contribution to Household 
Not surprising considering the high degree of tourism-employed residents on Taquile, 
91% of Taquile residents (n=99) felt that tourism contributes at les t  some revenues to their total 
household income (Research Questionnaire, Section 3 -3 ). This contrasts to a fairly signi ficant 
77% of Chiquian residents (n=135) who felt the same way. What is surprising is why so many 
Chiquian residents found tourism to contribute significantly to their household income, 
considering that so few were directly or indirectly empioyed in the sector. It has to be assurned 
either that 1) many perceived themselves (or their community) to be obtaining revenues nom 
tourism when in reality they were not, or that 2) many considered inchrced employment or 
revenues in this question (ie. selling household goods and senrices to those empioyed in the 
tourism sector). 
Total lncome < 1000 Soles 
Recoded 1000 Soles or more 
Total 
Perceived Benefits of Tourism 
Perceptions of benefits were obtahed through the use of Likert Scale-type questions 
(Research Questionnaire, Section 7 - 4  1-6). In a Likert Scale, individu& are presented with a 
number of statements which appear to relate to a cornmon theme - they then indicate their degree 
of agreement on a five-point (or seven-point) s d e ,  often ranging fiom Strongly Agree to 














attentiveness. In practice, howevq this was a difficult concept for some people and ofien 
required repeated attempts until the question was understd Percentages of perceived benefits 
fiom tourism with respect to both communities are provideci in Tables 7.5 and 7.6. 
Table 7.5 Perceptions of Tourism Benefits for Taquile, 1997' 
Comrnunity Personal Tourism 
Economic Economic Tourists, Benefits 
Benefits Benefds to Few 
Feit from Community People 
Tourism Money 














'Source: 1997 Research Questiormaire, Taquile Wand, Pau, Ross MitcheU 
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Iuterestingly, 89% of Taquiie residents disagreed or disagreed strongiy to the question '1 
penonally do not benefit very much fkom tourism7', compared to only 40% of Chiquian residents 
who felt the same way. In other words. Taquile residents felt much more strongly that they 
obtained benefits fiom tourism (likely economic relateci, but possibly 'social' as well, or 'instead 
of  ). 
Another reveahg statistic is that ody 12% of Taquile residents agreed or strongly agreed 
to "tourkm benefits only a few people in the community7', compared to 79% of Chiquian 
residents. Therefore, most Taquile residents felt that there was a pater distribution of benefits 
fiom tourism Also, ody 2% of Taquileilos agreed or agreed strongly that most tourism eaming 
go to non-local residents, compared to 48% of Chiquian residents. Both agreed or weed 
strongly that the community benefits fiom tourism (92% in Taquile, and 82% in Chiquian 
respectively). With respect to missing values, dl six questions in the "benefit" set were answered 
with the exception of Question 4; in this case, n=100 for Taquiie and n=133 for Chiquian 
To h d  if significant Merences existed between communities in the perception of 
benefits by residents, and since these were ordina scales of categories that were independently 
and randomly sampleâ, the Kolmogorov-Smzrnov (or K-S) non-parametric test was used The K- 
S test is used to determine whether two samples are drawn from the sarne population where the 
samples are expressed in the form of cumulative eequency distributions (Fitzsirnons 1996). 
The K-S test results in Table 7.7 indicate that there is a very low possibility that the 
values corresponding to most variables for perceived economic benefits could have been drawn 
at random in the two communities. In other words, there are sipificant differences in the 
variables that are dependent on the population sample. The only exception is the significance of 
0.198 displayed for "more tourists means more money for the community7'. In this case, it mut 
be assumed that any ciifference is attributable to randomness. That is, there is a high likelihood 
that the variable is independent in the population, or that there is insufncient evidence to reject 
the nul1 hypothesis of independence. 
Table 7.7 KolmogorovSmimov Test of Differences for Perceptions of Benefits 
between Taquile and Chiquian Residents, 1997 
Test Statistics 





























































Due to its inherent complexities of a largely phenomenoiogicai nature, commumty 
decision-making processes are difficult to measure by the use of questionnaires. Issues such as 
decision-making intensity and equability are prob ably better explored through more qualitative 
techniques such as participant observation and focus groups. 
Still, basic information on community decision-making was coiiected based on individual 
participation in tourism meetings and attitudes towards participation in tourism management. 
The bar chart in Figure 7.10 indicates the participation rate of individuals in tourism meetings 
(Research Questionnaire, Section 7-5). A total of 96% of Taquile residents (n=98) participate to 
some degree in tourisrn meetings compared to only 18% of Chiquian residents (n=76). 
However, this high degree of involvement for Taquile does not Say much about the 
intemie of individual ùivolvement, or the t p e  of participation Simply attending a tourism 
meeting was felt to be 'participation', regardless of whether a respondent had actively 
contributecl to the discussion, plans or other paaiculars of the meeting 
Figure 7.1 0 Community Participation in Tourism ~ee t ings~  
Taq u ile Chiquian 
1 U Y E S  I O N 0  i 
When the crosstabs procedure was nm comparing participation in tourism meetings 
aga& t various demograp hic variables, some significant di fferences were found However, these 
merences can be attributed to the overd community level of participation due to the extreme 
disparitiw in tourism involvement between Taquile and Chiquian, and may not have any 
association wtiatsoever with demographic variables. 
For example, Table 7.8 indicates that significant ciifferences in community participation 
exist between communities when controlling for age using Chi-Square. To avoid empty cells, the 
age values were converted into two groups based on the mean of 42.5 years: a) less than 42 
years = younger redents, and b) 42 years or over = older residents). Based on this anaiysis, 
there would appear to be greater participation fiom younger residents in both communities. 
On closer examination of the contingency table, however, tourism meeting participation 
is relatively high for both age groups in Taguile, and conversely relatively low for both age 
goups in Ckiquian By controlling for case site (i.e. cornmunisr), the levels of significance 
previously fomd changed to 0.445 for younger residents and 0.729 for older residents (i.e. no 
sigdcant association exists of participation levels between communities based on age). This is 
an example of a spuRous relatomhip (Blalock 1960;337-338), or one that exists when the 
relationship between two variables is not a 'true' relationship, but one that ody appears due to a 
third variable (in this example, case site). 
Table 7.8 Crosstabs of Community Participation in Tourism Meetings by Age 
Participation in Tourism Meetings Case Site Ages Crosstabulation 
I Total 1 44 1 61 1 1 05 
Chi-Square Statistic: Younger: 75.003 
Chi-Square S tatistic: Older: 67.645 









Younger Participation in Yes 
(less than 42) Tourism Meetings NO 
Total 
Older Participation in Yes 
(42 or over) Tourisrn Meetings NO 
Similar tests were run using gender as the control variable to explore for participation 
Merences. On Taquile, 95% of women and 96% of men participate in meetings; in Chiquian, 
22% of men and 14% of women participate in tourism meetings. Again, significant differences 
were found when the communities were contrasted against each other, regardIess of demographic 
or other variables. Therefore, participation level dserences are a reflection of the community 
rather than age or gender of residarts. 
Intensity of participation in tourism planning and management was simply measured by 
asking respondents to list aii types of meetings that they may have attendeci (Research 















caiegorized by their relation to: 1) occupation, 2 )  marketing, 3) commun@, 4) regional, 5) 
national and 6) other. 
Local participation in these Merent types of tourisrn meetings was examined and 
sigificant differences found between Taquile and Chiquian by applying the Chi-Square test. 
This was especially tnie when controlling for gender. On Taquile, 92% of men participate (or 
have participated) in at least two tourism meetings compared to only 57% of women In 
Chiquian, 15% of men and 5% of wornen parbcipated to some degree in two or more meetings. 
Therefore, gender appears to play a relatively signiticant role in the variety (or intensity) of 
tourisrn meetings atiended. This may be an indication that: 
1) men have more spare t h e  to attend such meetings, 
2) men are more interested in tourism meetings than women, andor 
3) it may be a cultural role assigneci to men 
Differences &butable to gender are iikely a combination of al1 three possibiiities, but 1st one 
in panicuiar is a characteristic cornmon to traditional Andean cultures. These differences will be 
M e r  explored in the following chapten regarding decision-making equability. Differences of 
association in the propensity to participate in a variety of meetings were also checked with the 
two age categories (younger and older) between Chiquian and Taquile, but fewer differences 
were noted within the respective case sites. For example, 86% of younger and 84% of older 
residents on Taquile have participated in at least two meetings related to tourism- 
Perceived Partici~ation in Tourisrn Manaoement and Em~lovment 
Perceived participation in tourisrn management and employment was also detennined by 
the use of Likert-type Scales (Research Questionnaire, Section 7-B, 1-6). Percentages of 
perceived participation in tourism management and employment for Taquile and Chiquian are 
provided in Tables 7.9 and 7.1 0 (n=10 1 for Taquile, n=136 for Chiquian). 
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Concerning tourism management, 92% of Taquile residents agreed or strongly agreed 











: Surce: 1997 Research Questionnaire, Taquile rsland and Chisuian, Peru, Ross Mitchell. 





















However, oniy 33% of Taquile residents felt that those already working in it should manage 
tourism compared to 65% of Chiquian residents. This reveals a greater desire for equitable 
involvement in tourism by Taquile residenû. When asked if the local authorities are making 
efforts to encourage community participation in tourism, 93% of Taquilaios compared to only 
65% of Chiquianos agreed or strongly agreed Finally, there were 19% more Taquile residents 
than Chiquian residents thai felt they would increase their eamïngs with greater participation in 
towism activities (90% compared to 71%). 
Since there appeared to be major differences in perceived levels of participation 
satisfaction in tourisrn management between communities, the K-S test was used to compare the 
distribution of values. The results in Table 7.1 1 demonstrate significant or near significant 
differences between most variables. This confimis that Taquile residents feel satisfied with their 
levels of participation in tourism activities and management 
Table 7.1 1 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test of DHerences for Perceptions of Participation 
between Communities 
Test Statistics 
Most Extrerne Absolute 
Dierences Positive 
N eg ative 
KolmogorovSmirnov Z 
Asymp. Sig. (2-taited) 




















































'Ihere was Little difference in perceived planning efforts for tounsm m either cornmnity 
(Research Questionnaire, Section 7-2). Many respondents from both commmities expressed 
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difficulties in understanding what a tourism plan or strategy entailed Only 44% of Taquile 
residents believed that a tourism plan of some kind existed for their community. Likewise, only 
50% of Chiquian residents believed in the existence of a plan or strategy for tourisrn (although 
many felt that Ecoventura was not just an event but a plan). A total of 4 1 % of Taquile raidents 
and 26% of Chiquian residents were unsure if such a plan existed 
Perceived Su~por t  for Local Tourism 
Support for local tourism was explained to survey respondents to be considered as  
monetary or altnùstic motives fiom agencies and institutions (Research Questionnaire, Section 7- 
9). Perceived levels of support for local tourism in Taquile and Chiquian are show in Table 
7.12. The responses were converteci into numeric values of support for tourism Modal values 
(most frequently occurring) range in descendhg order from 5 (very high support) to 1 (no 
support). Al1 nul sure responses were assigned O. The next column shows the percentage of 
respondents in agreement whether the corresponding institution highly supported the local 
tourism industry. 




























































One interesthg observation fiom Table 7.12 is the perceived high level of Taquile 
tourism support by both local and national governments. A total of 79% of Taquile residents 
compared to 30% of Chiquian residents believed there was a high or very hi& level of support 
for tourisrn in their communityfy High public involvement in local decision-making regarding 
tourisrn and the combined financial and promotionai assistance provided by nesident Fujirnori in 
recent years have likely contributed to feelings of support. On the other hand, Chicpian residents 
perceived local and national support to be low, even with several initiatives in recent years to 
bolster tourisrn 
The iow degree of support in di other categories for both Taquile and Chiquian appean 
to be consistent. A perception of low support conceming travel agencies may be attributable to 
the tourist market domination of Puno or Huaraz. Almost haif (45%) of Taquilefios felt that Puno 
travel agencies or guides provided no support whatsoever for tourism. Only 23% of people fiom 
Chiquian felt strongly that Huaraz travel agencies do not support local tourism. 
Table 7.1 3 Kolmogorov-Smimov Test of Perceived Institutional Support for Local 
~ourism in Taquile and Chiquian 
Test Sbtistics 
1 Most I 1 1 Absolute 1 .488 1 .154 1 -180 
b 
Comrnunity Agency NGO 
Support for Support Support 
Tourisrn for for 
Tourisrn Tourism 




.488 .154 .180 
,000 -. 09 1 . O00 
3.716 1.169 1.370 
The K-S test results in Table 7.13 indicate that there is a significant ciifference between 
communities in the perceived level of local and national government support for tourism, with a 
higher level of support in Taquile. The variables appear to be related, which war Çttter 
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s u p p o ~  -.590 correlation coefficient for national support). Speannan's Rank Correlation is a 
non-parametric measure of association for ordioal variables that indicata both strength and 
direction of a relatiooship between variables (Fitzsimons 1996). 
SUPPORTING ECONOMIC DATA: TAQUILE 
Some of the supporting economic data for Taquile Island has already been presented in 
Tourisrn Income where it was combined with the questionnaire data Additionai data was 
collected on selected business for both cornmunities. For the sake of brevity, however, only 
some of this data is presented in this section. 
Number of Tourists 
The number of tourists arriving to Taquile Island har climbed significantly over the past 
five or six years. For example' the number of stayovers (minimum one night) jumped 262% 
&om 1,649 tourists in 1992 to 4'3 16 tourists in 1996". Of these stayovers in 1996, 47% were 
female, 53% were male and h o s t  three-quarters were less than 35 years of age. The great 
rnajority of stayovers were fiom Europe. Only 5% of those spending at least one night on 
Taquile Island in 1 996 were PenMan cihens. From the 1 996 Puno Coast Guard Records, there 
were a total of 27,685 visitors to Taquile Island. 
Tourlsm Employment 
In this section, tourism employment is examined fiom a local geographical perspective 
for Taquile Island, includllig on-island and off-isiand jobs (by 'local', this would include Puno 
Region). A total of 98% of adult Taquidos were directly employed in tourism in 1997 based on 
the questionnaire data (see Appendix 1 for definitions of direct and indirect employment: in 
" Source: 1992 and 1996 Taqde ïsland &ci@ Registrar, Peni 
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summary, direct employment = saies to tourists; indirect employmmt = sales to tourist 
businesses). Most children aged seven or more were also employed in handicraft production or 
some other aspect of tourkm Assuming approximately 20% of the population is less than seven 
years of age, or 370 children (estimate taken îrom another Andean community with Census data), 
then there would be 1,450 direct jobs (1,480 potentially employable persons*0.98). However, 
this estimate does not differentiate between part-tirne and Ml-time jobs (Research Questionnaire, 
Section 3 -7). 
S k e  35% of direct jobs on Taquile were considered to be part-the, then there were 508 
part-tirne jobs (1,450 total jobs*0.35). Eit c m  be assumed that one average part-time job equals 
0.5 fU-time jobs, then there was a totai of 1,196 direct jobs related to tourkm [(508 part-time 
jobs'0.5) + 942 full-time jobs]. The conversion factor of 0.5 seerns a reasonable comprise given 
that many jobs rnay require a few hours of work each &y (e.g. handicraft production, restaurant, 
porter), one week per month (e.g boat transport), or some other time p e n d  that is ofien half the 
time as a Ml-time cornmitment. 
In terms of seasonal factors of employment, al1 tourkm positions on Taquile Island are 
year-round However, certain sectors such as  transport and restaurants provide service to fewer 
tourists during the rainy season fiom October to May. If anythrng, handicraft production likely 
increases during the rainy season dining SI ack periods of agicultural activities, a point suggested 
by many Taquileiios. Another important consideration is that many Taquile residents hold 
multiple positions. This is a reflection of the& venatility and desire to be involved in the tourism 
industry as much as possible, as welI as to supplement their incornes. 
Table 7.14 illustrates the number of other jobs based on the tourism trade to Taquile. An 
estimateci 212 direct jobs and 186 indirect jobs were based on the tourist trade to Taquile, for a 
total of 398 additionai jobs. Although some of these positions may be considered as part-time 
(e.g. Puno taxi dnvers that take tourists from hotels to dock to board boats), this cannot be 
assumed without a detailed study on each specinc type of employment. Of this total, 375 jobs 
were off-islaod positions (prirnarily h o ) .  Therefore, the total number of a11 jobs (Puno Region, 
1997) related to the local tourism sector for Taquile Island was 1,594, of which 75% were held 
by Taquile residents. 
Table 7.14 ûther Job Estimates for Taquile Tourism Industry" 
Tourisrn Operation 
or Agency 
TOTAL 1 2 1 2 1  186 
* Multiplier estimates are b d  on personal observations or selected informane. 
Independent guides (Puno) 
Travel agency (Puno) 
Private tourist boats (Puno) 
Wool venders (Puno) 
Misc. stores or venders (Puno) 
Boat builderslcarpenters (Taquile) 
Stores vaquile) 
Misc. (e-Q. taxis, tourism oftîaals - 
Tourist Restaurant Financial Analysis 
Classification 
by Direct @) 
or Indirect O) 
One pnvate restaurant on Taqde was selected for a basic hanciai analysis (see 
Appendix 4 for detaifs). Measurements of costs and sales were taken over a 30-&y period in 
Febniary 1997 (wet season). Capital costs were calculated by assuming the adobe-style building 
had an estimated life span of 25 years. 
During the month selected, a total of 364 tourists were served; assuming that twice as 
many tourists visit Taquile during the dry season, then total customers annually would be 6,558. 
An average tourist consumed $2.58 US worth of food and d r i d  in this particdar restaurant Pop, 
mineral water and beer were the drinks of choice, which are purchared in Puno; other food 
preferred by tourists included eggs, jam, rice and noodes, also purchased in Puno; only fis4 
vegetables and herbal tea are locally obtained (meat is not s e ~ e d  nor part of the traditional 
Taquile diet). Seven staff (relatives of the owner) were hired on a casual bais  and often unpaid 
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such as  equipment, materials and supplies, the calculated annud profit was $3,716.53 US. This 
indicates that a restaurant business can be relatively profitable on Taquile Island 
Extemal Influences and Leakages 
A total of 3 7 travel agencies operate in Puno, of which an e h a t e d  haif book clients to 
Taquile Island The majority hire non-Taquile owned and operated Puno boats and guides. For 
example, a total of 62 bats took passengers nom Puno to Tziqu.de in 1996, of which only 19 
were Taquile owned and operated 
Figure 7.1 1 shows that Taquile boa& had a greater share of passengers in 1996 d e n  
compared to pnvate boats from Puno (58% compared to 42%). However, private boats tend to 
gross more revenue than the cooperative Taquile boats. Some passengers will pay up to $250 US 
for a fast private boat with a bilingual guide on an individual day trip. In contrast, the average 
passager pays oniy $8 US for a round trip on the Taguile cooperative boats. 
Figure 7.1 1 Boat Share of Passengers frum Puno to Taquile, 1996' 
Puno Boats 
42% /c--; 
The ioss of incorne for Taquile residents fiom non-local travel agencies is demonstrated 
in the foliowing example. In 1996, the owner of a Puno travel agency took 70 groups averaging 
O SUurce: 19% Puno Boat Riegistrar, PeflIYian Coast Gu& Puno, Pem 
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i5pe~mper~mupu>TaqurteLiaod(~SCSperperson). ThegossinmmefiromrhaePips 
dune was W7250 US, of which liale was capMed by locai island residents. Some familis bv i rb  
agency c o m a ~ a  bene- nOm ha- toraisû stny m their homes Clienn wIth this parûculsr 
agency, ho%-, o h  camp in tans (ie. no fee is Wed nor oba~ned). The obligatq 
entrance fee of m e  Sol (S0.W US) was paid for each t o h  which would have conaibuted ody 
W 0  US to the c~lfll~lunity. Aivate ce~taurants were selected over the community restaurant. 
M u l - û - h g 4  guides were hi& and cornforcable pr ime  ban d e n  h m  Puno rather than the 
slower, les reliable c o o p d v e  boas. 
ïh is  d d o n  shows mat leakages of potential incorne h m  tourkm are hg& 
Assuming thai at least haif of the Rmo a30encies (about 18) make at l es t  10% of the sbove des ,  
then an estimated $850,500 US in gros revenues were obtained solely by t a h g  tour& to 
Taquile Island This is almost three times the gros mcome for al1 island residenû m 1 996. 
Moreowr, it is likely much higher than estimated since the European and North American mvel 
agencies, airlines and other related companies also profit ûom clients travelling to Taquile. 
External influences also affect the restaurant and handicd industry. & mentioned. al1 
non-perishable food and drinks are purchased and transporteci Rom Puno. Also, 5396 of those 
residents involved in the handicraft ind- purchase their wool supplies from a mamiand 
community or one of the n o n - l d  venders that occasionally corne to Taquile (Research 
Questionnaire, Section 5). 
The Monitor report (1995) estimateà tourist expenditures of $1 03 US/day in Peru foc 
'nature-adventure' and f 107 US/day in Pem for 'conventional' tourists (ground expenses only. 
not air travel outside of country). Interestingly, conventional tourists appear to spend more on a 
daily basis, but as previously noted, nature-adventure tourists stay an average of six days longer 
Peru Since 4,316 tourists to Taquile Island in 1996 were ovemighten that spent 
approximateIy two nights each, it cm be assumed that these were 'natureadventure' tourisa that 
accomted for g r o s  revenue (local and non-local combined) of $889,096 US (5 103 US/day x 2 
days x 4,3 16 tourists). The other 23,369 tourists to Taquile Island in 1996 spent part of one day 
on the island and accounted for $2,500,483 US of gross revenues ($107 US/day x 23,369 
burists). Therefore, gros revenues for 1996 were $3,389'579 US. 
Local gross sales fiom tourisrn on Tquile Island were estimated to be 53 10,497 US 
(Table 7.2). By i g n o ~ g  other possible sources of leakages or revenues such as sundnes and 
locally produced food, a rough estimate of tourism Leakages for Taquile Island can be calcula& 
Simply dividing $3 310,497 US into $3,389,579 US (x LOO) provides an estimate of 9% of total 
revenues that remained locally on Taquile Island In other words, leakages fiom Taquile itself 
m e  91% of gros tourism revenues in 1996. This is an admittedly aude estimate, but 
nevertheless it provides a general indication of the revenue leakages scenario for Taquile Island 
SUPPORTING ECONOMIC DATA: CHlQUiAN 
Several economic aspects are examinai regarding the Chiquian ecotourism industry . 
Only a selected group of trekkers, guides, mule drivers and travel agencies were inte~ewed. 
Still, enough information was gathered to obtain at least rough estimates of economic flows fiom 
tourism in Chiquian Most estimates are based on the local tourism sector, which includes the 
town of Chiquian itself and Huaraz, but not nearby mountaui cornrnunities of the Huayhuash (no 
data was collected in these villages, nor indirect tourisrn businesses in Huaraz). 
Tourism in General 
Number of Tourists 
For the purposes of this study, visiton to Chiquian and the surrounding area have been 
classified into two distinct categories: ecotourists, or those who come to experience the natural 
beauty of the Cordillera Huayhuash and cultural tourists, or those who come to Chiquian to 
partake in local events or sightseeing. The majority of the research in Chiquian was focused on 
the first category of tourists, but some data was collected on cultural tourism as well due to its 
local signiticance. It was also recognized that so-cailed ecotourists may not directly contribute to 
the promotion of consenration and sustainable development. However, many have likely come to 
experience nature or participate in adventure tourisa 
It was difficult to obtain acnirate estimates of ecotourists coming to Chiquian and the 
Huayhuash area for two main reasons: 1) tourists rnay enter the Huayhuash fiom other e n w  
points besides Chiquian, such as Cajatambo, and 2) uniike the Cordillera Blanca, there is no 
tourist registry for the a r a  Trekkers may spend iimited time in Chiquian or bypass it 
completely. Based on generai observations with local people employed in the tourisrn industry, 
the best estimate obtained was 800 ecotourists for 1s t  year (KoH 1997), down slightly fiorn 
1,000 ecotourists in 1996 (Koln and Tohan 1997). 
Most ecotourists corne to Chiquian on pre-paid tours arranged in Huaraz, Lima or 
Europe. North American agencies have not arranged tours to the Huayhuash in recent years, but 
at least one agency is promoting the Huayhuash for 1998. It appears that the majority of 
ecotourists book with Huaraz-based agencies, of which three agencies in particular have captureci 
the greatest share of the Huayhuash market 
Based on participant observation, a reasonable assumption is that 25% of the ecotourists 
that go the Huayhuash are inde~endent ravellers. Such travellen do not book with agencies but 
may hire local guides and mules. in addition, perhaps 10% of the total number of ecotourist 
mivals do not intend to use any local s e ~ c e s ,  as  evident nom the occasional hiker who prefen 
to carry his or her own gear. 
Tourist Events 
Local tourist events are not 'ecotourism' events per se, but are very important for the 
town and surrounding villages of Chiquian fiom both an economic and cultural viewpoint The 
events attract principal1 y domestic tourists rather than international tourists, altho ugh there is 
some in the latter category that attend. The Ecoventura festivals that ran f?om 1993 to 1996, and 
in a modified format in 1997, brought in upwards of 1000 tourists. The budgeted amount for 
Ecoventura in 1996 was $27,000 (Aldave 1997); final costs were not obtained 
The Santa Rosa Festival occurs at the end of August and is considered very important for 
the entire province. One estirnate is that approximately 5,000 tourists came last year, over haif of 
which were former Chiquian residents (Marcedonia 1997). Other infonnants felt this figure to be 
exaggerated, however. Total festival cost can be more than $40,000 US and is mostly paid for by 
ex-residents (ibid). Apparently, for an ex-Chiquiano to participaie in the festival as a prestigious 
benefactor or patron and wear the appropriate costume is a proud distinction The festival cost is 
high since musical bands, costumes, decorations, food, alcohol and many other supplies and 
services must be rented or purchasd 
Interestingly, the local economic impact f?om tourism-based activities is probably much 
greater for these cultural events rather than ecologicaily oriented tourisrn. This is because local 
seMces are greatiy utilized by cultural tourists and local residents alike, including 
accommodation, restaurants, transportahon and dry or fiesh goods. In addition, the entire 
community and villagers fiom surrounding areas have a much greater oppomuùty to participate 
in the cultural events. An economic analysis of the iocal impact of these events was not 
conducted in this study, but it would be worthwhile to discover if culturally based tourism is 
more profitable and participatory than ecologically based tourism in the Chiquian region. 
Tourlsm Employment 
Trekking and Climbinq 
One major source of revenues for Chiquian and non-Chiquian residents is the trekking 
and clirnbing industry (or ecotourism fkom a marketing and perhaps ethical perspective). The 
ecotourism industry in Chiquian and the Cordiliera Huayhuash is during the dry season only fiom 
the start of May to the end of September. There are only four or five formal travel agencies fiom 
Huaraz, at least two fiom Lima, and several h m  Europe that take clients to the Cordillera 
Kuayhuash (the majority work in Huascaran National Park). 
Most agencies have their own guides but may use local porters and donkey drivers from 
Chiquian, Llamac or Pacllon. Likewise, cooks and guides are generally fiom Huaraz. One 
Huaraz guide explained this as a way to "guarantee quaiity service", i nd ichg  that local guides 
&om Llamac or Chiquian may not be so reliable. Another guide from Huaraz hires family or 
fiiends fiom Huaraz on treks to the Cordillera Huayhuash Che registered guide fiom Chiquian 
has worked directiy with a French agency for over 20 y-. Other local 'guides' work without 
official regktration fiom the Ministry of hdustry and Tourism Durkig the dry season of 1997, 
the first official travel agency began in Chiquian although it was closed during August 
Hostels 
There are five basic hostels in Chiquian. One hostel is mentioned in some guidebooks for 
Chiquian - the San Miguel. A single night stayover for one person cost $8.00 US in the 1997 
high season Most foreign tourists that choose to spend a night at the end or start of a trek stay in 
this hostel. Tourist stayover numbers were not available, but it is possible that 50% of foreign 
tourists (Le. 400) spend at least two nights in Chiquian, and most at this hostel. Based on this 
assumption, gros acco~nmodation revenues for 1997 were $6,400 US (dry season only). The 
owners indicated profits were very low due to rising property taxes and high maintenance costs. 
Restaurants 
There are eight main restaurants in Chiquian, of wfiich only three were used by foreign 
tourists at the time of data collection. One restaurant in particular received most of the tourists 
that chose to stay for breakfast, lunch or dimer. Most of the other restaurants were felt by some 
tourists and locak alike to be of dubious qualiîy in ternis of service and decor. However, since 
they were used by both tourists (especiaily Pemvian visitors) and local residents, they denve at 
least part of their income from tourism 
Weavinq 
Apart fiom govemment positions, retail sales and agriculture, one of the main industries 
in Chiquian is textile production by the San Marcelo Association. Alpaca wool blankets, 
sweaters, ponchos and other clothing articles have been produced in Chiquian since an Italian 
pnest began operations in 1973 with some local residents. The association initiaüy sold its 
clothiog to foreigners who came to trek or climb in the Huayhuash and often stayed in the parish 
donnitories. However, San Marcelo now exports most of its wool products directly to Gemiany. 
Oniy an estimateci 540% of their sales are tourist-related, which is insuffcient to classify it as  a 
tourism industry. At least two independent weavers in Chiquia. also sel1 their products directly 
to toirrists and retailers. 
Still, some economic data obtained fiom the association was included in this research, 
since some general cornparisons can be made to the Taquile weaving industry. Approximately 
80 weavers work in the San Marcelo Association; they raise their own alpacas (about 400 head), 
which enables them to obtain most of their wool needs. This contrats with Tacpie weavers, 
which ofien purchase their wool fiom non-local Puno sources due to the short supply of available 
wool and the increasing use of synthetics. M e r  washing and drymg, the dpaca wool is spun 
using automated machinery and then knitted into sweaters and other articles mainly by women 
Oa Taquile, the wool is handspun and al1 ages and genden participate in clothing production 
(although there is a distinction - males usually do most of the knitting and femaies do most of the 
weaving). Gross annual sales to Gemany are about $18,000 US (2,400 kg.) of finished clothing. 
It is also worth comparing the two weaving entities on the bas& of administration and 
employment. The San Marcelo Association has a three penon Board of Directors, and its 80 
workers are paid a daily rate based on their experience or level of production. The workers do 
not participate in decision-making aspects of the association On Taquile, there are 270 rnembers 
of the Manco Capac cooperative, which represent at least 13 50 people or 73% of the island 
(considering three children and two parents per family). By cooperative law, one representative 
of each Manco Capac member must work in its administration for at Ieast two weeks every year, 
including sales, accounting, maintenance and other activities. Manco Capac representatives also 
participate in weekly meetings and decision-making. 
Trans~ort 
There are seven bus companies that operate in Chiquian: five take Lima-bound 
passengers and two handle the Chiquian to Huaraz route. Only the latter two are Chiquian owned 
and operated 1t is uncertain as to how many passengers may be considered as tourists, especially 
trekkers and climbers. However, based on participant observations, few bus companies take 
more than a handful of tourists on any given week Organized groups generally arrive in mini- 
buses owned and operated out of Huaraz Econornic data was not collected due to the very small 
number of tourists using local bus transport 
Retail Businesses 
According to the Chiquian Municipal Coucil, there are approximately 180 fonnal retail 
or service establishments (e-g. clothing, dry goods, restaurants) in town and 20 informal ones 
(e.g. market venders). It is LikeIy only half of these establishments sell fiesh food and dry goods. 
In addition, there are five micro-producers of cheese in Chiquian - its cheese is renowned in Pem. 
The total cheese production is 50 kilos/day, of which most is sent to Huaraz to retailers. Some 
tourists purchase food and cheese ir? Chiquian, but it is uncertain as  to the extent of sales or if 
they relate in any way to the tourism industxy. 
Tourist Restaurant Financial Analysis 
A financial analysis was carried out over a two-month penod on one local restaurant (see 
Appendix 5 for M e r  detaik). This restaurant served 2,102 customers in a five-month period 
fiom May 1 to September 30, 1997. Of these, 390 persons or 19% of al1 customers had corne to 
visit the Huayhuash (mainly trekkers and climbes). The average amount spent was $2.21 US per 
person A financial statement for the entire year (1997) was conducted based on capital costs, 
materials and supplies, labour, taxes and totai eamings (non-tourists included). An annual profit 
for 1997 was calculated to be $2,499.49 US. 
This indicates that a restaurant business rnay ais0 be profitable in Chiquian. There was a 
difference of $1,217-04, with the Taquile restaurant being more profitable. However, this may be 
attributable to the need to pay rent in the case of Chiquian 
Tourism Employment and Revenues in Chiquian 
Local Jobs 
Table 7.15 indicates the number of local direct jobs fiom people employed in tourism in 
Chiquian and estimated earnings. An esîimted 90 persons are employed in Chiquian's tourism 
industry, or just over 2% of the total population Most of these jobs are part-tirne; for example, 
guides do not work in tourism year-round and restaurant owners serve meak to non-tourists as 
well. The San Marcelo Association weavers, bus transport companies, cheese producers and 
other services were not considered aithough some sales may be tourism-related Nevertheless, 
the figure obtained provides some detail of Chiquian's tourism industry. 
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Travel Aaencies 
Three Huaraz-based m e 1  or guiding agencies were interviewed their gross sales in 1996. 
They ranged fiom $13,300 US to $35,490 US, for a total of $66,470 US. At least one travel 
agency fiom Lima and three others fiom Europe afso conduct tours to the Huayhuash Assimung 
that these four agencies gross at least the average of the three Huaraz agencies ($22,157 US), 
then total non-local saies are au estimated $155,098 US for trekking and climbing. Three local 
guides were also interviewed for economic data. Gross sales in 1996 ranged from $3,445 to 
1 1,000 US, and gros local sales were $1 7,890 US. This is only 12% of the total nodocal sales, 
so leakages are relatively hi& 
The effects of non-local agencies in the local ecotowism industry can be illustrated with 
this example. One Huaraz agency conducting tours to the Cordiilera Huayhuash prornotes a 19- 
&y trip (starting and endhg in Lima). Tour cost was $700 US per penon with 9-12 people per 
group. This included provision of camping gear, donkey drivers, donkeys, gromd traosportation, 
food and some other expenses. Minimal economic benefits would accrue to the town of 
Chiquian with this particuiar agency, except for a couple of meais in a Local restaurant. AU of the 
seMces used are non-local, and this agency chmes  not to stay in C hiquian for 'lac k of suitable 
accommodation". In their publicity material for this particular trek there was linle mention of 
local people that may be encountered or hired However, they do suggest that they are concemed 
about environmental awareness - 'We practice minimum impact camping when on treks to 
ensure protection to the environment". 
Other Workers in Trekkha and Climbinq 
There are several porters, donkey drivers and donkey renters based out of Chiquian 
(aluiough not d are full-tirne residents - some come from smaller communities such as L l h a c  
and Pacllon for the high tourist season only). A typical porter eams S 10 US/day, a donkey driver 
eams 38 US/day and someone who rents donkeys eams $3 USlday. However, most work for one 
or more of the agencies mentioned on a causai basis. Some of the agencies may choose not to 
hire fiom Chiquian, especidy if they are more familiar with people Born Llamac or one of the 
smaiier mountain communities. Due to possible overlap between agencies if wages were also 
included in this analysis, income for porters and donkey dnvers was not caldated 
Most local guides and dookey drivers preferred to work independently. There was a 
general recognition that relatively steady employment can be obtained nom collaborating with 
Huaraz and other agencies. StilI, many felt that the wages paid were too low and that they would 
earn more independently if they could be assured of towists. 
Tourism Expendihires and Leakages 
In one example during 1997, two Canadian tourists spent $450 US total during a 13-&y 
trek and four nights in Chiquian Of this amount, $320 US or more than 70% benefited local 
businesses. The only exception was the food that they had previously purchased in Huaraz and 
Canada (fieeze-dried items). However, it was also noted that many independent trekkers choose 
not to use local seMces such as donkey rentals. Therefore, while greater local benefits rnay be 
obtained by providing seMces to independent tounsts, they may also be less since there is no 
guarantee of being able to capture such tourists. 
It may be assumed that 25% of the total estimatecl tourists for 1996 (200 out of 800) were 
indaendeng the average trek is 13 days and the average Io& (Le. Chiquian) expenditures per 
trek taken fiom this example was $320 US. Therefore, the total gross revenue for 1996 in 
C hiquian based on independent trekkers was $64,000 US (including accommodation, food, 
supplies, local transport, etc.). Gross revenues (local and non-local) for independent trekkers 
would be $90,000 ($450/trek x 200 trekkers). 
Estimates for ail other 'guided' or 'group-organized' trekkers and climbers can be 
calculated as weli. The Monitor Company (1995) claims that an average $1 03 US/day was spent 
on land expendihues in Peru in 1995. Therefore, total expenditures for the 600 other 'nature- 
adventure' tourists or 'ecotourists' (i-e. in this case, having booked with a major travel agency) 
travelling in the Cordillera Huayhuash would be $803,400 US. It is likely that most of these 
revenues are non-local, since most organized treks use minimal seMces (if at dl) in Chiquian 
Therefore, this figure will stand as a relatively reasonable estimate of non-local expenditures. 
It may be assumed that the total local revenue estirnate ($72,000 US) for 1996 f?om Table 
7.15 is more accurate than the $64,000 US estimate based on two independent touriss, since 
more detailed measures were used or knowledgeable persons consulteci. By ignoring other 
possible sources of leakages and revenues fiom tourists or indirect sales by local business to 
those selling directiy to tourists (such as sundries and locally produced food), a rough estimate of 
tourism leakages for Chiquian c m  be calculateci. Total land-based revenues (travel to and wilhin 
the Cordillera Huayhuash) would be $893,400 US ($803.400 US for organized tourists plus 
$90,000 US for independent trekken). Simply dividing $72,000 US into $893,400 US (x 100) 
provides an estimate of 8% of total revenues that remained locdly in Chiquian. In 0 t h  words, 
leakages from Chiquian itself were 92% of gras tourism revenues in 1996 (trekking and 
adventure activities in the Cordiilera Huayhuash area). This is an admittedly cmde estimate, but 
nevertheles it provides a general indication of the revenue leakage scenario for Chiquian. 
CHAPTER 8: LONG INTERVIEW ANALYSE 
INTRODUCTION 
Long i n t e ~ e w s  with local tourism 'experts' or 'uisiders' were carried out to either refbte 
or verie the research questions and to contribute understanding and knowledge. Out of a total of 
17 in te~ews,  nine persors were selected due to their knowledge or involvement with the 
Taquile Island tourism industry and eight persons for Chiquian and its surrounding region Al1 
interviews concentrated on the following sets of issues: 
History of tourism development in the a r a  
Type and extent of community participation in employment and decision-making related 
to local tourism. 
Cornmunity solidarity and control regarding tourism issues and activities. 
Distribution and extent of perceived economic benefits related to tourism. 
Future outlook for tourism in the area. 
With one exception, key-informants were men (although this was not by design) and 
were personally f ~ l i a r  with at least one component of the local tourism industry. Nevertheless, 
the interviewees were by no means a homogenous group. A hi& variabihty in social, cultural 
and economic characteristics between individuals demanded an equally diverse array of tactics 
with impromptu revisions, additions, or occasional deletions of certain interview guide questions. 
Yet given this diversity of backgrounds, experiences and methodology employed, there was a 
relatively high degree of uanimity on severai salient issues. In addition, most respondents 
showed a very high degree of interest and openness during not only the interview itselÇ but also 
concemuig the respective tourism industry and its effects on the local people. 
This section, then, has two principal objectives: 1) to present a sumrnarized samphg of 
commentaries from a select group fiom the community or tourism industry, and 2) to extract 
major viewpoints and themes produced and describe 'patterns' or 'trends' as appropriate to the 
research questions. Since the focus of this research is on local participation and sociwconomic 
effects of community-based ecotourism, only related responses will be discussed There are four 
sections as follows: 
1) Description of the Local Ecotourism Industry 
2) Community Participation in Ecotourism 
3) Perceived Economic Benefits of Ecotourism 
4) Community Satisfaction with Ecotourism 
Each section has been M e r  divided into Taquile Island and Chiquian Subsections are 
indicated by appropriate headings that stay consistent between the two cases. It is worth 
repeating that this section draws on perhaps the most informative material collected for this 
study. The wealth of information gathered goes well beyond the scope of this research and 
enough evidence was provided to draw significant conclusions. For specific questions asked of 
most respondents, refer to the InteMew Guide in Appendix 3. 
LOCAL TOURISM DESCRIPTION 
Taquile Island 
Reasons for Tourisrn 
When asked what brings visitors to Taquile Island, there was consensus that it was 
principaily for cultural reasons. For example, "[tourists want] to experience our local traditions 
and live like we do", or "they want to see something native, stay in our homes, see our customs, 
see how we cook". Taquile was perceived as "one of the few places that maintains its original 
authentic identity". A strong sense of cultural identity was expressed by most respondents; "we 
still place values on our customs. In [other Lake Titicaca communities] there is no tourism 
beuiuse they don't value their custorns . . . they've lost the use of traditional clothing". 
Handicrafb were dso recognized by many respondents as important for -Mg 
tourists. In one case, Taquile was compared to the handicraft market community of Otavalo in 
Ecuador; "they [too] have valued their identity. It's interesting that they also specialize in 
weaving and conmiercialized it". Another respondent commented that "everythmg that we Wear 
ourseives is also sold as handicrafts". This indicates that their handicrafts are both fhctional and 
(potentially) profitable, which distinguishes them fiom souvenirs manufactured and prirnarily 
sold to tourists. It also demonstrates that 'comrnodification of culture', if it can be caiIed that, 
need not be degrading. 
The naturd aspects of Taquile were also recognized by some respondents as being an 
important draw for towists, especidy ifs "'beautifid scenef. One observation was that most 
tourists tend to conglomerate in the main plaza, but by doing so "[they] haven't seen anythmg, 
haven't seen Tquile . . . [they should] get to know the island and its beautifid beaches". The 
travel agent felt that the people on neighboring Amantani Island may be more spiritual than the 
Taquileilos but that both islands are unique and beautifid. 
Tourism Awareness 
Several individuals were perceived to be responsible for uifluencing the establishment of 
tourism on Taquile Island. Most Taquileil0 respondents asserted that "the fint founder [of 
tourism] was Francisco Huaîta, then Alejandro Flores and Pedro Huiiie". The former director of 
FOPTUR [ex-National Tourism Agency of Peru] in h o  was credited by Francisco Huatta of 
giving Taquileilos the idea of bringing in tourists; "we met with FOPTLlR to discuss this idea 
when 1 was Deputy Govemor in 1963 ". 
KeWt Healy, the Amencan Peace Corps volunteer that first came to the island in 1968, 
was accredited for his important role in tourism development; "he helped us to organize 
ounelves". Mr. Healy was reverently referred to by local respondents as Bendito, which in 
Spanish means 'holy' or 'lucky'. At first, Mr. Healy took handicrafts fiom Taquile to the United 
States to seII on their behalf; later, his role would become much more direct. He returned in the 
early 1980s and helped procure financial support fiom the Inter-American Foundation for 
improved boat moton. mer the motors were donated, the community "insisted upon having the 
existing boats changed into cooperatively owned ones". 
The importance of one other individuai was a h  mention4 - Father Pepe Loits, a 
Catholic priest fiom Belgium wtio first arrîved on the island to give m a s  in 1973. in the words 
of one respondent: 
Taîher Loits . . . is one of the important factors of the islmd's development and 
was there when the h t  tourists came, but the islanden] did not want to bMg 
[them] . . . they felt tourism would change them [Father Loits] explained that it 
would be 0.K and told them about [cultural] interchange, and how the monetary 
system worked . . . It seems to me that what he did was to conrcientize the people 
that their island had value and richness, and thrit they had to maintain their 
identity .. . So when i ü i m  increased, the [negative] effect was reduced and 
[Taquile] was able to maintain itself" (respondent's emphasis) 
In Father Pepe Loit's own words, "when 1 read this [article on the first visit by French 
tourists] in 1975, it surprised me because we were making Taquile known intemationally ... 
That's when we, not I or anyone else [individudly], prepared with the Taquileiios to decide [the 
course ofj tourism". Christian Nonis, another Belgian and owner of a Puno hotel, was accredited 
with having helped the Taquileiios protect their interestç in tourism; "they asked me to go to 
Lima [to speak on their behalf'j. So 1 went to have hem recognized as a community and so their 
boats wouid be the only form of transport to the island". The hgh degree of community trust 
placed on Mr. Nonis was dernonstrated when he was provided with land and built the only non- 
Taquileiio owned house in the 1980s. 
Many acknowledged that the people thernselves were an integral part of their own 
towism development, although there were many misgivings initially. After the arriva1 of the fist 
touists, "the people were afraid so we told everybody that it was going to be good and bring us 
rnoney". With community approval, the first artisan co-operative began in 1984 with 20 
members; "the comunity was no longer against the idea7'. Some residents travelled to Cuzco, 
Lima or even Europe to promote their island For example: 
"In 1975, 1 went to [handicraft] expositions in Puno, Cuzco and Lima, and 
showed people on a map where Taquile was." 
'We went to London with the Tourism Cornmittee [in 19851 .. . after ths visit, 
English tourists began to arrive more fiequently." 
'We went to festivals [to dance and play our traditional music] in Belgium, 
Gemmny, Switzerland, England . . . we carne back feeling satisfied . . . [that] we 
had promoted ourselves. " 
Certain individuals ako went to Lima to personally speak with ex-president Fernando 
Beluande and current president Alberto Fujimon to obtain national recognition and support for 
their tourism industry. it would appear that the tourism expenence has given some people the 
opportunity for increased international travel, somethuig not otherwise available to rural folks. 
Tourism Chancres 
Tourism has undergone many sigdicant changes on Taquile Island accordhg to most 
respondents. The first few tourists had to travel by sailboat, but by the time tourism began to 
increase sigrilficantly in the late 1970s, the islanden had organized themselves with motorized 
boats, tourism conmittees and an accommodation rotation system One respondent summarized 
the tourism pattern over the past twenty yean as follows: 
"TaquiIe didn't always have tourism. It really began in 1978 . . . In 1980-8 1, 
tourisrn really began to open up and the community became more organized . . . 
In 1986-87, tourisrn began to make signifiant changes on the island . . . [with] 
about 25 houses that took turns for accommodation and two restaurants ... 
During the [ex-President] Alan Garcia yean, tourism declined and five of our 
boats were sold due to high maintenance costs . . . With [current President] 
Fuj imori, tourism reappeared . . . " 
Some felt that tourists spend l es  tirne on Taquile now compared to the early 1980s 
"when they used to stay one or two weeks, wen a month", and also purchase fewer handicrah. 
It was noted that the modem tourist usually retums in the af3emoon to Puno, with minimal 
cultural interaction; "they stay grouped together in the plaza [center] ... the plaza is like a 
magnet". Another respondent noted that tourists should "go to the other side at the beach where 
there are few M roofS. It's beautiful there". Tourism prefere~ces or habits have changed too. 
For example, 44tourists used to eat in the homes of families. They ate redy well ... mate de 
m u h  [local herbal teal, w n ~ u  soup [an Andean grain], fied fish ... now tourists only eat in 
restaurants". 
The type of tourist coming to Taquile has changed as weii. From the perspective of one 
non-local respondent : 
'The backpackea came to Taquile fh t ,  the adventurers, because Taquile had 
developed by itself ... Backpacking type of tourism is highly respected by the 
people - it looks for [close] contact with people . .. They are being replaced by 
what 1 would cd1 Three Star tourism . . . [who] are the worst. They want 
everyhng at low price. . . . are egocentric, and they want to exploit to the 
maximum . . . It's more important to these tourists to Say 'I have gone' . . . [than] 
to meet the people." 
The origliai tourism was quite informal, without guides and few services. As one 
respondent noted; "this was the period of backpackers and hippies looking for an adventure". 
Changes over the years have occurred in the kind of tourists. The Puno travel agent mentioned 
that about 70% of his clients going to Taquile Island were into adventure tourism, including 
"esoteric [or spûihial] tourism and weaving", and were mostly European. One respondent added 
that the younger tourists were more interested ia local custorns, whereas older tourists had less 
contact and stayed only a couple of hours. A typical visit now consists of lunch in a private 
restauraît, a quick walk to the plaza for some photographs and to browse the handimfts, then 
back to Puno on a privately owned boat. As one key-informant noted, "[tourists] prefer to be 
where most of the services are, but do not wish to spend too much money". The rnajority of 
tourists are Euopeans, "mainly Itdians, Germans, French, and a few Canadians, Australians and 
Israelis". m e r  respondents were not sure what countries the tourisîs were fiom, but there was 
general agreement that 'bot many Peruvians corne". 
Chiquian 
Reasons for Tourism 
Some of the respondents noted two major types of tourism in Chiquian: 1) trekking or 
c h b i n g  in the Cordillera Huayhuash (nature-based tourism or adventure tourisrn), and 2) 
community fwtivds. In Chiquian, several events were responsible for promoting tourism as an 
econornic alternative for the region. The first occurrence brought awareness to the outside world 
of the Cordillera Huayhuash when a plane c a . g  European tourists crashed in the 1940s 
(unable to be confirm aaual date). Several European tourists were kiïled on the way fiom Lima 
to Iquitos. Mountain guides from Huaraz were hired to locate the wreckage and some relatives of 
the missing joined the search It is ironic that such a tragic event would bring favorable 
international attention to the relatively remote region. 
Shortly aftenvard in 1954, one local guide assisted in the exploration of the Cordillera 
Huayhuash with an Austnan-German survey team In the years to corne, adventurous mountain 
climben began arriving to tackle the maay peaks of the beautifhl Huayhuash. One respondent 
suggested that trekking started to take off in the early 1980s. This may have been partly due to 
the availability of improved hiking equipment such as lighter boots and tents. 
One respondent was personally involved in early documentary filmmahg of Chiquian 
and the Huayhuash fiom the 1970s until recently. The fist documentary of the area and the 
Cordillera Huayhuash route was filmed with a handheld Super 8 carnera in 1970, then shown at 
the Cine Club in Lima Because of this showing, "it brought a lot of attention - the scenery, the 
customs of Chiquian - it had a great impact". Two other locally produced documentaries were 
Tinkunaqui in 1975 (Quechua word for "Meeting Place') and Chiquian es un Espejito del Cielo 
in 1993 ("Chiquian, Little Mirror of the Heavem"). The 35-mm film Tinkunaqui was about the 
Santa Rosa Carnival; according to the filmmaker, this event '%rings people to the mountains 60m 
Lima, other counoies [and] those who left Chiquian before". 
Trekken and mountain climbers came in increasingly greater numben, "especi ally fiom 
1980-85", but dropped off completely during the nation-wide terrorism period of the late 1980s 
to early 1990s. With the decline of terrorism and the publicity of last documentwy mentioned, a 
new fstivai called Ecoventura (Eco-Adventure) began in 1994. According to the founder of 
Ecoventura: 
"@coventura] was an incentive for bringing visitors to Chiquian. The City of 
Huaraz has always had attention, like their Alpine Week ... We had to compete 
with them @coventura] was fomed for cultural, adventure, and ecotourism 
reascns .. . The 'canto provincial' was part of it [a traditional Song played with 
Andean instruments]. . . We wanted to promote Chiquian so that money wodd 
be inveszed in it" 
The founder also attributed the creation of Ecoventura to the "enthusiastic" but 
"unorthodox" ex-mayor of Chiquian, César Femandez Callupe. The two men and a few others 
took a trip to the Huayhuash in 1993 "to promote the Huayhuash, [which was] the jewel in 6ont 
of u s  [Chiquian]". Apparently, it was still a dangerous period, "[but] it was worth running the 
risk to promote tourism in the area". They met with the people of L l h a c  and discussed the 
potentiai environmentai damage from proposed mining exploitation. Upon their r e m  the film 
Chipian, Rejlection of the Heavens was produced and Ecoventura was initiated. The fint 
Ecoventura ran for a weeklong period in May of 1994 and essentidly reopened the Huayhuash te 
trekkers and climben. The event attracted corporate spoosorsbp fiom Pepsi and other 
companies, as well as institutional support fiom PROMPERU, the Penivian national tourism 
agency (formerly FOPTUR until 1995). Journalists were invited and national media coverage 
helped put Chiquian 'on the map'. 
Ecoventura was an ideal venue to promote the area for outdoor advities such as trekking, 
climbing, horseback riding and mountain biking. Chiquian and nearby communities were also 
given the opporhmity to show themselves as worthy places to visit for their unique customs, 
excellent cheese, many historical sites and other heritage tourism possibilities. According to its 
founder, "ii fiiially broke the Callejon de Huaylas chain [the rnountain valley north of Huaraz]. It 
showed that there was something more than just Huascarin National Park". Unfortunately, a 
bitîer dispute in 1996 between the Ecoventura founder and the new Chiquian Municipal Council 
resulted in the festival management takeover by the municipality. However, since Ecoventura 
was also legally registered as  a tourism promotional Company, the original name was dropped 
Another important tourism event that some rwpondmts mentioned as important for the 
town was the Santa Rosa Carnivai. It begins on August 30 of every year and attracts mostly 
fhends, relatives and former residents of Chiquian The celebrations were temporarily moved to 
Lima during the temorism years of the late 1980s, "buî even with the fear, the subversion, the 
fiesta continued ... In Chiquian, it involved total participation of the community". Although it 
may be debatable whether this culturd festival can be classified as a 'tourism' event, one must 
recognize that many fiestas and carnivals in Pem have a very large domestic tourism market. A 
few examples are the Inn' Raimi (Sun Festival of the Incas) of Cuzco, the Ccmàelari~ of Puno and 
Carnaval in Cajamarca 
Tourism Chanaes 
Most respondents were of unanimous opinion that tourism has progressively increased, 
but has not yet reached the levels of visiton during the early to mid-1980s. A comrnon theme 
was "tourisrn used to be better here - there were more tourists, and more Peruvians than 
foreigners. Pennrians came here to tour [the neighboring communities] of Aqui, Huasta, see the 
Puycl raimondii plant [a rare native bromeliad that grows to 10 meters] and our local folklore 
traditions". 
Most respondents noted that local tourism was devastated by terrorism activities from 
1988 until 1993. Virtually no tourists came to trek or climb in the Huayhuash at this time and 
most of the local guides and porters went to Huaraz to tind work One local business owner 
mentioned that severaf violent altercations occurred in Chiquian and the Huayhuash area during 
this period between the military, national police and terrorist groups. 
Accordhg to one respondent fiom Huaraz, there is still a safety image problem affecting 
tourism in the Huayhuash. A recent incident in 1996 was mentioned in which an Israeli trekker 
on the south end of the circuit was kdled by a group of robbers, although it was recognized that 
this was most likely an isolaied case. One respondent felt that fewer tourists came in 1997 for 
two possible reasons: 1) the four-month hostage taking incident, fiom December 1996 to Apd 
1997, at the Iapanese Embassy in Lima by terrorist members of the Tupac Amam Revolutionary 
Movement (MRTA), and 2) the adverse climatic effects of El Nino. Both events attracted 
international media coverage so it is likely that some tourists cancelled plans to vkit the area 
Some distinguished the type of tourists by their respective preferences. Those that prefer 
local sightseeing and participahg in local cultural events were predominately Peruvian. On the 
other hanci, most said that tourists coming to trek or climb were foreigners (mostly Europeans 
according to some guides). There was some dissension as to whether the clientele is older or 
younger than before, but it was recognized that some trekkers corne on an independent basis (i.e. 
without travel agency support). Several respondents were nostalgie and expressed a desire to see 
the remm of a strong domestic-base market to the Chiquian area as in the 1970s and 1980s. 
Taquile Island 
Tourism Plan or Strateqy 
One difficulty thaî some respondents had for both communities was in distinguishuig 
between plan and strategy. The former suggests a formalized process with clearly stated goals, 
objectives, actions, and targets to reach a given alternative, whereas a strate= is ofien considered 
as 'planning' in a less rigorous or formalized sense. It was explained that the existence of a 
tourism plan or strategy would sigr@ organizational efforts, either fomal or informal. Most felt 
that a formal tourisrn plan did not exist for the island. For example: 
"O, the authorities are oniy interested in collecting money." 
"No, not in writing, only in conversation" 
'They have short-term plans but no long term ones which is typical of the 
Quechua mentality . " 
However, it was recognized that since the beginning of local tourism many communi~ 
discussions had been held to permit tourists on their island and offer or improve services. Ex- 
govemor Francisco H m  established laws in the 1970s that everyone m u t  participate in 
tourism and Wear their traditional clothing. The weekly meetings with the local govemment, the 
various tourism cornmittees, and community tourism regdations provide a clearer picture of how 
the Taquileilos have 'planned' for tourism 
Uany felt that the traditional ways of working on the island were important to explain 
their history of community action One respondent mentioned that Taqdalos must respect 
traditional ' des '  of working, such as the rryni, "[which is] an obligatioq an interchange of 
energy fiom person to person . . . I wiil help you to build your houe  but you know that you must 
help me to build miney'. It was made clear that their system of w o r b g  together was unique; 
"perhaps they have sorne aspects of socialism or cornmunism, but ... they don't have anything to 
do with the ex-Soviet Union . . . they possws dieir [own] identity". 
Communitv Participation 
There was unanhous agreement that community participation in Taquile tourism is high. 
For examplz, "everybody must decide what to do together ... everyone works for the 
community". h was made clear that, until recently, al1 residents had to be a mernber of the boat 
and handicrafk cooperatives. Another commented that "everyone has the same opportunity to 
participate in tourism" and that "everyone votes in the cooperative elections". 
However, several respondents indicated that events over p s t  few yean have changed this 
sense of community solidarity or kinship. The biggest factor for change may be the privatization 
of previously community-owned tourkm enterprises. A majority of boats and restaurants are 
now owned by only a few families. Some of these ownen are more interested in profits dian the 
interests of the community, as evidenced by this comment; "[One Taquile boat owner in 
particular] doesn't think like a Taquileiio; he is [an example ofl what's mining the people". 
Another respondent felt that the 'communal' designation was perhaps more capitalistic in reality; 
"al1 that they Say is community-owned isn't so. They get together but at times it is one person 
who Ieads". In addition, the accommodation rotation system has changed considerably, as  
tourists now prefer to stay close to the main s e ~ c e s .  The hmo travel agent felt that "flexibiiity" 
was needed on the part of the Taquilaios: 
'Tt seems O.K. to me how the Taquileiios manage [tourism] and what they have 
to offer, but they have to be flexible in the [accommodation] rotation system. I 
think dLat you can't oblige a tourist to stay in a house that may be several 
kilometers away [fiom any services]." 
Encouraaernent of Equitable Parüci~ation 
According to the Taquileiio respondents, total participation of al1 community residents is 
encouraged in local politics and tourism activities. For example, every community leader must 
be elected by all comunity residents. No authority can hold the same position of power more 
than once a Lifetime. The democracy lnherent in tourisrn decision-making extends to the various 
conmittees and cooperaîives as well. For example, with regard to the Manco Capac handicraft 
achinhation: 
'The whole cornmunity elects them, not just the members. We take five 
candidates with good previous experience, then we select two [for president and 
treasurer]. Their duties [or term] are for one year." 
However, upon closer examination of the responses, this perception of equitabIe 
democracy is not the sarne for everyone. Firstly, it is the authorities that initially decide which 
candidates are suitable for the Merent positions, "depending on their past expenence and 
charactery'. Afterwards, the community votes on the candidate of their choosing. Secondly, and 
pehaps more damaging to the concept of impartial power sharing or gender equality on Taquile, 
women have never had authoritative power on the island. When asked why this is so if everyone 
is encouraged to participate, some suggested that women have been too tirnid until recently to 
speak out publicly and are just now starting to get involved in public decision-making. One 
Taquile respondent assured that "now it's possible [for women to be elected] - they are more 
vocal, they can be mayor or govemor". 
Others were more realistic about the role of women in public decision-making: 
'When we [men] have a position of authority, ou.  wives work with us as  well ... 
They go to the Sunday meetings where they listen, then go to their houses and 
make cornments. They don't say a word publicly but they know. They also have 
a Say in the Women's Club and the Maternity Center." 
It was added that women are supposed to attend the public Sunday meetings but cm only 
discuss their specific concerns on Wednesdays. One respondent suggested that "women didn't 
want to get involved until laîely ... but] they have to have their opinions and have to think". 
Lastly, there was ako concem expressed that certain authorities rnay abuse their power 
by favoring certain interest groups; "some authorities are receiving bribes or favours, like 
sending s m d  groups overseas". Another concem for many was the govemment funded hostel. 
According to a locai resident, it was built without proper consultation and community-wide 
consent by F0PTl.R This was an unusud decision in a community chmerized for its 
seemuigly transparent and consensual decision-making. 
Local Control in Tourism Industry 
The question of who controls the Taquile tourisrn industry generated mixed resuits. Most 
Taquile respondents felt they still maintained control of 'their' tourism industry dthough they 
acknowledged that this control has detenorated lately. Non-Taquile respondents were sornewhat 
more pessimistic; "it's incredible that in ody three years everythmg on Taquile has changer. 
The same respondent felt that local tourism control has dropped "frorn a scde of eight to ten [for 
hi& control] to about a four and gohg d o m  quickly". Another gave the community a ranking 
of six or seven on a theoretical control continuum. Many referred to the following two factors as 
responsible for the loss of control: 
1. Rivatization - The community has reluctantly accepted the private ownership trend that 
began with President Fujirnori in the early 1990s. A national law was estabiished that 
made illegal any form of monopolization over a given industry, including community- 
owned businesses. ûne respondent criticized the govenunent's failure to recognize the 
uniqueness of Taquile's situation, explaining, "the boa& were communal - they gave 
senrice to the community . . . [and] it's a source of basic revenue for them . . . But the 
agencies began to intempt this until we made a blockade [in 19901 and everyone went 
down to the port [in h o ] ' ' .  The argument was not accepted, however, and the fint 
privately owned Puno boats started to arrive. The sarne respondent summarized the 
curent situation as folows: 
'7 don? get involved any more since they have a fiee enterprise system now. 
Ifs  a market that can't protect them since the [cooperative] system had 
becorne syrnbolic - the Taquileilos had to participate [in the free market] 
when it became privatized. There is no longer the system that the 
community does it for the sake of the community." 
The trend to pnvate ownership has carried over to other services such as restaurants and 
accommodation. Furthemore, most felt that the Puno travel agencies have comered a fair share 
of the tourism market for those wishing to vkit Taquile. Tourists often travel to Lake Titicaca 
islanb in faster, more cornfortable Puno owoed and operated bo-, are accompanied by Puno 
gutdes and in some cases stay in tents rather than local houses. One local resident clairned "the 
travel agencies have nùned things a lot ... They go down to the Puno dock and take the tourists 
[instead of us]. They niin our culture". Another said that "what has hurt us are the Puno [travel] 
agencies ... they don't do anythmg except cheat us". 
2. Ineffectual Leadersb - Although residentiai participation in public decision-making is 
highly encouraged, Taquileilos look to their leaders to set an example. According to one 
respondent, Penivian governent advisors corne and encourage what they perceive to be 
hi& priori@ for projects, then pay wages in a direct circumvention of traditional 
decision-making and work-sharing Some attributed the allowance of these 'outsiders' in 
community Sairs to timid or acquiescent leaders. For example, when referring to the 
island's Govemor during 1997, one respondent cornmented "he's a little shy, he doesn7t 
speak out". Another respondent said the following: 
T h e  authorities sornetimes donTt carry out their intentions. Ney] 
might not work or rnay be absent ... Our custom here is that the 
authorities must be personally involved in everything. If the people 
leave [the island], the authonties are failing." 
Although current authorities were perceived as "good" and "they are interestecf in 
tourism", some past authorities were considered selfish or greedy. One peaon claimed that to be 
an authority changes your penonaiity "because of individdisrn and the tourism influence". In 
one instance, an ex-authority tied to expropriate community h d s  to send his three children to 
secondary school, instead of buying books for the community as planned This was seen as an 
unfortunate new trend; "I swear to you that before a Taquileiio never thought of doing such a 
thing. It's '1 used to think of my cornmunity kt, but now 1 think of me' ". 
Chiquian 
Tounsm Plan or Strategy 
Most key-infamants felt that a formal tomism plan did not exist for Chiquian and its 
region. Nevertheless, a local authority was quick to point out that a tourism plan was in the 
process of being prepared at the time of the interviews: 
'We don? have a structured plan ... [but] we are continuùig in favor of tourism ... 
[andl the Municipality has a cornmûsion working on this pian to be presented at 
a laier Council session ... It is going to be for everyone to review and perhaps 
give some advice to improve it. I imagine that it will be about 10 pages." 
This proposed plan will encompass other districts of the region as well, such as Aquia and 
Pacllon The most important aspect of this plan was '3ourisrn promotion and tourist circuits that 
have to be opened eventually". 
A local organization for guides, porters and donkey drivea began in Chiquian during 
1997 wiîh about 20 members initially, and called The Cordilem Huayhuash Mounrnin Climbing 
Provincial Association. ïh is  was a clear attempt to organize for tourism, with their principai 
motive as stated "to improve tourism service quality in the Cordillera Huayhuash region" and '70 
guarantee tourist security". The association was not at al1 independent though, since it was 
creaîed by the Chiquian Municipal Council through its Tourism Commission. 
One person questioned the need for this organization, considering that a sirnilar one was 
created in 1996 with the assistance of the Casa de Guias and the Regional Board of Tourism in 
Huaraz The same respondent gave several possible motives diat rnight explain why the new 
association was considered necessary: 
1. The older association was comprised of members predominately from the smaller 
mountain communities of Llhac  and Pocpa rather than fiom Chiquian 
2. It was fonned without the support of the Municipality of Chiquian 
3. The new organization was an attempt to wrest control of tourism seMces fiom Huaraz 
and provide more local benefits. 
Some guides considered a tourism plan as one individually prepared on a business level 
rather than as a comrnunity effort. Planning for tourisrn was obtaining adequate supplies and 
personnei to prepare for tourists in the season aheaci. For example: 
'7 have to make a plan to inform the Ministry of Toiinsm If they increase taxes 
for donkey cirivers, porters, cooks, then I have to teil (the French travel agency 
that hires me] so that 1 can increase my wages ... the [trekkmg] groups corne in 
the first dayç of June but tourists sign up only a few days before, so you can't 
plan more than a month ahead" 
nie Ecovenhira events held at the end of May were considered by some as tourism 
promotional events. Moreover, its founder felt that this event involved the community in 
planning for tourism: 
"A joumalist wrote 'Ecoventura is everythuig that signifies an organization'. 
They have everythusg in Huaraz ... but they don't have an organization thzt plans 
tourkm with the people [like ours]. There isn't any coordination in Huaraz ... 
they ' re not organized. " 
Communitv Participation 
'Ihere were opposing views over the issue of community participation in tourism 
acbvities. Some felt that participation has been increasing, especially for comrnunity festivals: 
"There's more participation now - the hi& schools, the public institutions, al1 
participate in preparing some kuid of event for the tourist, like Ecoventura. It's 
one's duty to demonstrate the traditions of one's town or area" 
mers felt that only those working in tourism are actually participating, since most 
people are either busy working in agriculture or are simply not interested Those that were 
involved in providing tourism seMces were also criticized by some as unorganked; "we should 
communicate more among ourselves so as not to lose any work [in tourism]". 
Certain respondents felt that greater community participation in tourism was a distinct yet 
still distant possibility for Chiquian Typicd comments were "we are just starting to promote 
tourism", or "the people have yet to see tourism as an alternative ... [i.e.] as a way to improve 
economically, socially and cuiturally." One respondent summed up the lack of participation by 
the general public as a consequence of tenorism, but that great potential existed for tourism; "we 
are just stadng to awaken to a new phase". 
Encouraoement of Equitable Partici~ation 
There were few examples of equitable participation in tourism management provided by 
respondents. As one guide nom Huaraz stated, "the work [in tourisrn] is s h e d  There is 
enough [work]". Many considered equitable participation as 'being employed in tourism' rather 
than by their degree of involvement in tourism decision-making. Nevertheless, most responses 
seemed to indicate that participation in the Chiquian tourism industry is highly selective and 
geared toward those working in the industq. Some felt that the agencies hom Huaraz and other 
areas are also selective of which local senrices or products (if any) they will use in Chiquian 
Equitable participation in local tourism management appeared to be illusory . 
Participation was described as attempts to organize and better prepare those already involved 
The Municipal Tourism Commission was apparently meeting with hotel and restaurant owners, 
transport companies and other local tourism businesses. nie new guiding association was also 
seen as a way to promote greater local participation. However, one local guide mentioned that to 
belong to the organization required being a resident of Chiquian, detemüned by how long one 
had lived in the tom.  This requirement obfuscated the fact that many w o r h g  in the trekking 
industry lived in Chiquian for the high season months; also, residency statu was not so important 
according to the Tourism Commission itself. Short courses were also being offered by the 
Ministry of Tourism in conjunction with the Casa de Guias but some experience as a porter, 
guide or cook was required to 'participate' in them. 
Local Control in Tourism lndustry 
'Ihe question of local control over the tourism industry was discussed in vague ternis or 
left unanswered For example, recent organizational attempts for tourism were perceived as 
evidence of increased local involvernent Stiil, some recognked that approval for such 
organizations must corne fiom Huaraz and Lima The mayor of Chiquian discussed this issue as 
follows : 
'The only thing we are doing as a Municipality is to coordinate with the 
Regional Tourism Board [in Huaraz]. Nevertheless, we have to coordinate with 
the Municipality of Pacilon . .. Pacllon is organizing for themselves, and we for 
oucselves, but we are collaborating because the work demands it" 
'Ihere was little indication that locai residents have ever been in control of the local 
trekking and climbing industry. However, çome expressed a positive perception regarding the 
influence of Huaraz in the setting of prices to be paid and the hiring of porters, guides and/or 
donkeys. Travel agencies from Huaraz and Europe were ofien praised for bcinging many foreign 
tourists to the region. 
Extemal influence on local control was also evident fiom an interview with the director 
of the San Marcelo WeaWig Association This local enterprise produces dpaca wool hand knit 
clothing and provides employment to about 80 people in Chiquian At fint glatise, they would 
appear to have high control with a board of Chiquian residents and their own alpacas for raw 
materiai. Nevertheless, they are dependent on non-local decision-making since there is only one 
buyer - a parkh in Germany who sets the prices and quarztity ordered each year. Few sweaters 
and blankets are locally sol4 "except for a few tourists in the summer", leaving them highly 
vulnerable to fluctuations in extemal demand 
The Ecoventura events were also dependent on outside entities as well as a few iocai 
residents. National and international sponsors (e-g. Pepsi, Inca Cola, Faucett Airlines), 
govemment agencies, national media, marketing fimis and othen were involved in the three 
previous Ecoventura events f?om 1994-96. A well-known Iiacury hotel in Mirafiores (Lima) 
owned by a h e r  resident of Chiquian donated space for press conferences in support of the 
events. Administrative control of Ecoventura (and possibly profits tw,  dthough diis was denied) 
rested with its founder: 
'We hired different people to cook, be waiters ... but we needed a house to 
cmrdinate the evenf so we used my father's house. It was big enough with an 
excellent view of the Huayhuash. We had to use if since Chiquian doesn't have 
a big restaurant for so many people . .. We've gone fiom srnall to large .. . I've 
invested a lot of my own rnoney in this [company/event]." 
Lastly, the years of terrorism have created a .  image problem regarding safèty for foreign 
trekkers and climbers. Even some guides had to l a v e  the area during the laie 1980s due to the 
inherent dangers. As one guide noted: 
"The Shining Path came to Llamac, came after me because I started to work in 
tourism. They told me not to work with foreigners, because they bate them . . . 
[So] I came to Chiquian, bought a house [and worked in the Cordillera Blanca" 
With the negative publicity fiom international media coverage, tourism plummeted and the work 
was "paralyzed" untd the 1st few years. 
Taquile Island 
Distribution of Tourism Economic Benefits 
In general, there was shared agreement that the entire community of T aquile is benefiting 
from revenues eamed through tourism, but less unison on who is benefitine most and by how 
much. Tourism revenues were perceived as important for purchashg material goods (e.g. 
noodes, sugar, coca leaves). It was noted that the majotity of residents have benefited from 
handicraft sales, fiee boat transport and entrance fees collected for cornmunity projects. Private 
sala are prohibited by a comrnunity law and handia& must be sold at fured prices. There are 
no private shops, "so there isn't any cornpetition. It's like 'we must share our daily bread' ". 
Nevertheles, private sales were generally admitted to being done on occasion; "it is not 
ody  me . . . some people take their weavings to the restaurants [to sel1 for them] if they have to go 
to Puno, put] I don't do it openly, oniy sometirnes". A non-local respondent suggested that 
"now foreigners come to buy weavings and since my pnce is lower [than the cooperative store] 1 
tell them to come to rny h o u e  and buy fiom me. This system has broken the harrnony". 
Interwtingly, tourism had achieved the same level bestowed upon traditional agriculture1 
but many recognized its greater revenue potentiai. For example, '80th are important, but 
handicraft making is more important for the rnoney it brings". It was dso noted that tourism 
revenues may fluctuate but agriculture production will continue to provide for the family; 
"agriculture is more important than handimafts because you don? always sel1 something. But we 
can eat [out food that we grow]". 
Sm, the negative side of the local tourism industry on Taquile's economy was also 
mentioned by several key-informants. Tourism revenues are perceived as decreasing in recent 
years for several reasons, Uicluding: 
declining handiadl sales 
unfavorable exchange rates 
leakages to outside agencies 
8 increasing private ownership of tourism services 
For most respondents, growing 'individualism' or 'oppominism' has changed the 
perception of cornmunity econornic benefits. As previously mentioned, the majority of the 
Taquile tourist b o a -  and restaurants are now privately owned Revenues fiom entrance fees, 
accommodation and the conunund restaurant are still collectively earned and shared, but the 
traditional collective ownership system is beginning to Wear away according to some. One non- 
local respondent mentioned, "ifs a little sad because 1 thought it was going to 1st longer. It was 
in the writing". 
Extemal Factors Affecb'n~ Economic Benefits 
The primary extemal influence on the local tourism industry was perceived as travel 
agencies and guides fiom Puno. Cenain agencies were refushg to pay required entrance fees and 
often taking tounsts to preferred homes and restaurants with reliable services. Some noted the 
Rino guides may "take advantage" of the Taquile50 shyness and lack of English, thus directing 
and profiting fÎom tourists. In the few years that have passed since private boats fkom Puno were 
legally dowed to take tourists to the island, "the most shrewd on the island and the travel 
agencies are [now] getting an enormous part of the eamings". In one way or another, al1 local 
respondents expressed the foilowing hticism regarding the Puno travel agencies: 
"They are eating our bread Why do they make profits in dollars and we receive 
littie?" 
Severai felt that President Fujimori's government has had some impact on the local 
tourism industry. Fujirnori came to Taquile in 1994 after being penonally invited and promised 
to build a hostel for tourisû that would be administered by the Taquilefios. Although this 
promise was complied with, it was done so by paying wages to those involved and completely 
ignored the work philosophy 'for the sake of the comrnunity'. In addition, the type of 
constniction, and even the very existence of a hostel, went against the type of tourism desired by 
visitors and residents alike. One local resident made this comment: 
'7 don? Iike [the hostel] and neither do the tourists. They want to see something 
native and stay in our homes, see our custorns, see how we cook" 
The hostel had not gained much local support at the t h e  of interviews (two years afler its 
construction) and was perceived as 'the building diat FOl?TüR built', even though selected 
Taquile residents were directly involved in its construction Tourists had yet to stay there in the 
two years since construction completion, although the rnayor mentioned that a date wodd soon 
be set for its official inauguration. 
Apart fiom the issue of accommo&tion, Fujimon was positively perceived by most as 
having helped to promote local tourism. This was somewhat surprising since his government 
was &O responsible for changing national laws in support of a fiee market system Private 
ownership had been encouraged and circurnvented community laws declaring only cooperative 
boats would be ailowed to take tourists to Taquile. This has negatively af3ected communal 
ownership and traditions according to one respondent Still, few key-informants made any 
connedon to the effects of national policies in support of privatization and individualism on 
comunity unity. 
Chiquian 
Distribution of Tourism Economic Benefits 
Responses were for the most part ambiguous about the question of whether or not tourism 
is econornically benefiting al1 Chiquian residentr. 1t was recognized that tourism muy create jobs 
and spread revenues diroughout the community. Most felt that those benefiting most were "those 
who are [already] working in tourism, that have burros". Local authorities and guides suggested 
that M e r  efforts to increase employment and income should be placed on these bdividuals. 
Most interviewes suggested that Chiquian has few senrices to offer tourists, an important 
factor in tourist or travel agency decisions to spend my t h e  there. One respondent claimed there 
are more tourisrn seMces now, "the tourists used to stay in the houses of guides and donkey 
driven ... [but now] more restaurants and hotels have opened in Chiquian". While this may be 
me,  most key-inforrnants felt that trekken may bypass Chiquian without spendùig the night. 
One Huaraz-based guide declared that "we leave in a mini-bus from Huaraz, eat lunch in 
Chiquian [but leave right away], because there aren't any good hoteis there". Tourists that do 
stay prefer one hostel in particular, although some other basic accommodation exists in town. 
The same applies for local restaurants; one in particular was preferred according to a non-local 
guide and veri fied through participant observation. 
Some i n t e ~ e w e e s  expressed the loss of income f?om independent tourists. For example, 
one guide said, "those [trekken] that go on their own don't bring any money for us. They only 
stay a night in Chiquian but they don't hire official donkey cirivers". Another penon reiteraîed 
this comment; "there are clients that have tents and set them up on the outskirts of town so they 
don't have to pay for a room ... However, most stay here in the [main] hotel". 
Extemal Factors Affectin0 Economic Benefits 
There was a clear perception that Huaraz has heavily dominated the local tourism 
industry. Some respondents claimed that trekken and climbers ofien book with Huaraz-based 
companies, go with Huaraz guides and cooks, and use supplies purchased fiom Huaraz. A few 
local guides and porters capture the occasional independent tourists (hence, a greater share of 
revenues), but agencies from Huaraz, Lima, and even overseas nomally hire personnel on a day 
rate basis for Huayhuash trekking expeditions. At least one local guide worked directly with an 
overseas agency and felt positive regarding his relationship with hem: 
"I must not give any problems to the French agency. Occasionally other [tour] 
groups corne, but they don? provide me with regular work every year. However, 
the French groups have given me work for more than 20 years." 
One respondent from Huaraz suggested thm relying on hiring personnel and supplies in 
Chiquian would be too risky, whereas Huaraz offers al1 that is needed and can be hired or 
purchased on short notice. There was concem that adequate quantities of food may not be 
available even in Chiquian since it remains relatively isolated h m  Huaraz. Even independent 
trekkers generally bring their own food and supplies. Another problem mentioned concerned 
effective communication; most communities of the Cordillera Huayhuash have no telephone, fax 
or any other reliable communication system (however, there is one telephone in Paclloa and 
pubiic telephones in Chiquian). 
Stili, not every extemal influence over the tourism industq in Chiquian was perceived as 
negative. It was explained that the Tourism Regional Board @art of the Ministiy of Industry and 
Tourism of Peru) and the Casa de Guias in Huaraz give training courses to aspiring donkey 
&vers, porters, cooks, and guides to better their quahty of service. Certification is provided 
upon successful completion assuming suficient work experience has been obtained. Although 
these cornes were meant for those dready working in trekking and climbing, they were felt to 
help residents of Chiquian, Llamac, Pocpa and other communibes in obtaining work with 
reputable agencies. 
COMMUNITY SATISFACTION WITH TOURISM 
Taquile Island 
Communitv Support for Tourism 
According to local respondents, Taquile residents unanimously support tourism even 
more so now compared to its early beginnUigs when there was reluctance to accept visitors. 
Three main themes were generated in this pdcular  questioning: 
1. Self-esteem - It was evident that Tqde î io s  are extremely proud of their island and their 
traditional ways. However, one respondent made a strong assertion that %ey d l  never 
be tuo proud. They feel united with the world and have a love of the earth ... their 
traditions are a part of their identity". Community self-confidence is inherent by the 
general acceptance to Wear traditional dress on a daily basis. Also, some previous 
authorities have personaily traveled to Lima and spoken with at l e s t  three Pemvian 
presidents in the 1 s t  70 years - this uidicates a relatively high degree of confidence. 
2. Publicitv - Many respondents stated that they are looking for ways to make more tourists 
and countries aware of Taquile and to increase their market share. The general attitude is 
that everybody must get involved and spread information about the island. 
3. Affinitv - A close community bond with tourism is mdeniably evident Some disagreed 
if there is less harmony now but most felt that a strong comection still exists between 
island residents and the associated tourism industry. Again, the comment "tourism is our 
industry" illustrates this point fiom a Taquile50 pa-spective. 
Socio-environmental Effects or Im~acts 
Most key-dormants agreed that tourism has brought changes to the way of life for 
Taquile residenis. These changes are of a predominantly cultural nature, but environmental 
changes have occurred to a lesser extent as well (mostly littering, but also negiect of agriculture 
due to demands of weaving). Three principal factors were recognized as responsible for cultural 
and environmental impacts as follows: 
1. Individualism - Many interviewees felt that individual ownership is advenely afFecting 
the work-sharing ethic cornmon to Taquile50 society. 
Traditionally, duty to one's f d y  and to the community was considered of equai 
importance. This blending of family and comunity values is akin to an Andean version 
of socialism, although one key-informant felt their socio-political system was more 
complex and unique than such categorizations. For example, al1 families on Taquile own 
their land and the majority grow their own crops; they are also fiee to pursue business or 
penonal inteiests on or off the island. These anomalies are indicative of a market- 
oriente4 democratic society, but one that is dso strongly linked to community go& 
setting and communal action 
Now, the general perception is that a growing number of residents are pursuing individuai 
material wealth as fiee enterprise and consumerisrn spread Reciprocal work sharing 
systems such as the ayni and rninka are d l  practiced by the majority of residents, but 
payment is often demanded for community projects now. Individualism has spread 
throughout the island and aEected many residents. For example, one key-informant 
deplored the growing number of children that are begging for money or candy from 
unsuspecting tourists. It was suggested that a one dollar tip f?om begging is more money 
than the average family eams in a week ffom tourists staying in their houses. 
Another felt that individualism was directly due to the toiaism influence combined with 
the national economic situation (e.g. recession, inflation, devaiuation). Still, this was not 
perceived as negative but rather as opening a window of opportunity; "because of 
[tourism] and the m o  travet] agencies they have more money and can impon many 
things". 
2. Modernizaîion - Most respondents noted that several changes have occurred over the past 
two decades since tourisrn began. 
One of the biggest changes was the introduction of boat moton to reduce travel time for 
tourists. Stiil, it was not d l  the early 1990s when modem technology began to 
significantly affect life on Tztqu.de according to the non-local key-infamants. Major 
changes included a community telephone, solar lighting, television sets and use of 
pesticides. For many, perhaps the greatest visuai change was the introduction of tin roofs 
to replace the traditional straw thatching. Comgated tin was considered better due to its 
quick installation and low maintenance; hence, most Taquile houses now have tin roofs. 
However, there was general agreement that the roofs are not aesthetically pleasing to 
most tourists. Options such as painting the roofs were being considered to minimize 
negative perceptions. 
Modernization of Ta.qu.de is &O evident in new types of packaging and materials 
reaching the island. Ths was perceived by some non-local respondents to be creating 
environmental damage. For example, pop is an import cornmodity that is brought over 
fiom Puno to meet tourist demand It was noted that empty bottles are o€ten used by 
children as toys and later discarded A weekly clean up has been insuficient to gather al1 
botiles. Currently, non-biodegradable garbage is incinerated in the open air but this 
practice may have to change if the volume increasw substantially. As for new materials, 
synthetic wool is gradually replacing the traditional use of sheep and alpaca wool in the 
handicrafts. Sirnpler patterns and techniques may eam greater revenues but quality of 
workmanship has deteriorated compared to twenty years ago according to many. 
3. Globaiization - Non-local inte~ewees noted that globalization is afkting Taquile. 
Globalization is the shrinking or eliminating of recognuable geophysical, socio- 
economic, political and other boundaries. Vast improvements in transport, 
communication and education combined with a more benevolent world and the 
international travel boom have made previously remote or dangerous areas quite 
accessible. It was observed that extensive media coverage of Taquile since the mid- 
1970s has opened its unique culture 'hidden' from the world, causing an annual influx of 
thousands of foreign tourists. A few Taquildos themselves travel fiequently to Europe 
and North America on promotional tours (Le. to dance at folklore festivals and to seIl 
weavings). This fast Pace of change is womsome to many key-infamants who believe 
the island has becorne more cosmopolitan and Nks losing its traditional sense of identity. 
Economic Chanries 
According to one interviewee, money was a relatively new comodity for most islanders 
when tourism began Since the local economy was based on subsistence agriculture and khing, 
and because they were so isolated nom maidand Peru, money was of little use to most residents. 
Hard currency was needed only to purchare sugar or coca leaves (which are chewed) or to make 
house improvements. To obtain cash, Taquile men had to look for work in Rmo and Arequipa as 
fami laborers; they occasionally went to Puno to sel1 cows for meat or stems of colle (local 
h b )  for firewood Several Taquilefios moved to Lima on the coast in search of fuil-time work 
and a better education for îheir children. 
Tourism made it possible to stay on the island and eam suffïcient income for the family. 
It was recognized that the formation of the artisan cooperative in the 1970s and increasing sales 
of handicrafts in the early 1980s brought new sources of income that could be shared by 
everyone. Revenues collected fiom tourists for transport to the island, entrance fees, stayovers 
and the community restaurant contributed to both individual and comrnunity wealth. 
Some felt that the islanders have leamed enormously about consumerism and the market 
economy due to tourism. A few interviewees went so far as to suggest Taquile is now dependent 
on tourism There is money readily available to import televisions, r w l i ~ ~ ,  dry foods, fertilizers, 
pesticides, building materials and other so-called 'luxury' items previously unknown to most 
islanden. Accessibility of new materials has caused some cultural changes, but such 
transformations were not considered entirely negative by one key -informant; it was suggested 
that it is up to the Taquilefios to decide for themselves what degree of change is acceptable. For 
example: 
'"ïhere was a period when the influence of tourkm was so strong that everybody 
was weaving and nobody f m e d  But they still had to eat. The good thing is 
that they maintain their cultural identity and their principles ... [Still,] we 
shouldn't impede what they want It wodd be a crime if we prevented contact 
fiom the rest of the world and tumed Taquile into a living musem" 
Nevertheless, some dissension was noted regarding recent economic changes, although 
less fiom the fact that certain families earn more than others than fiom a growing disregard for 
local customs and reciprocal sharing systems. One respondent noted that rnaterial wealth is now 
accumulating with the spread of television antennas and solar panels. Traditional weaving 
pattern are also being modified or substituted to increase individual production 
Lastly, severai key-uifonnaats directed their blame at the Puno agencies for negative 
changes to the local tourisrn industry. According to some (also verified through participant 
observation), entrance fees were not always paid In addition, some favoritism has been 
demonstrated when Puno guides direct their groups to certain families with 'quaiity' 
accommodation or food. Private restaurants compete to such an extent for tourists that a 
temporary rotation system had to be imposed in 1997 by the restaurant cornminees. Houses 
located more than a meen-minute walk fiom the plaza do not receive many (if any) visitoa a s  
they once did Some inte~ewees noted that the community restaurant rarely receives group 
tourists fiom Puno anymore since food quality may fluctuate. It was also claimed that Puno 
agencies pay low fees to the Taquile boat operators. Al1 of these factors have contributed to 
economic changes in the community. 
Communitv Unity 
Most key-idormants agreed that there was more unity before on Taquile Island, which 
parailels the perceived decrease in control. Diminishing unity was seen as linked to economic 
interests, such as increasing individualism, extemal leakages to Puno agencies and businesses, 
and other socio-economic factors. Private ownenhip of previously community-owned seMces 
and attitudinal changes were often blamed for changes in uni@. When questioned about the new 
anti-monopolization laws, one local resident made a strong assertion regarding comrnunity 
solidanty : 
"[President] Fujimori has his law, but here we have our own Here the custom is 
diat you have to work as a group ... by tradition Before anythmg else, the 
people have to be united" 
This sense of unity was not equdly shared by dl those i n t e ~ e w e d  According to one non-local 
respondent : 
'?t7s pmbably hue that [mity] has diminished ... With more solidarity, 
spirituality and sense of community [in the past], there used to be more concem 
for each other." 
Expectations for Tourism in Cornmunity 
The local authorities were very optimistic about the future of tourism on Taquile. 
However, the generai perception was one of cautious optimisrn More tourism was desired but 
not at the expense of traditionai customs and commcmity laws. Promotion of Taquile and 
training young people to be guides were suggested as necessary. The tnrvel agent mentioned 
more flexibility was needed, stating "cooperate with us or we go eisewhere". The older 
generation is concerned that Taquile has become tourism dependent For example: 
"As for the fuhne of tourism, we have to keep it going. Perhaps there will be 
changes. However, we shouldn't neglect our agriculture, nor our weavings and 
education." 
Overall, most felt that tourism would remain important in the local economy, but there 
was also concem to regain control. One respondent put it quite succinctly when asked about the 
future for tourism on Taquile: 
"They [the Taquileilos] are going to lose [more] tourists every year. The 
individualism process is not going to end. The only escape for thern is to look 
for measures to make change happen more slowly ... This cm be done with a 
little help .. . you have to conscientize the people." 
Chiquian 
Comrnunitv Support for Tourism 
Chiquian residents were generally per ceived to be somewhat 'Fsolated" or indifferent 
towards tourism, although one key-informant felt there was less hostility and more willingness to 
help tourists than before. in his opinion: 
'Tourists have always been weli-received by the people of Chiquian, because 
tourism generates income for restaurants, business people ... more than the 
farrnen could make . . . That's why the mountain folk were happy. " 
However, the same respondent felt that there was very Little knowledge about tourism in the 
community. Another felt that local residents do not place as much importance to tourism a s  they 
once did; ""they used to seli bhkets, ponchos ... now, nothing Like that exists". 
Those that siguficantly support tourism were deemed to be ownen and employees of 
tourism-r elat ed bus inesses, and the Chiquian Municipal Council. This is understandab le given 
the low numbea of jobs in Chiquian One key-idormant felt that the nearby communities of 
L l h a c  and Pocpa support tourism, especially since most local guides. donkey driven and 
porters corne from these two villages. An additional explanation for industry support is that 
trekkers have a more visible presence in these smaller villages on the circuit whereas tourists 
may not be as noticeable in busy Chiquian (although minor compared to the modem bustle of 
Huaraz). 
Local political support for tourism wodd seem relatively high by the growing interest in 
forming tourism cornmittees and holding 'ecotourism' events, but there was some discontentment 
expressed about govemment cornmitment. The former mayor was considered very supportive of 
local tourism, since he had helped to create and organize the fïrst community 'ecotourism' event. 
Some felt that the current municipal govemment is neither supportive of tourism or the 
community in general. There was a sense that tourisrn should be supported not only by the local 
govemment but by al1 residents of Chiquian 
Socio-Environmental Effects or Impacts 
Three socio-environmental factors emerged fiom the Long i n t e ~ e w s  regardhg tourisrn in 
Chiquian, as follows: 
1.  Emimation - One cultural factor that was perceived to affect residential perceptions 
toward tourism was the large degree of emigration fiom neighboring t o m s  and regions to 
Chiquian Lack of homogeneity among residents in terms of birthplace may be partly 
responsible for the generd lack of overall support There may be significant socio- 
cultural Merences in language, skin color andlor level of education that make it difficult 
to achieve consensus on tourism-related issues. In addition, residents rnay spend only 
part of their time in Chiquiaq or just long enough to provide an education for theu 
chiIdren These factors may contribute to feelings of inclifference about the community. 
2. Terrorisrn - Several years of terrorism not only effectively eliminated tourism as an 
economic option for Chiquian and the Cordillera Huayhuash, it created difficulties for 
residents to openiy welcome strangers again. There was a sense of fear and suspicion 
from some key-donnants (and many questionnaire respondents), perhaps attributable to 
the aftermath of a very traumatic penod Therefore, the image of safety rnay not only be 
important fiom a national or international perspective, but fiom a local one as well. 
3. Preservation - Most respondents were concemed with the preservation of the Cordillera 
Huayhuash to maintain its international reputation for excellent trekking and climbing. 
One potentiaily destructive possibiiity is the Mitsui mine in which exploration activities 
have already created some private roads. There is dissension over this issue between 
residents of Llarnac, which generally support the mine, and residents of Pocpa which for 
the most do not according to some key-informants. The L l k c  support may stem fiom 
the hiring of several residents for survey work. 
Expmding on the last issue, the proposed road from Chiquian to Pacllon was generally 
supported since it would increase accessibility, yet still maintain the integrity of rhe Huayhuash 
trekking circuit (according to inte~ewees).  However, most respondents felt opposed to a road 
that would lead deeper into the Huayhuash itself, such as to scenic Iahuacocha Lake. Some 
agreed that this potential road would Likely diminish foreign demand for nature or adventure- 
based tourism in the area On the other han& one local guide actually supported the idea since it 
was felt the road would increase domestic tourism, hence employment Many recognized that 
Penivians in general prefer sightseeing radier than specialized tourism such as mountain 
climbing. This couid be due to a lack of awareness of nature-adventure tourism possibilities 
cornbined with its generally higher costs involved compared to mainstream tourisrn 
The preservationist attitude expressed by most guides would see the Cordillera 
Huayhuash made into a National Reserve, but not a National Park such as Huascariin The latter 
was perceived as possibly limiting the type of activities by local people and tourists alike (Le. 
farming, fishïng, making camptires). The reserve designation was felt likely to protect the area 
fiom outside interests, such as potentiaüy destructive mining activities that codd pollute lakes 
and nvers, but wodd still d o w  local people to sustain themselves. 
Additional environmental impacts were perceived as directly related to tourism activities 
in the Cordillera Huayhuash There was some concem that certain guides (although not tourists) 
from Huaraz were darnagïng the area by leavkig litter on the traiis, bringing live animals for food 
and using non-biodegradable detergent Severai actions were suggested: e-g. placing interpretive 
signs on trails and distribuhg brochures to tounsts and guides regarding correct hiking 
procedures. 
Economic Chanries 
Tourism has helped create some local jobs and brought in revenues for ceriain Chiquian 
residents, but it was uncertain whether the entire community was profiting fkom tourism The 
general perception was that tourism is on the mend but yet to reach the higher levels of tourists 
experienced before terrorisrn The domination by Huaraz agencies of the local tourism indusûy 
was blamed for low profits. Also, most residents have yet to perceive tourism as  an economic 
alternative- 
Chiquian appears to be divided about its own sense of unity. Some said it was a unified 
community while others disagreed, which suggests a general lack of harmony. Several reasons 
have contributed to a perceived lack of unity, which can be rneasured in terms of organizational 
strength i.e. poor organization or low support for solidarity on a aven issue may equate with 
disharmony (or disunity). 
The growing emigraîion trend in Chiquian has weakened community solidarity according 
to one key-idormant There is a sense of hying to self-organize for tourism but without 
achieving broad-based support within the cornrnunity. Some believe that jealousy or laziness 
hinders the improvement of senrices, or that the mining issue causes division among neighboring 
communities. Whatever the case, littie evidence was demonstrated fiom key-informants that 
would indicate community uni@ in Chiquian was anythmg other than low. 
Ex~ectations for Tourism in Communitv 
In general, there was guarded optimism for tolnism as an economic alternative in 
Chiquian For some, it was merely a question of a few more seMces and better organization to 
attract tourists. For example, a local hostel owner felt that just a few more bathrooms were 
needed For othen, it was considered crucial to raise local awareness about tourism and protect 
the Cordillera Huayhuash fiom rnining interests. Education and involvement of youth in tourism 
activitia was often mentioned; "the young people should take care of tourism". Many felt that 
proactive support for tourisrn was needed fiom both residents and government officiais alike. 
One respondent felt that people wodd invest in Chiquian given strong political will and 
community support, both of which were lacking in his opinion. 
Overall, there was agreement that tourism is in its infancy stage in Chiquian, lacking not 
only adequate tourist seMces but also sufficient local awareness about possibilities for 
involvement and employment Tourism was perceived as a means to generate jobs and income; 
"Huaraz lives by tourism; we cm too". However, few specifics were provided on the type and 
degree of tourism needed for Chiquian, or on how local residents could participate in tourism 
decision-making, if at d l .  Extemal support f?om Lima travel agencies and embassies was 
suggested as one possibility to promote and irnprove tourism organizationai efforts in the region, 
rather than an intensification of local efforts. However, this was also the case for Taquile Island 
residents. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
From the preceding long interview analysis, severai key themes and concepts were 
generated. In McCracken's fourth stage of interview anaiysis, the themes are generally 
categorized for each sample (i-e. community) to facilitate a cornparison in the fifth and final 
stage. Therefore, to reduce repetitiveness due to the inherent overlap of this chapter with the 
socio-economic analysis, these themes have been summarized in Table 8.1 and will be discussed 
in Chapter 9 dong with other major findings. 
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CHAPTER 9: RESEARCH FlNDlNGS 
INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, principai bdings fiom the preceding data anaiysis will be discussed and 
Iinked to relevant theones. There are five main sections as follows: 
1) Tourism Description 
2) Community Integration 
3) Local Economic Benefits of Ecotourism 
4) Demographic Vanables on Economic Benefits and Participation 
5) Conclusion 
The final section explains the results of the research hypotheses that were tested. The 
findings have led to a potential mode1 for M e r  research in cornmunity-based ecotourism, and 
described in Chapter 1 0. 
TOURISM DESCRIPTION 
One of the principal objectives in this research was to compare both cornmunities by the 
use of tourisrn growth models. Findmgs on the type of tourism and how it has changed in each 
cornrnunity duruig the past three decades were primarily based on the questionnaires, long 
interviews, participant observation and secondary data (especially visitor records for Taquile). 
Type of Visitors 
Figures 9.1 and 9.2 indicate changes in almost three decades of tourism for Taquile and 
Chiquian in a modified and conceptual version of Plog 's Psychological Continuum (1 974). 
Taauile Island 
Figure 9.1 shows the five different stages that tourist types may pass through for a given 
destination First corne the ,4llocentrics, or 'explorers' starting on the lower left-hand corner 
(this is a reversal fiom Plog's version, since Allocentrics began on the right-hand side - however, 
it was felt that Plog's representation is less clear), followed by the Near AUocentrics, the Mid- 
Centrics, the near Psychocentrics, and finaily the Psychocentrics, or extremely conventional 
tourists. As one goes up the vertical scale on the left-hand side, there is an increasing number of 
tourists as the Allocentrics give way to more conventional tourists arriving in greater numbers, 
and as the destination kicreases in popularity. However, eventually numbers of visiton begin to 
decline as the destination becornes 'over'-developed and less attractive to ail but the most 
extroverted and gregarious of visiton (ie. those seeking maximum seMces and cordort). 
Figure 9.1 Changes in Tourist Types on Taquile from 1970-97a 
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The years on the bell-type curve correspond to the range of years that this particular type 
of tourist (Allocentric, Mid-centric, etc.) first appeared on Taquile Island. Actual nurnben of 
tourists are not indicated since it is a conceptualized diagram of change in different types of 
' Surce: Adapted h m  PIog 1974, and bas& on Healy 1983, Espana Monroy 1996, 19% visitor records and 
1997 inteMew and survey data, Taquile Umd, Pen~, Ross Mitcheîi. 
tourists over time. The years roughly correspond to a given tourism type when reading across 
and next to the indicated range. 
The first tourists to amive on Taquile were the adventuresome Ailocentrics (backpackers 
or mochileros, show as 'A'). These so-cailed 'discoverers' continued to visit the island 
throughout the 1980s. Comrnmity records show that 5,300 tourists visited Taquile between 
January and August of 1982, an average of more than 750 per month, and usually stayed two or 
three days (Healy and Zorn 1983;s). By 1988, conventional style tourists started to displace 
some of the backpackers, shifting the specmim to the Near Allocentric category. 
M e r  the dedine in visiton to Taquile and the rest of Peru due to terrorism, the cholera 
outbreak and other causes during 1988-94, tourism rebounded and visitors could be grouped into 
two distinct categories by preferred experience: the Mid-Centrics or (conventional or 'quick 
visit' tourists, shown as  'B') and the Near AlIocentrics (backpackers, stayovers, or ovemighters, 
also shown as 'A'). In 1994, there was a significant upswing in numben of visiton. A totai of 
10,639 tourists visited Taquile Island in 1994, a jurnp of 2,732 tourists (3 5%) fiom the year 
before and 24,293 tourists came in 1995 (128%) (Esparza Monroy 1996). These rising nurnbers 
of visitors, dong with increasing tourist services, have pushed the Mid-Centrics to the top of 
Plog's tourist type spectrum. 
The differentiation in these two tourist categories can be explained by nurnber of 
stayovers and total muai visitors to TquiIe Island (fiom 1996 visitor records), Kevin Healy 's 
description of tomists to Taquile (1 983), Espana Monroy (1 W6), participant observations and 
interviews with tourists and travel agencies (in 1997). Out of an estimated total of 27,685 
Msiton to Taquile in 1996,4,3 16 or 16% spent at least one night on the island. It c m  be assumed 
thai al1 ovemighters were backpackers due to the modest seMces available to meet their needs, 
whereas most &y visitors tend to be more conventional in their demands. However, an estimated 
25% of &y visitors (or 5,842) could also be classified as ovemighters due to their quest of a 
'spintuai' or 'ecological' nature, or their "ecotourism ethic" as elaborated by Jaakson (1997). 
Such visitors were often European or North American backpackers on extended holidays. Some 
were sc-called 'esoteric' tourists on a mystical or spintual tour with certain travel agencies in 
h o  and abroad that specialize in trips for those interested in 'sout-searching', or esotericism 
Therefore, assuming that ovemighters or potential overnighters are rnotivated by a 
relatively strong ecotourism ethic, then an estimateci 37% or over one-third of total travellers to 
Taquile in 1996 can be categorized as Allocentrics or Near AUocentrics. The latter category was 
descnbed by Plog (1974) as those who, though not 'discoveren' (those fint to explore an area), 
still appreciate a sense of 'naturahess'. Today, however, few 'pure' Allocentric types visit 
Taquile a s  its uniqueness that origuially attracted them has started to vanish by increasing 
numbers of tourists. Tin roofs have replaced the traditional thatching, private restaurants have 
replaced homestyle cooking and the main plaza has become a central hangout with minimal 
cultural interchange. The increasing availability of services and ease of access to the island has 
pushed most overnighten into the Near Allocentnc category. 
On the other hanci, the remaining 67% (about two-th&) of travellers to Taquile were the 
Mid-Centrics, or those that appreciate some facility development such as restaurant, stores and 
improved accessibility. Most travellers in this category prefer a quick visit to 'sample' the local 
culture, take a few photos, eat a 'typical' lunch and r e m  to Puno in the aftemoon As a 
cautionary note, there may be some overlap between the two principal categories. Nevertheless, 
they help to describe how tourism demands and the tourists themselves going to Taquile Island 
have changed since its early beginnings. 
Chiauian 
In some respects similar to Taquile, Figure 9.2 illustrates two categories of tour& that 
have visited the Chiquian area since at least 1970 (mountain climbing started in the 1950s but 
was infiequent untii the 2980s). Firstly, the Allocentncs or 'ecotourists' that seek solitude and 
minunal senrices (show as 'A'). Ailocentric types are staring to shifi into the Near Allocentric 
category (i.e. relative isolation is s a  preferred but some basic services such a one-night 
stayover in a hostel and arranged group trekking may be expected). 
Secondly, the Mid-centrïcs or conventional tourists are those that participate in cdhual 
events such as the Santa Rosa Carnival - they expect some degree of developed tourist seNices 
such as restaurants, hoteIs (or hostels) and opportunities for social activities (show as 'B'). 
Nmbers of tourists fiom both categories dropped off to near zero during the terrorism years 
fiom 1988-93. Both have rebounded with recent 'eco-culturaï events and the upsurge in 
trekking. 
Figure 9.2 Changes in Tourists in Chiquian from 1 970-97b 
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The major Merence between both comunities is that the two types of visiton have 
been part of the tourism scenario in Chiquian for at least 30 yean, whereas for Taquile tourism 
began with Ailocentric types - the mochileros of the seventies; the conventional tourists came 
much later near the beginning of the 1990s. 
Evolution of Tourism 
Tourism changes in Taquile and Chiquian during the p s t  three decades are 
conceptualized in Figure 9.3. This diagram has been adapted fkom Butler's (1980) Tourist Area 
Cycle of Evolution and was primarily based on i n t e ~ e w  and secondary data In 1970, Taquile 
and Chiquian were still relatively new destinations, although a limited amount of mountain 
climbing activity and domestic tourism occurred in the latter community. 
Surce: Adapted h m  Plog 1971, and based on 1997 interview and survey data, Chiquian, Pau, Rw 
Mitchell. 

Chiquian but fell short of the numbers of tourists experienced in the early 1980s. Visitor 
numbers to the Huayhuash may have declined somewhat in 1997 compared to the year before 
according to local experts, possibly due to the combined eEects of El Nino and the MRTA 
(Tupac Amaru) temorist takeover of the Japanese Embassy in Lima in December of 1996. 
In cornparison, tourism on Taquile by 1997 appears to have risen to Butler's "Critical 
Range" in temis of negative social and environmental eflects, as WC!! as declining visitor 
satisfa~-tion. This conclusion is based on long interview and participant observation data rather 
than detailed measurements. Site specific anaiyses were not carried out in either community of 
bio-physicd or social canying capacity, nor of tourism demand From the citizen standpoint, 
tourism has had minimal impacts on either local culture or environment. For example, when 
asked if tourism was responsible for any negative impacts (social or environmental), 84% of 
Taquile respondents and 90% of Chiquian respondents disagreed with the statement (Research 
Questionnaire, Section 7, Col). 
Still, many key-informants claimed that tourism has caused certain problerns for both 
communities, but especiaily so in Taquile due to its higher visitation numbers and relatively 
fiagile setting (e-g. Limited space and resourcw, dependent on lake for transport and food). Sorne 
tourists and agencies interviewai prefer to visit other nearby islands (e.g. Amantani, Isiands of 
the Sun and Moon, Suasi) due to the increasing amount of congestion and litter on Taquile. This 
would indicate that Iocal tourism demand is relatively eiastic, although many Taquilenos feel that 
their island is so unique that it will continue to draw more visitors by reptation alone. 
Increasing litter, poorly marked trails and mùiuig activities in the Huayhuash may also cause 
visitor numbers to the Chiquian area to decline. Tourism demand is also relatively elastic shce 
there are other unique areas for hiking and c h b i n g  in the nearby Cordillera Blanca 
Therefore, at this stage it is uncenain to which direction tourism will take in either area - 
either rejwenation or decline. From the perspective of local residents, both comrnunities would 
prefer tourism to continue expanding. For example, 93% of respondents in both communities 
hoped for tourism to increase even more in 1997 compared to the previous year (Research 
Questionnaire, Section 2-4). Still, it will require more than just an expressed wish on the part of 
residents for tourism to continue on a steady path of growth. Definitive steps or processes would 
have to be established to assure sustainable rejuvenation or continueci growth, which would 
necessitate long-term, participatory planning. 
For Chiquian, there is little evidence to suggest that the cornmunity has incorporated a 
cornprehensive and participatory tourism plannuig strategy, instead, most efforts to date have 
consisted either of a promotional nature or categorized as short-term and selective. On Taquile, 
tourism administrative efforts appear to have been better organized, but demand substitution Grom 
competing islands is starîing to affect tourist arrivals to Taquile (tourism planning efforts by both 
communities will be discussed in the Community Integrarion section). 
The "tnily unique area" or a site categorized as having a "timeless attractiveness" that 
Butler (1980;9) claims as necessary to "withstand the pressures of visiidon" may not be 
sufficient for rejuvenation to occur. This is especiaily the case given the current context of 
cornpetitive markets, unfavorable t o h m  policies, socio-economic instability, lac k of 
community support or other interna1 and extemal factors. Nevertheless, it is possible that 
Taquile, with its higher perception of community support and benefits due to tourism, and 
combined with past achievements based largely on community awareness, solidarity and sharing 
of power, may have a greater likelihood of rejuvenation in its tourism indusûy cornpared to other 
isIand communities of Lake Titicaca or relatively neglected and isolated communities such as 
Chiquian 
The long interview analysis in Chapter 8 brought out several key themes or measures that 
may be used to detennine and compare associated levels of community integration in ecotourism. 
By theme cornparison between communities, it will be possible to draw conclusions to many of 
the research questions and hypotheses. Major themes have been selected and grouped in this 
section as follows: 1) tourism awareness and planning, 2) community unity and action, and 3) 
commun@ power or control. These themes are by no means dennitive of integration in 
community-based ecotourism Several other factors beyond community control such as tourist 
demand and national govemment policies may also be uifluential, even critical to the ultimate 
success of the project (whether rneasured by longevity, equitability or other parameten). 
Nevertheless, these themes stand out due to their repeated mention and elaboration by key- 
informants in both communities (Chapter 8), as weil as their cxaminatioa in parts of the socio- 
economic analysis (Chapter 7) and other relative case site research (Chapter 5). 
Themes such as 'awareness' and 'planning' are grouped togher due to their inherent 
similarities or relationships. For example, a community that becornes aware of its present 
situation (e.g. poverty) and possibilities for tourism (e-g. unique natural and culture features) rnay 
plan for tourism as a result of this state of awareness, assuming of course that favorable 
conditions exist (e.g. accessibility, basic senrices, cornpetitive pices, marketing, etc.). In 
addition, a 'unified' commrmity will likely participate to a high degree in a given set of activities 
or 'actions' if it is in their vested and collective interests to do so. Communal action, hence 
participation, may be both caused by and the cause of cornrnunity solidarity . 
Tourism Awareness and Planning 
Various persons have played important roles in the planning of tourism for both 
communities, but obviously with a much greater intensity and level of personal involvement on 
Taquile Island. Certain individuals did more than promote the island and its unique culture to the 
outside world: they helped prepare the local people by a deliberate process of awareness raising 
or conscientization (re: Paolo Freire). They were primary 'caîalysts' or driving forces that helped 
local residents to determine the kùid and degree of tourism desired based on local needs and 
aspirations. Shared characteristics of these individuals included: 
1) Achieving legitimacy in the cornmunity 
2) Assumhg an activist or advocate rote 
3) Building on community strengths 
4) Clanfylng possibilities 
5) HaWig sense of passion for work and community 
Initial suspicions about tourisrn changed to outright support when its econornic benefits 
became obvious fiom transport and accommodation revenues, and handicraft sales. Kevin Hedy, 
Father Pepe Loits and Christian No& were welcome outsiders that helped raise awareness about 
tourisrn possibilities and the resultant cultural adaptations. Locally, the determination of ex- 
governor Francisco Huitta and a few others persuaded residents of the econornic advantages of 
tourism by insisting on total participation in the provision of services, without k i n g  to change 
their tradi tional customs. These tourism ' founden' recognized that cultural preparation was a 
necessary prelude before accepting 'live-in' tourists wiîh their foreign dollars and customs. 
Taquile was arguably able to accommodate tourism with a certain degree of success due to these 
awareness-raising efforts. In a relatively short period, tourism activities would reach the high 
status bestowed upon traditional agriculture. 
Since its beginning, tourism planning on Tzicp.de has been a participatory, albeit 
unstnictured process. A tourism 'dialogue' was conceived and established through public 
discussions and entrenched by comrnunity laws - still, most residents willingly accepted such 
laws as a sense of duty to the community, which is characteristic of the Quechua mentality. 
Local planning has not been confined to operational issues but normative (or value-based) 
planning as weli. Taquile took the initiative and decided for themselves whaî type of services 
they would offer tourists, who would be involved, how they would participate in decision-making 
and to what extent benefits would be s h e d .  
In cornparison, both Chiquian residents and authorities alike appear to be relative novices 
in the planning and development of tourism Tourism in Chiquian has been ùifluenced by at least 
a couple of tourism catalysts - a local promoter and an ex-mayor. Unfortunately, their initiative 
was not perceived as a 'comrnunity' effort and was relatively short-lived Tourism 'planning' by 
local residents has been selectively favoring those already involved in the local tourism industry. 
Recent organizational attempts have included one specific group of local residents that 
work in the natureadventure industxy. The level of disorganization in the early stages of the 
association was dernonstrated when those &ers that belonged to another organization were 
encouraged to join the newly formed group, but for objectives that were somewhat vague and 
overlapping. An exarnple of the organizational ambiguity is that the association was not 
established for tourisrn alone, but included funding for local sports and cultural initiatives. 
Perhaps the Chiquian municipality felt its scope would be too Limiting with tourism as the sole 
objective. It is also questionable as to whether this new group was even needed, considering that 
a similar organization had been formed almost two years before. It is quite plausible that the 
local government felt left out of the previous organizationai process, or that Chiquian interests 
were not adequately represented in their estimation 
In terrns of Ecoventura, many sesidents felt it was not a community-based plan since it 
had been largely created and controlled by one local family. Moreover, the event had m i n i d  
public participation in the setting of its goals and desired outcornes. For the 1997 tourism season, 
a similar event was put on by the Municipal Council d e r  a bitter dispute over ownenhip and 
accountability, but apparently met with limited success from miaimal sponsorship and disinterest 
fiom the media and tourists dike. Still, there has been hi& local control for this event on a 
largely individual basis at least. 
It appears, then, that Taquile has incorporated community tourism awareness and 
equitable sharing of power to a much greater extent dian Chiquian That is, the resilient 
TaquiieÎios have directed their own tourism development through community self-awareness and 
self-reliance. Freire (1970) made the distinction between being accessible to someone else's 
consciousness and entering one's own consciousness. ïhrough various catalysts, the islanders 
were not merely led to improve their condition; they were helped to lead themselves. Initially, at 
least, Taquile appean to have entered consciousness whereas Chiquian is still struggling to 
define its needs and aspirations regarding tourism. 
Community Unity and Action 
Both cornmudies ciiffer substantially by their respective level and intensity of 
commUNty unity and action (participation) in the ecotourism industry. On Taquile, there has 
historically been such a strong interaction between commURity unity and cornmimal action that 
both were considered as one and same. This caonot be said of Chiquian for either situation 
Overdl, the Taquilaios are quite organized for tourism and participate in its activities to a 
high degree. The Taquileiio nature may be best stated as 'humble but collective assertiveness', a 
formula that has aided hem in regaining control of their land and resources since the 1930s. The 
participatory nature of the Taquileilos was descnbed by one key-informant as "collective 
consciousness". This perhaps approxirnates the "organic solid&" described by Galjart 
(1 976;lO2), in which gratincation is s d c e d  to preserve the unity of the group. Until recently, 
tourism benefits have been s h e d  by all community residents for the "sake of the community". 
In addition, certain events have demonstated the high degree of unity amongst Taquile 
residents. For example, their solidarity was exemplined during a 1990 fight on the Puno docks 
with travel agencies trying to wrest control over the right to take passengers to the island This 
community action concurred with the assertion made by Galjart that an obvious common 
opponent can also underline the identity of interests and lead to increased solidarity (ibid). 
However, tourism employment and control is becoming more selective on Taquile. The 
long interview analysis showed that community solidarity has deteriorated in the past few years 
due to growing individualism, consumerism and globalkation. As Chodak (1 972) observed, a 
growth in individualism is often accompanied by a decline in traditional solidarity, or a transition 
fkom 'brotherhood to otherhood' . 
As for Chiquian, a perceived high levei of community support for tourism was not 
rnatched by the lack of unity expressed fiom survey respondents and key-uiformants alike. Even 
public events such as Ecoventura have created a perception of high community participation 
when in reality only a select few have been involved in its management. Chiquian, too, appears 
to be selective in tourism management, although to a much p a t e r  degree than Taquile. It c m  
hardly be equitable if ody selected residents are invited to participate in tourism meetings or that 
are encouraged to offer tourist services. For example, training oppominities in trekking and 
climbiug are not currently extended to those lacking experience (i.e. newcomers), which most 
guides felt to be justifiable. It is likely that this was to protect their vested interests in 
maintainkg control and receiving economic benefits. 
Community Power or Control 
As discussed in Chapter 3, much of the curent literature advocates local ownership and 
control If ecotourisrn and other cornrnunity-based tourkm projects are to succeed Community 
eiite may circumvent local or non-local attempts for equitable participation in tourism decision- 
making. In practice, what ofien goes unheeded in the study of the effects of ecotourism on 
communities are power or control relationships, both rvithin and extemal to the comrnunity. 
In this research, complete (ie. total and equitable) integration of the community in 
ecotourisrn decision-making was considered the uttirnate objective that would lead to enhanced 
socio-economic outcornes, hence greater sustainability. What was less clear initially, however, 
was how to describe and explain respective levels of integration in terms of community power 
relationships and scope of public participation The local power structure and processes for both 
cornmunities were much more complex than had been initially assumecl, and deservedy merit 
ample explanation in this section. 
Measures of Decision-Makinq Power 
As explained in Chapter 3, Sewell and Phillips (1979) mentioned three measures or 
"fundamental tensions" of public participation: 1) degree of citizen involvement (defineci as both 
numben of citkens and degree of individual participation), 2) equity in participation (Le. 
equitable decision-making) and 3) eBciency of p ~ c i p t i o n  (ie. the degree of influence on 
decision-making or planning). These measures cm be applied to Taquile and Chiquian to 
compare their respective levels of citizen participation in tourism decision-making (hence, citizen 
power). 
First of dl, the demee of citizen involvement in ecotourism decision-rnakkig on Taquile 
Island compared to Chiquian is veiy high, not only in terms of numbers involved (i-e. quantity), 
but also in the me of participation (i.e. quality). Taquile had a very high level of individual 
involvement in a wide variety of decision-making possibilities, including tourism s e ~ c e  
administration, communal ownership of the local handicraft industry, and community tourism 
. . 
meetings. The long i n t e ~ e w  analysis showed that participation the political admmstration of 
Taquile has not ody been encouraged, but also considered as one's duty. 
Secondly, there appears to be greater eauitability in community decision-making on 
Taquile, considering that 96% of its residents (n=101) have participated in tourism meetings, 
whereas only 18% of Chiquian residents (n=136) have participated in tourism meetings. The 
equitability of public participation in cornmunity politics is questionable, though, since Taquile 
women have a token role in detemiining policies or any other visible public decision-making 
(except as related to carïng for children and family). Traditional authority structures have 
inhibited extensive participation by fernales in meaning. decision-making. It is a male- 
dominated industry in terms of power, aibeit with a strong female component in tourism 
employment, especially weaving. Also, if there was true equity in decision-making then women 
would be encouraged to speak out on issues such as making improvemenh to tourism services. 
Thirdly, participation on Taqiille appears to be more efficient than Chiquian when 
considering how the public's view of interest rnay have influenced planning decisions. Local 
authorities may be quickly removed from their positions if poor decisions are made. Annual 
democratic elections on Taquile reduce the possibility of autocrdc decision-making, of which 
the curent mayor of Chiquian was accused by many residents and key-inforrnants. In addition, 
the Taquile public is consulted in weekly forums and special meeting on ail major issues that 
may affect their livelihood or community and individual values. 
Nevertheless, participation in community meetings was often considered as 'attendance' 
by both Taquile and Chiquian residents alike. By participant observation techniques, it was 
found that mere aitendance by residents did not signify that sol?-spoken or less visible members 
of the community were heard. The public meetings on Taquile, for example, were more often 
used as informative sessions that detailed upcoming proje- and achievements over the previous 
week, rather than requests for public input on important issues. 
Elitist vs. Pluralist Power 
Both Chiquian and Taquile local decision-maken fit the pattern of elitist power discussed 
at length by Dye (1986) and others. The assumption in the elitist approach is that a relatively 
small group of individuals exercise control over dominant resources and personnel, and controls 
the outcorne of dl key decisions within the community (Waste 1986). For both communities, a 
small group of elected members have made and continue to make m a t  developmentd and 
ailocational decisions, with some community input encouraged at public meetings or private 
sessions with local governent officiais. 
This contras& with the pluralist view in which power may be specialized - individuah 
diat are influentid in one sector tend not to be so in another sector (Waste 1 986). Authors such 
as  Jamal and Getz (1995) have made the assurnption that 'no single organUation or individual 
can exert direct control over the destination's development process" (Jamal and Getz 1995: 193). 
On the contraq, several key elite in both communities were responsible for tourism development, 
and in the case of Taquile since the conception of tourism to the island Tourism was pushed for 
its economic possibilities against the will of many residents who opposed it in the beginnllig. 
Both past and present leaders fit conceptualizations of how local eiite value growth; such elite 
realize that everyone benefits, albeit to varying degrees, if economic growth occurs within the 
community (Dye 1 986). 
Still, there are major ciifferences in the two communities conceming elitist power. On the 
positive side, there is a strong tradition of consensuai, democratic decision-making on Taquile (at 
least for men). Weekiy meetings are held to 'inform' the people of recent events and future 
plans. Most posts cannot be held for more than a year, which aliows more people to participate 
as community leaders. Authonties are not only expected to lead but to participate in the very 
decisions they make. Any leader cm be dismissed for incornpetence or other factors. 
Tourism on Taquile has become such an important part of daily life that it has become 
intenvoven with local politics. Taquile is sel f-govemed b y representational democracy that 
encourages participation in pub1 ic decis ion-making. For examp le, representatives of the various 
tourism cornmittees and the local govemment are annually elected by al1 residents of legal voting 
age. The data analysis demonstrated that there is high participation in tenns of attendance at 
weekly comrnunity meetings, speciai meetings and annual elections. One example is the 
relatively hi& tourisrn participation in administration activities; at least one family member of 
those in the weaving cooperative m u t  take an active part in its administration for three weeks of 
the year. 
Reed (1997) felt that tourism development requires a slow process of community- 
buildmg, particularly when conventional stakeholden do not view it as a productive activity. 
The principal 'stakeholder' in the example of Tatqt.de was the entire community, and it took 
several years until most people were convinced of the benefits of tourism. Until the 1970s, 
'handicrafts' were mostly clothes to be worn and tourists were considered as unwanted strangers, 
not potential clients. 
On the other han4 local tourïsm development in Chiquian has been selective and 
controlled by key playen. Local deillopment is generally determined by the decisions of 
individual entrepreneurs in the community who make pnmarily market dnven decisions (Dye 
1986; Douglas 1989). The most active people in community decision-making and policy 
formation tend to be "local business people whose fortunes are tied to growth and the vitality of 
the community" (Red 1997). In Chiquian, previous tourism events and recent organizational 
efforts have involved those peaons that stood to gain the most in ternis of economic and social 
standing. 
One additional point conceming power should be made that relates to local policy 
making. As Reed (ibid) and Dye (1986) have pointed out, there is a difference in the types of 
policies that may or may not involve the community at large. n e s e  are develo~mental (policies 
that directly enhance the economic statu of the cornrnunity), allocational (policies that involve 
public services provided by local govemment) and organizationai (polices that deal with issues of 
who wdl make decisions in the community and who will take responsibility for them). It is 
likely that the first type of policy is related to community awareness raising, and is influenced in 
a major way by conventional elite (Reed 1997). Organizational policies will likely be aEected by 
commhty cohesiveness (uni@ or solidarity), as well as the fonn and extent of democratic 
structures and processes. From the long i n t e ~ e w e e  analysis, it is apparent that Taquile has 
involved its citizeary in al1 three types of policy decision-making to a much greater extent than 
Chiquian This is true not only in terms of tourism development and management, but for al1 
public issues and dvit ies .  
Amstein's Ladder uf Citizen Particioation 
For illustrative purposes, it is worthwhile to place each community on Anistein's (1970) 
Ladder of Citizen Participation. It is important to examine how community control has changed 
since tourkm began Figure 9.4 is a conceptual representation of power changes in Taquile and 
Chiquian over a twenty-year period The specific placement on Amstein's scale and subsequent 
explanations are largely based on infiormation obtained from long interviews and participant 
observation. The dashed lines are rnerely to indicate a trend to increasing or decreasing 
participation levels. 
Figure 9.4 Comrnunity Changes b a s 4  on AmsteinJs Citizen Participation ~addef  
Figure 9.4 illustrates that the degree of community control in tourism planning and 
management was markedly different In 1977, Taquile was initially located near the top end of 
the scde at Comunity Control. Most residents participated on a relatively e@ basis in 
Source: Adapted h m  Amein 1969 anci based on 1997 interview &ta imd participaPt obsenation, Taquile 
Island and Chiquian, Peru, Ross Mitchell. 
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providing transport, accommodation and selling handicrafks to the visitors. They have also set 
the agenda, intensity and direction for tourism At the tirne, no outsider boats were allowed to 
bring tourists to the island, a situation that lasted unal 1990. 
Twenty years later in 1997, control had dropped significantly to the Partnership or 
Advising mgs. Puno travel agencies and increased cornpetition fiorn nearby islands have taken 
away a significant degree of control and business. Now tourists often take non-locdly owned 
boats with English-speaking guides and select certain families over others. Real decision-making 
power and financial benefits are being shared with non-local agencies, albeit on a reluctant or 
even indiBerent basis. 
In 1977, Chiquian was at the bottom end of the scale in the Manipulation category. Only 
a handful of local guides and porters were workïng in the Huayhuash, and most of these were 
fiom the smaller communities of L l b a c  and Pacllon Tourists usually booked their trips in 
Huaraz or elsewhere, and local porters and donkey cirivers were generally contracted on a 'need' 
basis by non-local agencies. 
Twenty years later, citizen involvement in Chiquian-related tourism activities has slightly 
increased to between the Therapy and Idonning rungs, due to community-wide tourism events 
and meetings. A h ,  training courses for local and non-local residents and some local 
organizationd efforts are taking place more frequently. However, most trekken and clirnben 
book with Huaraz, Lima or European-based agencies, due to the unavailability or unawareness of 
local guides and agencies. In addition, the average resident still has minimal awareness of the 
tourism indusûy and few opportunities to participate in its management and potential benefits. 
The average citizen has litile opportunity to influence any programs designed for 'their' benefit. 
One anomaly should be pointed out based on the Taquile Island situation. It would 
appear that industry success is not always co~elated with more and equal sharing of control. As 
Taquile has become more successful in its tourism industry, citizens have lost some control and 
moved down on Amstein's Ladder. It is likely tied to the increasing eEects of 'market forces', 
including declining local (Taquile) ownership of tourism services and supplies. Presumably, 
collaborative linkages with other governent agencies and touism marketers would be needed 
for Tiiqt.de to regain tourism control and obtain a p a t e r ,  more equitable share of economic 
benefits. 
LOCAL ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF ECOTOURISM 
Distribution of Benefh 
Brandon (1996). de Kadt (1979, 1992) and others have suggested that comrnurîity control 
of tourism rnay not be an equitable process or lead to widespread distribution of benefits. At first 
glance, the case of Taquile would appear to reject the notion that benefits fiom ecotourisrn are 
not equally distnbuted Almost everyone on the island receives some remuneration for tourism, 
albeit relatively low income fiom occasional handicrafl sales or provision of lodging. As Heaiy 
(1 994; 14 1) has noteâ, income fiorn handicra production offers sweral advantages: 
1. Artisans obtain cash income whiie remaining in the rural setting. This has aileviated 
pressure for permanent migration to Lima and odier Peruvian cities (as occurred in the 
1950s and 2960s). 
2. Handicraft production on the island is episodic, allowing the producer to work on the 
item during slack periods between other tasks. 
3.  It tends to be equitable, in that it cm provide a cash r e m  for women, children, the 
handicapped and the elderly. Ai1 segments of Taquilefi0 society work in handicraft 
production; there are gender distinctions only in the kind of handicrafts produced. 
Interestingly, the tourkm industry on Taquile developed as  a result of hancikraft sales, 
not the reverse (Le. the birth of a handicrafl industry to meet the demand of tourists for 
souvenirs). On one hand, daily sales in the cooperative stores would justifjr the argument that 
even the poorest participant in the local economy has the opportunity to benefit 
On the negative side, traditional handicrafts (including patterns. materials and production 
methods) have been adapted for quicker production with an overall reduction in quality. In 
addition, a few artisans eam more than others from having established close ties with outside 
contacts and a better quality of worlrmanship (according to those that travel to seil their 
weavings). Nevertheless, little evidence was found of social tensions that Healy (ibid.) suggested 
may occur d e n  some community members benefit more. 
Overall, there was a greater perception of direct economic benefits fiom tourisrn for 
Taquile cornpared to Chiquian. While both communities generally felt tourism to be a beneficiai 
sector of their economy, only a few households claimed to directly benefit in Chiquian; in 
contrast, most residents individually claimed benefits on Taquile (89% of Taquile residents 
compared to 40% of Chiquian residents - see Research Questionnaire, Section 7, A-2). In 
addition, the community as a whole of Taquile was felt to be highly supportive of its tourism 
industry compared to Chiquian (79% of Taquile residents compared to 30% of Chiquian 
residents - see Research Questionnaire, Section 7-9). 
Generally higher perceived support and individual benefits attributable to Taquile may be 
linked to a greater likelihood of tourism developrnent rejuvenation, as iliustrated in Figure 9.3 
and its resultant discussion. This concurs with the findings of Prentice (1993), who suggested 
that beneficiaries fiom tourism revenues are more likely to support its developrnent If most 
residents perceive thernselves to benefit fiom tourism, they may feel a greater sense of ownership 
and need to ensure its continued growth (albeit, on a sustainable basis), particularly if their 
livelihood depends upon its sumival. 
Stiil, some residents have expenence reduced eamings and the community as a whole is 
loshg control over how tourists travel to the island, where to eat and where to stay. Even 
residents offering accommodation have seen their income reduced, apecially those living far 
away fiom the main plaza Some "shrewd" residents have taken advantage of their ideal location 
and contacts. 
As Brandon (1996) noted when discussing how village elite in Nepal were capturing 
benefits, ecotourism can exacerbate local levels of income inequality within communitiw, or 
among communities in a region. One resident's comment 'Inoney cm change us" speaks of both 
positive and negative socio-economic and politicai changes that they have expenenced with 
tourism. The concept of private ownership is relatively new to a society characterized by 
traditional sharing of benefits. Although local elite were not overtly obvious, certain individuals 
were perceived as responsible for causing disharmony through materialistic wants. In particular, 
local restaurant and tourist boat owners have captured a disproportionate share of local tourism- 
related income (74% of gross revenues for 1996). As Healy (1 994) observed, more opportlmities 
for entry by the poor are possible in a local handicraft industry than with capital-intensive 
tourism such as transport. 
As for Chiquian, the few economic benefits accniing from tourism are not widely 
distributeci within the community. Brandon (1996) has said that non-cohesive cornmunitics have 
little input into decision-making, and "decisions made usually favor the needs of the tourkt and 
the operatodowner of the site rather than the needs of the cornmunity" (Brandon 1996;30). 
Recent planning efforts with the t o m  council and some local guides were "to improve the 
quality of s e ~ c e  to the client", rather than detailing how this organization could involve or 
benefit the entire community. Also, those lacking previous expenence in adventure tourism were 
excluded f?om rnembership in such organizations or fiom receiving specialhed training. 
The unequal distribution of benefits in Chiquian dso supports Theophile's (1 995) claim 
that if citizens feel lefi out of the process, they may not contribute to its potential success. There 
is a sense of "collective indifference" rather than the "inaeased hostilities" that Theophile (ibid.) 
mentioned as possible outcornes if residents are excluded. Many Chiquian residents recognized 
that local and non-local elite have captured most of the benefits, including govemrnent officiais, 
former residents and single families from nearby L l h a c  and Pacllon. 
Leakages 
Leakages of ecotourisrn revenues were estimated to be over 90% of total revenues in both 
communities. This would support Butler's (1 992) assertion that alternative toksm areas are 
typified by relatively simple economies with high levels of leakages. There was little evidence to 
support the sub-hypothesis that a highly integrated community would be able to prevent 
excessive leakages of income. As mentioned by Lindberg and Huber (1993), collaborative 
Ikikages with outside govenurient and marketing agents would be required to d u c e  leakages. 
On Taquile, leakages are occuning in many tourism services, with the exception of 
entrance fees (if paid), local accommodation and certain food items served in local restaurants 
(e.g fis4 potatoes). Taquile's b o a  are islander-built, but needed parts and supplies (e-g. 
motoa, windows, fuel) are purchased off-island Handicrafb are often made with non-local wool 
or synthetic fiber (from Puno or other nearby communities). Leakages also transpire nom the 
b g  of non-local seMces and by the Puno travel agency control of visitor flows to and fiom 
Taqwfe Island 
Leakages would be greatly reduced if more local products and services were used 
Lindberg (1993) suggested that additional revenues can be earned by developing infrastructure 
and semices at or near ecotourism attractions; this may include lodging, restaurants, souvenir 
shops, visitor centers and cultural performances, among other possibilities (ibid ; 1 10). However, 
at l e s t  for Taquile, many of these services are already in place. Another alternative would be to 
re-introduce local food and other products or services into the island economy, or import 
substitution. For example, imported goods 'needed' by restaurants could be replaced with 
wholesome locally-grown products, such as locally grown potatoes over imported rice and local 
corn bread @mr TupileZo) instead of poor quaiity bread fiom Ruio. There was a perception 
fkom owners that they mut cater to tourîst preferences for such goods. However, there were 
several thousand tourists visiting Taquile annually in the early 1980s with minimal non-local 
products or services (Healy and Zorn 1983), so it is conceivable that many tourists would be 
willing to experience more local food or travel with local guides as they once did. 
Leakages are aiso occurring in Chiquian A lack of local travel agencies has created a 
dependency on outside firms (generally from Huaraz, but also Lima, Europe and North Arnerica). 
Local residents with trekking expenence are bypassed if qualified help is available elsewhere. 
Food and other supplies for trekking and ciimbing expeditions are rarely purchased in Chiquian 
due to the conve~ence and reliability of purchashg beforehand in Huaraz and Lima Restaurants 
also purchase most of their food and fuel fiom outside of the community. 
Education and Skllls Linked to Economic Benefrts 
One surprishg finding is that Taquile residents have developed their tourism industry 
with minimal education or training. Jacobsen and Robles (1992) in their study of local residents 
of Tortuguero National Park, Costa Rica fouod that education and training were important 
prerequisites for allowing locd people to more fully participate in the economic benefits of the 
tourism system Taquile seemç to be an exception to this assumption, likely due to their strong 
traditional sense of community ownership and sharing of resources and benefits. However, 
residents now desire better educaîion and speciaiized training for local guides, which until now 
has been M y  non-existent 
In the case of Chiquian, the need for increased education and training on a community- 
wide basis seerns apparent if local people are to share in the possibility for increasing economic 
benefits. Some recent courses have been conducted to help local guides and porters becorne 
better providers of tourism services, but it is still too early to Say if this training will lead to 
enhanced economic benefits. 
DEMOGRAPHlC VARIABLES ON ECONOMIC BENEFITS AND PARTICIPATION 
For the most part, the statistical analysis did not reveal that differences based on age, 
levei of participation in decision-making, residency s t a t u  and certain other factors affect income 
levels. This was often the case whether young or 014 f e d e  or male, native-bom or non native- 
born residents. 
However, some differences were f o n d  in the female propensity to work fewer houn 
during the week than males in tourism-related activities. Females also attend fewer tourism 
meetings, but t h  is likely due to greater family-related responsibilities for women (i. e. less spare 
time). It was dso found that women do not have an active role in tourism decision-making, even 
though local authorities claimed they are encouraged to participate. Equitabie participation as 
suggested by Sewell and Phillips (1 979) has not been fully achieved on Taquile. Still, the 
community has achieved greater equitability overall compared to Chiquian when one considers 
that practically the entire community (men, women and children) is highly involved in tourism 
employment and administration For example, female members of the weaMng cooperative 
(Manco Capac) are involved in the obligatory three weeks of administration work every year, and 
do regularly attend tourism and other comrnunity meehngs. 
At least for Taquile, the question of local residents being involved more than non-locals 
(off-island penons) in some tourism activities (e.g. provision of food and lodging) was fairly 
obvious since 99% of adult islanders are native-bom (n=101). In Chiquian, there are more non- 
locals involved in the tourkm industry, but there is also a high degee of emigration fiom nearby 
conununities. In either case, control and participation in ecotourir>m activities could not be 
substantiated based solely on statu of residency. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Community lntegation Measured 
The case for cornmunity integration in ecotourism was described in Chapter 1 of this 
research as typified by the following parameters: 
1) A broad-based, open democratic process. 
2) A kgh number of participating citizens. 
3) A high depree of individual participation (i. e. influence) in decision-making. 
4) An eauitable and efficient process. 
5) A high amount of locai ownenhi~ in the community-based tourism sector. 
6) A process typified by a high loneevitv (Le. not a 'once-off event). 
The extent of decision-making structure and power on Taquile Island meets al1 of these 
characteristics, and from a historical perspective, have done so long before the advent of tourism 
(with the exception of #5). It was suspected that Taquile Island was a highly integrated 
community before the data collection phase, and upon careful reflection it can still be 
characterized as highly integrated 
Nevertheless, Taquile appears less integrated than it once was. The tuming point may 
have been unfavorable anti-monopolizaîion laws and pro-privathion policies established by the 
present Penivian govemment since the early to mid-1990s, and that have been partly responsible 
for rhe dismantling of cornmunity solidarity and traditional values. In addition, there are some 
qualifjmg distinctions in some of the parameters iisted that need clarification, especially related 
to gender and tourism ownership. 
Key Observations 
The findings fiom the data collection and anaiysis have brought up several key 
observations. Thwe observations may be considered as coroliaries that provide the grounds for 
either rejection or acceptame of the research hypotheses and are listed on the following page: 
1. The influence of both local and non-local catalysts (or motivators, facilitaton) in raising 
awareness about tourism potentiai has been much stronger on Taquile. 
2. Local ownenhip and management of certain tourism services is high for Taquile (e-g. 
food and lodging, weaving, some boat transport) and low for Chiquian. In addition, 
collective ownership of local seMces is very hi& on Taquile, especially handicrafts, 
accommodation and entrance fees. However, since most of the major sources of tourist 
revenues are controiled by Puno guides and more expensive pnvate boats, Taquile 
business ownership has not resulted in a greater distribution of economic benefits when 
compared with hino. 
3. There is less control in tourism decision-rnaking in Taquile than originally assurned, but 
there is still relatively high control compared to Chiquian The community is relatively 
independent and self-reliant with little outside interference in local politics and decision- 
making. 
4. The inf'iuence of large cities near both communities have been both positive and negative. 
While amacting tourists, creating employment, and supplying needed resources on one 
hanci, they have ako had a negative impact for both areas in terms obtaining a greater 
&are of economic rehims (Le. leakages). 
5.  Participation in tourism decision-making is democratic and relatively equitable for 
Taquile (except for women), but highly selective in Chiquian to those already working in 
the local tourism industry. 
6.  There is a more equitable distribution of economic benefits for Tziqu.de residents, due in 
part to greater community unity and participation in tourism decision-making, as well as 
higher employment The local handicraft industry offers oppomuiities for al1 citizens to 
participaie, even if only part-time or on an occasional basis. The local economy has 
significantly improved since tourism began, since now few Taquile residents migrate in 
search of employment In addition, a traditional sense of comrnunity sharing is much 
stronger on Taquile. 
7. Some private business owners are receiving more income than most other residents in 
both communities. A current trend of individualism and consumerkm is negatively 
affectkig community unity and equitable distribution of benefits on Taquile. 
8. There is a greater perception of economic benefits on Taquile Island due to tourism, even 
among those that receive Linle income fiom tourism 
9. For the most part, demographic variables such as age and place of birth were not found to 
play any major role in tourkm participation, employment, income or perceived benefits. 
However, women do not have equal access to power in terms of community decision- 
h g ,  which has been traditionally conceived as a subse~en t  role bestowed upon 
hem. 
Su b-Hypothesis Ftesuits 
M e r  careful anaiysis, Taquile can be characterized as still being highly integrated in its 
local ecotourism industry in terms of both relatively high control and participation, albeit less so 
than a few yean ago, and Chiquian as not highly integrated On the bask of diis differentiation 
and the research fhdings, test results of the sub-hypotheses are illustrated in Table 9.1. Sub- 
hypotheses 1, 2, 3 and 8 were rejected due to strong supporting evidence, whereas sub- 
hypotheses 4, 5, 6 and 7 were accepted either due to the lack of evidence or to contradictory 
evidence. 
Table 9.1 Research Sub-Hypotheses Summary 
SU 6-HY POTHESIS 
Perceived or actuul economic benefits are no greater in a community with a 
hi& degree of integration in ecotourism managemenf when compared to a 
community characterized as having low integration 
Local control of the ecotourism industry is no greater in a community with a 
hi& degree of integration in ecotourism management. 
Local participation in ecotourism management (Le. decision-making) is no 
greater in a cornmunity with a high degree of employment in its respective 
ecotourism industry. 
Greater indMdiual earnings in a local ecotourism industry are not related to a 
higher degree of control in its decision-making. 
High local ownership and management of ecotourisrn-related businesses has 
no effect on reducing leakages of potential or achial ecotourism revenues. 
Native residents are no more involved in ecotourism activities in a highly 
integrated comrnunity than non-native residents. 
Age does not have any significant effect on control management or 
employment in ecotourism 
Gender does not have any significant effect on control, management or 










* With respect to gender, women may share relatively equal levels of employment and ownership 
in the local tourism industry, but do not have equitable access to tourism decisionmaking. This 
conclusion was based on the analyses of Taquile Island results. However, in Chiquian as well 
there are vimtally no women actively involved in tourism busuiesses, except for a few local 
restaurants and hostels. 
Research Hypothesis Summarized 
Based on the evidence presented in this research, the research hypothesis as origindy 
stated in the nuil format may be rejected In other words, lhere is a signifimt ditterence in 
tenns of certain socio-economic factors between one community that is highly integrated in its 
ecotourism indusw compared to another community with a low degree of integration in 
ecotourism. 
Specificaily, there are both greater perceived and actual sociwconornic benefits for a 
relaîively integrated comrnunity as a whole due to a greater level of community participation in 
ecotourism This given 'level' of participation may be d e h e d  by numbers of people involved, 
equity (Le. non-partisan and non-discriminatory) and community (no1 individual) degree of 
influence in ecotourism decisionmaking processes. Sociwconomic benefits would include 
levels of satisfaction, decisionmaking power, self-reliance, jobs and income. There is also a 
greater degree of local control in ecotourisrn management and employment in an integrated 
c o r n m ~ t y .  niis has led to a more equitable sharing of socio-economic benefits for the most 
part, although women may not share an equal level of decision-making in administrative and 
political rnatters related to community-based ecotourism 
However, this control may be negatively afTected by extemal forces such as ecotourism 
cornpetition, marketing agents and suppliers of materials. Intemaily, growing individualism and 
consumerism may erode comrnunity harmony and control of the local industry. Obier extemal 
factors such as unfavorable govemment policies and globalization can have negative influences 
or impacts on the local tourism îndustry which may be beyond community control, and 
irrespective to its degree of integration. 
The preceding synthesis concludes the findings section of this research It is now 
appropriate to discuss the third and haf goal of this research - to present a mode1 of commmity 
integration in ecotourism management Major fmdings are presenied in a schematic diagram and 
accompanied by a bnef description in Chapter 10. 
CHAPTER 10: A MODEL OF COMMUNITY INTEGRATION IN 
ECOTOURISM 
Figure 10.1 illustrates a conceptuai model for community integrdon in ecotourism 
developed nom major findings in this research, and contains three distinct stages: 1) Inteeration, 
2) Planninq, and 3) Impacts. This presentation also builds on the notions of severai theories and 
models, includmg tourism planning and development (e.g. Reid et al 1993, Butler 1980, Plog 
1974)- community awareness by facilitative and educational processes (e-g. Freire 1 97O), power 
theory (e.g. Waste 1986, Dye 1986, Reed 1997), community participation (e.g. Amstein 1969, 
Sewell and Phillips 1979), community solidanty (e.g. Gaijart 1976)- community involvement 
and social benefits from ecotourism (Brandon 1996), economic benefits of ecotourism (Lindberg 
et (11 199 1, 1 993, 1994, 1 996), and several other major works. 
The basic premise is that higher community integration in ecotourism control and 
planning should lead to positive impacts or outcomes. The model could be applied and adapted 
to communities already involved (or that could be involved) in ecotourism. It &O may be 
applied to other f o m  of development The principal objectives of developing this model are as 
follows: 
To explore and describe power relationships, public mity and collective awareness of 
ecotourism opportunities and management in a given community. 
To analyze the relationships between public participation and the foundation for a 
given ecotourism project (producf price, supply, demand). 
To examine how public participation and associated intemaVexterna1 factors may 
determine or influence planning processes for a given ecotourism project 
To measure actual or probable outcomes of an ecotourism project by economic 
measures (jobs and revenues) and socio-psychologicd measures (satisfaction, 
perception of benefits) as related to commiini~ integration and planning. 
STAGE 1 : INTEGRATION 
In the fint stage, commU12ity integration (or empowerment) in the local ecotourism 
industry can be measured by three variables: 1) Awareness (conscientization), 2) Uniw 
(solidarity) and 3) Power (or control). These variables are principally endogenous (factors 
intemal to the cornmunity), but they will also be infiuenced by the exoeenous environment 
(factors outside the commiinity). In particular, local power may rely on and be highly infiuenced 
by extemai resources and support. Taken together, these variables form a public participation 
scenario that can be measured or evaluated accordingly. Al1 three variables are a necessary part 
of the cornmunity s rise to self-reliance and Iocal control in their associated ecotourism sector. 
The Endogenous Environment: lnside the Community 
1. Awareness 
Awareness will ofien be caused or enfianced by a cataiyst, which could be a facilitator, 
educator, planner or local leader. It may be a non-govenunentd organization (NGO) that 
initiates tourism in an isolated area, perhaps one that receives little govemment funding or 
attention. In theory, this person(s) or agency would provide invaluable information about the 
industry and its possible effects on the community. Initially, the catalyst wodd act as a 
motivating force unti1 the cornrnunity reached a level of self-organization and management. The 
cataIyst often is extemal, but could also be intemal to the cornmunity such as a local authority or 
business. 
2. Unitv 
Cornmunity uni@ can also be thought of as solidmty or collecrive support for the 
ecotourisrn sector. If only a few individuals are highly supportive of the ecotourism potentiai in 
the area, while the rest of the community remains inmerent or even antagonistic towards the 
indusm, then unity may be perceived to be low. If community unity is strong, then it is likely 
that that participation in the project decision-making process will be high. 
Figure 10.1 Community Integration in Ecotou rïsmc 
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Source: Mitchell, Ross. 1997. Cornmimitv Inîegsation in Ecotourisni: A Cornmiive Case Studv of Two 
Commimities in Pem. Master's of Science Thesis, School of Rural Plamring & Demlopment, University of 
Guelp4 Ontario. 
3. Power 
Local power or control in the ecotourisrn sector is perhaps the most important part of the 
public participation triangle. Power relations in the community need to be studied to determine 
how decisions ore made and who niakes hem. Distribution of power is an important concept that 
requires carefd analysis. 1s it an dl-inclusive decision-making process or a highly selective one? 
1s active participation and power sharing encouraged by local authorities and businesses? 
Equita&.de power sharing with a transparent decision-making i&astnrcture is the ideal scenario. 
However, in redity both local and non-local interest groups will likely control varying amounts 
of power. In addition, it is possible that most of the 'real' power will be non-locai such as a 
larger neighboring region or other country. Nevertheless, a more equitable power-sharing base 
within the comrnunity should also equate to a higher amount of public participation. 
Control may also refer to local (or non-local) ownership of services, such as hosteis, 
transport companies, aavel agencies and food supply. In some cases, land ownenhip rnay be a 
criticai issue regarding community control. Those individuds that enjoy a greater degree of 
tourism s e ~ c e  ownenhip can be expected to have greater power for influencing or controlling 
the ecotourism industry, especially concerning the distribution of economic benefits. 
The Community Interface 
In Figure 10.1, four sides are shown on the community intenace widi its extemai 
environment. These are product, pnCe, and demand, which coilechvely form the basic 
fiamework for the ecotourism industry (or any form of tourism for bat matter). n ie  factors help 
determine the quality and quanti9 of ecotourism seMces that will be offered to a certain number 
of tourists at a given price. 
These factors are located on the community 'border' since it may hold a certain degree of 
control over them This is especidy so concerning the supply of basic senrices (e.g. 
accomnîuilation, transport, guides). m e r  factors such as  tourûm demand and destination 
attractiveness are beyond communïty control to a large degree. Nevertheless, as was rnentioned 
by one inte~ewee, some communities may be able to increase demand in a highly cornpetitive 
area by offerhg bmer services or lower pnces. They may also be able to increase s e ~ c e  
efficiency by sharhg costs or resources, thus obtaining greater revenues at lower prices to the 
tourist The commimity interface is also hi@y related to tourism marketing and government 
policies, both nationally and intemationally. 
The Exogenous Environment: Outside the Community 
The forces beyond community control may be social, political or economic in nature. For 
example, unstable govemments or an unsafe image in the international media may cause tourism 
to deciine. Pem suffered many yean of widespread terrorism and socio-economic chaos before 
tourism mivals began to reach levels expenenced in the early to rnid- 1980s. World or national 
economic policies may also cause hardships in many developing countries where ecotourisrn is a 
growing sector. Inflation, unfavorable exchange rates and policies that favor fo reign investrnent 
may al l  contribute to diminished cornmunity control. The national govemment may also choose 
to invest heavily in tourism infrastructure for one area (such as  crowded Cuzco in Pem) and very 
little in isolated rurd areas, even considering their high tourism potential. 
Macro climatic events and geologid disasters rnay dso have an adverse effect on 
tourism d e m d  For exarnple, the effects of El Nino in Pem or the extensive smoke fiom out of 
control forest &es in Indonesia during 1997 may have caused many tourists to cancel their trips, 
especially if they were outdoor related tours. Earthquakes, floods, volcanic eruptions, drought 
and other environmentai crises may occur in a region fiequented by tourists. 
STAGE 2: PLANNING 
In Stage 2, the ecotmrisrn planning process selected by a given community is largely 
dependent on the public participation triangle in relation with its exogenous environment That 
is, greater community integrdon in ecotourisrn depends on integrated planning (and vice-versa). 
It may consist of painstaking consensus building combined with a strategic planning process, or it 
may be quite ullstructured such as advocacy or radical planning (perhaps in the Freirian 
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tradition). The ecotourism plan may be short-terrn or long-tenn, but idealIy a combination of 
both Whichever the case, it must mive to be as alLinclusive as possible to achieve 'success*, 
which wdl be rneasured in Stage 3. 
The kind of plan chosen is important, but so is the manner in which the planning process 
is carried out, including its efficiencv, quality and effectiveness. If one has already been 
developed, an ecotourism plan cm be evaluated by public knowledge of its existence; also, who 
developed it, how was it developed, whol were its goals, objectives and targets, and how has d 
perfomed? If an ecotourism plan does not exist, then attitudes can be rneasured of the need for 
one to guide co~munity involvernent in the industry. 
STAGE 3: IMPACTS 
The h a l  stage in the ecotourism mode1 consists of impacts fiom (or lack of) community 
integration and ecotourism planning. These are divided into three measurable outcomes: 
econornic, socio-culturai and environmental. 
Economic Measures 
Greater community integration in ecotourism planning should lead to increased economic 
benefits. Useful economic measures as evidence include direct and indirect ernployment (and 
induced employment), revenues, ownership and profitability, among others. Type of 
employrnent that is carried out by cornmunity residents is important, as well as the distribution of 
ecotourism-generated employment and incorne w i t b  the community. Basic cost-benefit 
accounting or a more complex economic anaiysis with a detailed examination of Ieakages and 
econornic multipliers could be considered Regionai and local data shouid be coliected in any 
case, as well as at least estimates of tourism spending patterns. The type of econornic data 
collected will largely depend on the particular research time and budget. 
Socio-cuftural Measures 
Positive perceptions and attitudes towards the ecotornism industry and perceived high 
mmmunity or individual participation should be enhanced with community integration 
Satisfkction leveis and perceived socio-economic benefits can be measured by questionnaires, 
key-informant sweys,  focus groups, Delphi methods and other primarily qualitative methods. 
More information would be collected on perceived benefits if only a qualitative methodology is 
employed, but a W  benefits could be obtained by quantitative suweys of tourists, residents, 
travel agencies, NGOs &or govemment institutions. 
Environmental Measures 
Measures of environmental change were not carried out in this research. However, it is 
probable that a high degree of community integration in ecotourism would reduce negative 
environmental impacts. If the community feels duectiy responsible for the ecotourism resource 
as full playen in the industry, they will likely protect the destination fiom various destructive 
forces. An impact m>dy would have to be established, perhaps examining physical carrying 
capacities based on site-specific ecological standards. Environmental measures would have to be 
conducted if a given community-based ecotourism project is to be considered on the basis of 
sustainability . 
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Definitions are an important part of any ernpirical study, and for this research special 
consideration was given to the unique socio-cultural context of two Andean comunities in a 
developing nation. The following dennitions were m d e d  fiom several sources: 
Community: n i e  population of the entire town in question and its immediate 
surrounding area up to a maximum of five kilometers distance fiom the 
to-.m center (this distance was arbitrarily chosen, but as one that was 
appropriate to the cornrnunities). 
Community integration: Total involvement and inclusion of community in decision-making for a 
particular project or industry (e-g. ecotourism) on an fair and equitable 
basis. 
Community participation: An active process by which the commUNty rnay influence the direction 
and execution of a development project or a particular economic sector, 
with a view to enhancing their well-being in ternis of income, penonai 
growth, self reliance or 0 t h  views they cherish. 
Concientization : The transformation towards empowerment when the community sees 
itself as a self-awareness raising vehicle. 
Direct employ ment: Those perçons engaged, either on a Ml-time, part-time or casual bais, in 
the sales of merchdise or services to tourisrs. 
General population1: Ail adult persons over the age of 15 who live in the community for at 
l e s t  six months of the yea., and who may or rnay not work in a tourism 
related activity. 
Economic bene&: Gross amounts and distribution of income within the cornrnunity as  
generated by tourists, but not a comprehensive measure of the real 
economic benefits (which would be economic benefits). 
Both an activity and a desirable outcorne that allows tourists to admire 
and leam about the naturd andior culturaf attributes of a given 
destination, while contibuting to its conservation and providing socio- 
economic benefits for local cornmunities on a relatively equitabIe basis. 
1 Those persons & than 16 years of age were excluded k m  the m y s ,  even though chilctren may work in a 
touriso activiîy such as M c r a f t  Enocfuction The Id of survey comptexity was a &ter. t in exduding young 
people, €ntî a h  recognizing that their perspective wodd be missed In a&iïtion, those residing in the comunity on 




Any activity that provides a livelihood for an individual or community, 
whether full-time, part-tirne, casuai or seasonal. Employment can be 
categorized as: 
a) fuii-time - engaged in work activity at least five daydweek, and for 
more than four hom/day. 
b) part-time - engaged in work activity less than five days/week 
d o r  less han four hodday. 
c) easual- engaged in work activiîy on occasional basis, fiom one day 
up to one montldyear (&O considered as contract work for 
this research). 
d) seasonal - engaged in work activity for only some time of the year 
up to six monWyear, could be combined with any of 
the above categorizations. 
Ml penons in a given household that are d i r d y  related to the household 
heaâ, which may or may not include a father, mother, brother(s), sister(s), 
and grandparent(s). Visiting and relatives were not surveyed if not Living 
in the dwelling; nor any renter or bouder. 
Any person(s) in a given house, aparhnent, or o h  residentiai dwelling 
that comprises the immediate family (see below for definition of 
'family'). Ownenhip of the dweiling itself was not deemed to be 
important for this research. 
Indirect employment: Those persons engaged, either on a full-time, part-time or casual basis, in 
the provision of supplies or services to iounsm businesses (or those 
directiy employed in tourism). 
Key infonnants: Those persons deemed knowledgeable of the tourism industry in theu 
community, due to personai andior work experience related to tourisrn 
This included those persons d o s e  decisions may have an adverse or 
positive effect on the tourism activities in the commlmity. 
Power: The ability to impose one's will or advance one's own interests. 
Those persons that live full-Mie in community for at least six 
montbslyear and are adult members (>15 years) of community. 
Respondents: Those residents that were selected for either a survey or i n t e ~ e w .  
The willingness to sacrifice resources or immediate gratification for the 
welfare of others, out of a feeling of unity. 
Sustainable tourism: Connects tourists and providers of tourist facilities and services with 
advocates of environmentai protection and commlmity residents and their 
leaders who desire a better quality of Me. 
Tourism: The business of attracting visitors and catering to their needs and 
expectations. 
Those who mvel for either Ieisure, recreation, vacation, health, 
education, religion, sport, business, or f d l y  reasons (and away from 
their cornrnunity of permanent residence). 
Tourism ixidustry: Those individuals, agencies, or organizations that may employ, work, 
supply, andlor provide seMces for eventuai consumption by tourists in 
the respective cornmunity region2. 
Tourism occupation: Any activity which defines the specific type of employment of one's 
work in the tourism industry. e.g. restaurant CO& boat operator, donkey 
driver. 
Tourism sector: Same as toun'sm industry. 
h e m  ployed : Not working in any activity that would provide a Livelihood (ie. means of 
living or sustenance). In this research, therefore, famllng was considered 
as employment even if it did not provide monetary income. 
Unity : 
Work 
Same as soIid(arity for this research 
Same as employment for this research 
-- -- - 
' Ority if word 'local' is used in conjunction with toiirism mdustry Qes it refer to the co11mimity itseif - othawise, it 
may encompass any outside tourism agency or other tourisn prwider in the region For Taquile Island, the region 
includes other nearby isiands and Puno. For Chiquian, the region indudes the mouutah communities of the Cordiliera 
Huayhuash and Huarm. 
APPENDIX 2: RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE 
Ecotounsm in the Community of , Pem 
Employed in Tourism Not Employed in Tourism 
SECTION 1.0: Personal Data 
Name 
Sex Male Age - 
C hildren none Fernale not sure 
1. You were bom in the community of in the region/ country of 
2. You iive in the cummunrty of and have iiied in this community for years. 
3. You work / go to school / ii ie (circle one) in the community of 
4. Are you adhely i n w h d  in the daily administrative funcüons of the comrnunw 
("administrative" defined as cornrnunity decision making or comrnunity management) 
m y e s  O N 0  
If Yes, are you one of the following: 
(mark al1 applicable) 
cornmittee mernber (women's club, etc.) 
municipal cound member 
mayor 
other govemment representative 
cooperative 
0 t h  (please describe) 
SECTION 2.0: General Tourism 
Please describe your exact role or title: 
1. The tourisls that come to visit your community tend to be mainly: 
O nationab from other regions 
foreigners 
2. Compared to last year (1 9961, and in ternis of bringing economic bene* to your 
cornmunity, towism brought: 
Beke Alan Garcia's 
APRA govemment 
@ m l  985 - Pres. Beluande) 
more O 
bene- bene& 
no change not sure 
1 During Aian Garcia's 
APRA govemment: 
(1 985-90) 
' [7 more O 1- 
benefits benefits 
no diange CI not sure 
3. The nurnber of touriçts that came last year (1 996) compared to the year before last (1 995) to your 
cornmunity increased 1 was ttie same / decreased / not sure. 
4. Compared to last year (1 996), would you like to see more / Iess 1 the sarne / not sure 
amount of tourists coming to your cornmunity? 
SECTION 3.0: Tourisrn Employment (After Question 3 and only if respondent is not employed 
in tourism industry, go to Sedon 7.0: Cornmunity Participation) 
1. Are you actively involved in one or more of the following tourism related activib'es? 




park or scenic attraction management 
trave~ agency 
other (please specify) 
O not Jure 
2. Which one of these jobs is the most important economi~~lIyfor you? 
3. Tourisrn in your community contributes the following revenues to your total household income: 
O no contribution [7 more than half 
iess than half ail (total) 
0 about haif 0 not sure 
(N.B. for respondents working in a non-toudsm job, go to Section 7.0 after this Question) 
4. Your specific tourism related occupation or position is: 
5. The name of the cooperative, agency, or place that you work at k 
6. Including yourself, how rnany people are employed in your tourism-related acüvity? 
0 one mree [7 other (piease speafy) 
O two O tour O not sure 
7. How much time do you spend working in your tourism-related achty? 
O fuii-ürne O hou* conûact (casual) not sure 
8. How long do you normally work (or seIl product or service): 
in dry season?: d a w e e k  in wet season?: dayslwee k 
O not sure 17 not swe 
9. Induding yourself, how many people employed in your tourism-related actMty do you estimate are from the 
communrty (min approlamateiy 5 km radius)? 
O one îitree 
0 two other (please speafy) . not sure 
10. If any employees are from outside the community, how many of those working in your tourism-related actMty 
are considered Peruvian residents (nationais)? 
O one mree 
17 hm other (please specify) . 0 not sure 
1 1. How rnany people working in your tourism-related acüvity are non-cesidents of Peru (Le. foreigners)? 
one three 
0 two other (please specify) . 17 not sure 
12. If any employees and/ or owners are from another region of Peru or another country(ies), please specify their 
position (e-g. owner, manager, employee, contractor, caçual labour, etc.) and where they are originalfy from: 
Position of Person(s) Working in Number of Their OrÏg in of Residence 
Tourism Activii Persans 
SECTION 4.0 Tourism Management 
1. Do you own part or ail of your tourism business or activity? 
(ii YES, go to Question #2; if NO, go direcüy to Question #3). 
2. How much of your business or actMty do you own? 
some (< 50%) rnost (2 50%) 0 none (0%) 
El  half (50%) C] a11 (1 00%) 
3. Hov; zuch of your business or activity do you manage? 
O some (< 50%) most(>50%) 0 none (0%) 
SECTION 5.0: Tourism Inputs 
(if not applicable, go to Section 6.0: Tourism Revenues) 
The supplies (food, fuel, equipment, materiais, etc.) used in your tourism-related business or acûviîy are: 
(may be more than one answer) 
drin k 
(gasoline, 
kerosene, diesel) a NO Y 
Materials O YES 
(to build or make 
something, e.g. 0 NO 
wood, waoi) 
Equiprnent a YES 
(things pre- 
made, e.g. O NO 
motors, desks, 
radios) 
IF YES. AMOUNT THAT IS PURCHASED: 
SECTION 6.0: Tourism Revenues 
1. The people who purchase your product or senfice are mostly: 
locais from this community (up to 5 km radius) PeMans from other regions not sure 
residents fmm nearby cornrnunities (> 5 km) [7 foreigners 
2. Eamings from being employed in tourism-refated acüviües contributes the following revenues to your total 
household income: 
no cornbution (0%) about haif (50%) ail (1 00%) 
less than half (-0%) more than haIf (~50%) [7 notsure 
3. Ask the respondent to answer the following questions depending upon their occupation. 
For Hostel OwneflOperators: 
The average number of people1 per month staying The average amount spent per person/ per day in your 
in your hostel or residence is: hostel or residence is: 
- during dry season - during wet season - - during wet season during dry season 
O ndsure  0 ndwm O ndsure O &sure 
For Restaurant Owner-Operatorsl Pension Owner-ûperators: 
The average number of people/ per day eating in your The average amount spent per persan/ per day in 
restaurant is: your restaurant is: 
- during dry season - during wet season - during dry season - during wet season 
Cl nat suce [7 natsure 0 nat sure O -sure 
For Tour Guidel Inîwpreterl Travel Agencyl Bus Driver1 Taxi Driver1 Boat Operatorl 
Park Guard / OTHER : (cirde appropriate occupation) 
The average number of peopiel per month that 
purchase your product or service k: 
The average arnount spent per person/ per day for 
your product Or  service k: 
- during dry season - during wet season - during dry season - during wet season 
natsure O ndsure O ndsure O nd sure 
For Handicraft Produceri Handicraft Vendor: For Workers Paid Hwrlyl Dailyl Weekly : 
The average amount of handicrafts soldl per month is: Your salary per (houri day/ wcek) is: 
- during dry season - during wet season - during dry season - during wet season 
O ndsure O nd sure M sure O ndsure 
SECTION 7.0: COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION 
1. What do you believe are the most important types of tourism activities mat occur in your community? 
(read categorks to respondent and rank frorn 1 as MOst Important up to 6 as Least Important; 
if tourism category does not occur according to respondent, leave blank) 
Handicrafts 
Festivals 
Nature (e-g. hiking, bird watdiing) 
Culhrre (e.g. visih'ng archaeological sites) 
Business 
m e r  (pfease specify) 
2. 1s there a tourism strategy or tourkm plan in your communitrf! 
3. Are Utere regular or irregular meetings about tourism-related issues in your community? 
E s  NO [7 NOTSURE 
(if NO, go to Question 6) 
4. If you answered Yes to the above qu&on, 
a) how often do these meetings occur? 
0 times a week 
O times a year 
not sure 
6) who participates in these meetings? 
(list participants) 
S. Do you participate in any tourism activities in your comrnunity? 
0 YES 
If Yes , what activib'es do you participate in? (check as many as appropriate) 
my occupation fi tourism rehted) O government meetings (regional lavel) 
rnarketing/prornoting 0 govemment meetings (national levei 
wrnmunity meetings (municipal level) O other @kase speafy) 
If No, would you Iike to parücipate in tourism activities? 
NO NOTSURE 
If No, why not? 
6. If you were not invohted in what you do to make a IMng, mat else would you rather do (or are you happy with 
your current work actMty or job)? 
working in the field (agricubre) 
working in the another acîjvrty (please specify) 
other @lease specify) 
nothing efse; I am happy with what I do for a living 
not sure 
7. The folowing series of questions are based on two themes: A) resident attitudes toward tourism's potentai 
Tor economic bcnefifs, B) fevel of participation by local msidents in aie management and adminisfrabon of 
burkm a M e s  based in or nearfry ale communiîy, and C) impacts or bene- associated with fourism. 
Each question has a rating scale from 1 to 5 (from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree). If the respondent has 
no opinion or is uncertain, then Neutra1 should be selected. One response only should be noted by cirding the 
appropriate number. 
Please tell us how strongly you agree or d ig ree  with each one. Place a circle around the answer that most 
closely agrees with your feelings. 
A) Resident Attitudes Towerd Toutîsm's AOREE NEUTRAL MSAGREE DISAGREE 
Potenaal for Economic BenefiLs STRONOLY 
Tourism brings many economic bene* for 
our community. 1 2 
I personally do not benefit very much from 
tourism. 1 2 
If there were more tourists, our community 
would be able to make more money. 1 2 
Tourism benefits only a few people in the 
comrnunity. 1 2 
Tourism is not very important to the national 
econorny of Pem. 1 2 
Most of lhe money eamed from tourisrn in 
my cammunity goes to foreigners and non- 1 2 
locais (naüonak). 
B) Pmü'cipation by local resldents in the 
management and administration of 
fouhm activities 
1) I would like to be more invoived in tourism 
management in the comrnunity (Le. tourism 
decision-making or administration). 
2) Tourism in this area should not be managed 
by other communities. 
3) 1 am very happy with my cunent level of 
participation in tourism activih'es in this 
corn munity 
4) Participation in cammunity-based tourism 
should only be camed out by those already 
invoived in tourism (e-g. tour guides, bus 
cirivers, hotel owners). 
5) Participation in tourism of al1 residents is 
actively encouraged by the local authorities. 
6) i do not believe that 1 would eam any more 
money if I participated more in tourism here, 
A a E E  
STRONOLY 
AOUEE NEWRAi DlSAOREE MSAGREE 
STRONOLY 
AOREE AOREE NEURAL MSAGREE DISAOREE 
STRONOLY STRONOLY 
1 ) There are negative impacts associated with 1 2 3 4 5 
the toukm actMties in my community (in 
general, anything mat ruins the environment 
or cuiture). 
2) Tourism is responsible for environmental 1 2 
damage in my community (e.g. plants, air, 
birds, lakes) 
3) Tourkm has not caused any social or 1 2 
cultural problerns in my community. 
8. If you feel that #ere are negrrtive impacts in your community associated with tourism 
0.e. social, environmental), what would you say they were? 
9. What financial andfor organkational support have the following entities provided to impmve or expand the 
level of tourisrn in your cammunrty? (check appropriate response) 
IO.  If tourism actMbies have dianged over the past ten (1 0) years, describe how so. 
PUBLIC OR PRIVATE INSTITUTION 
Local authorities 
E l  




il. What &anges, if any, would you like to see implemented with respect to tourism in your community? 




APPENDIX 3: INTERVIEW GUIDE 
PART 1 : A TOURISM DESCRIPTION FOR THE AREA 
General Questions: 
What are the main reasons that bring tourists to your comrnunity and local 
area? Was/were there a person(s) or institution(s) primarily responsible for 
starting tourkm here? 
What kind of tourists corne here, in ternis of their origin, age, motive or other 
characteristics? 
Has there been any changes in tourism activity since tourisrn began in your 
community or area? For example, are there more or less tourists than before? If 
there have been changes in tourism, what are they and why have things 
changed? 
PART 2: COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN TOURISM 
General Questions: 
1. Planning for tourisrn indicates the degree of organization and control that a 
group of individuals or institutions may have in the industry. Is there a tourism 
plan or strategy for the community? If this cannot be answered, does your 
agency or institution have such a plan? 
2. Is there active participation by the community in the local tourism activities? 
3. Do the local authorities such as the municipality or tourism boards encourage 
the community to participate in tourism on an equitable basis? If so, how is 
participation in tourism encouraged? If not, why? 
4. Tourism management is often shared between various parties. Is the community 
as a whole in control of its tourism industry? If so, hou\/! If not, who islare the 
other player(s) in the local tourism industry? What influence do they have? How 
has control changed over the past few years, if at all? 
PART 3: TOURISM CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ECONOMIC 
WELL-BEING OF THE COMMUNITY 
General Questions: 
What sort of community services are related to the local tourism industry? That 
is, what kind of jobs in your community are directly attributable to tourism? 
Do you agree that tourism provides financial benefits to the entire community? 
Why or why not? If sol how are these benefits distributed within the 
community? 
Non-local people, agencies, institutions. or other fadors may affect a local 
toufism industry. If so, which one(s) and what effect(s) have resulted from such 
extemal factors in terrns of financial benefits? 
PART 4: COMMUNITY SATISFACTION WlTH TOURISM 
General Questions: 
Generally speaking, is the community supportive of its tourisrn industry? 
An impact is a positive or a negative change due to the influence of an certain 
adivity or force. Is tourism responsible for any social or environmental 
impacts? Please explain. 
Has tourism been responsible for any economic changes in the cornrnunity? If 
sol what are they? What do you feel about these changes? 
Has community unity changed in any way since tourism began here? That is, 
are the people more unified in their feelings and actions wnceming tourism? 
Why or why not? 
Do you feel optimistic about the future of tourism in the area? Is there any 
changes that can be made to improve tourisrn here? 
APPENDIX 4: Financial Analysis of a Taquile kland Restauranr 
Comment 
1. INPUTS (E>cpenses) r 
1. CAPITAL 
a) Physical 53 nF 
infrastmdure ' (e.g. building, adobe 
tables, chairs, wens) building 
eaui~rnent (e.g. moking 
items, clnlery) 
b) Financial no rent; 
(e.g. loan to start business, no loan 
interest rates, rent) needed 
2. MATERIALS 
1 SUPPUES 
l a) Food (e.g. vegetabies. fish) cudomers I d  
customers 
b) Fuel (kerosene) 2 gaVday 
d) Miscellaneous estimated 
3. LABOURb nfa 
cooking, deaning, & serving: 
up to seven casual staff 
4. TAXES nia 
r T m  INPUTS 1 1 
. - 1 II. OUTPUTS I 4,372 1 




25 years 878.20 
622.00 
May 1 - 
0 d 3 1  1220.80/rno 
Nw. 1 - 
Apdl30 610.40lmo 
6 mo 1.48fgal 
6 mo 1.48igal 
20 yr 37.501yr 
6 mo 1 00.001mo 
nia 
nia 1 nia 
~ a y  1 - -- 
Sept. 30 1878.40lmo 
od, 1 - 
April 30 939.20lrno 
Total 1 Total 1 
Adobe building has estimated We span of 25 years; furaiture and stove bave 10 year life span; cutlery and 
cooking items ody 5 years. Physïcai capital cost was calcuiated by dMding the purctiase cost by the estimated 
number of life span years to obtain a n d  capital cost (not considering depreciaîion). 
Non-wage iabour (i-e. fhmiiy nm brisines), so wages not calailated. 
Average number of people serveci per day times average amomit spent per person per day. 
*Source: Taquile Isiand Restaurant, February, 1 997, Ross Miiei l  
APPENDIX 5: Financial Analysis of a Chiquian Restaurane 




building, tables, chairs, 
items, cutlery) 
b) Financial 






interest rates, rent) 1 no loan 
2. MATERIALSI 1 
SUPPUES 2.1 30 
a) Food (e.g. vegetables, fish) customers 
customers 
b) Fuel (kerosene) 5 literdday 
I 
C) Water 1 
1 
dl Miscellaneous 1 estimated 
3. LABOURb 
cooking, deaning, & serving : 
up to four (4) =suai staff 
4. TAXES n/a 
Ji. OUTPUTS 
(Revenues or Sales) customers 
Time 1 Pricel 1 Total 
unit cost seasonal  
10 years 516.92 
5 years 21 1 -54 
May 1 - 
Sept. 30 1 customers 1 1,778.70 
GCOSS Revenues 9,870.21 
TOTAL OUTPUTS 
I 
III. PROFITS (or tosses) I I I I 
Total 
(annual) 
"AQbebsùldinghasest' ';dlifespanof25years;fCirniaireand~fiave 1Oyearlifespan;cutleryanci 
cooking items onIy 5 years. phYscal capiîai cost was caiculated by dividhg the p u r c b  cost by the estimateci 
number of life span years to obtain ammi cqiial cost (not considering depmiation). 
Non-wage labour (Le. famüy nm Inisinas), so wages not caicutatPA 
Averagemmiberof peopleservedperday timesaverageamo~tspenîperpersonperday. 
Assumes 15% less customers in wet season due to les toraists. 
%ourw: Chiquian Restaurant, May and Septem ber, 1997, Ross Mitchell 
